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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
-. 
I 
1.1 GENERAL OUTLINE 
The numerical solution of ordinary differential equations will be the 
main topics discussed in the first half of this thesis. In Chapter 2 initial 
.value problems are examine~ and the resulting differential equations are solved 
by using extrapolation techniques. Computer trials of the algorithm are 
completed by a special ordinary differential equation tester program and the 
statistics of its performance are compared with other established methods. 
In the following Chapter the relevant theory and properties, associated 
with Chebyshev polynomials, is presented. Then boundary value problems are 
solved by representing the ordinary differential equations as a Chebyshev 
series. Finally, similar methods are developed for the solution of partial 
differential equations. 
---------------------------------------- -
2 
1.2 ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
The working hypothesis of many topics in Physics and Chemistry are 
concerned with 'changing' quantities. Calculus provides the r~lationships 
between these changing quantities. An equation set up relating certain 
• 
quantities and their rates of change with regard to a single independent 
variable will constitute an ordinary differential equation. 
For example, in the decay of radioactive material, suppose that it is 
found that the amount of a certain material is decreasing, and the rate of 
decrease at a certain time is,proportional to the amount of the material 
, that exists at that time. Here, we take the time t as measured from a 
certain instant, to be the independent variable. The dependent variable, 
, y, which represents the quantity of the material (measured in convenient 
units), so that y varies with t, and yet) denotes the value of y at time t. 
, d d 
Then, the rate of change of y, is at. (It is assumed that at exists and is 
unique, Le. y is a differentiable function of t). 
Now from the hypothesis stated earlier, we have that £f is strictly 
proportional to y and that this relation completely determines the way in 
which y changes as long as t lies within a certain interval of time. Thus, 
we write, 
.c!r. = -ky dt , (1.1) 
where k is a positive constant (k is taken positive since y is naturally 
positive and we are told that,the amount of material is decreasing which 
means that £f is negative). 
Then, equation (1.1) is'an ordinary differential equation and can 
be solved in various ways (i.e. we require the values of yet)) as will be 
seen in later chapters. Another example of an ordinary differential 
equation occurs when a mass oscillates on the end of a spring and is 
subject to frictional resistance proportional to its speed, the equation 
of motion may be written as 
, . 
3 
2 
m ~ + r ~ddt + sy = 0 , 
dt2 
(1.2) 
where y is the displacement from the equilibrium position at time t. 
In,general, the order of a differential equation is the order of 
the highest derivative, fo; example the order of equations (1.1) and (1.2) 
are one and two respectively. The degree of a differential equation is 
the highest degree of the highest order derivative; the above mentioned 
equations both have degree one. A differential equation is said to be 
linear if the variable and its derivatives occur in the first degree 
without any cross~products, otherwise the equation is non-linear (thus 
(1.1) and (1. 2) are linear). 
Finally, a linear differential equation is homogeneous if'every term 
contains either the dependent variable or one of its derivatives. 
High order differential equations may be reduced to first order 
systems for the sake of convenience in the solution process (Lambert 
[17],p4). 
Before an attempt is made at obtaining the solution to a differential 
equation certain given data must be available otherwise the problem is 
unsolvable. For example, in the equations (1.1) and (1.2), if an 'initial 
,condition', y(to) had been given the solution can, be obtained in a 'step 
by step' or marching manner for t>to' stopping at some convenient time. 
These problems are known as initial value problems. 
Some differential equations may not have time t as an independent 
variable, e.g. a length or angle or some other parameter may be used. 
Then it will be seen that appropriate additional conditions may not 
, , 
apply at a single value of the independent variable. To emphasize the 
increased generality of this type of problem we here follow the usual 
procedure of using x as independent and y as a dependent variable. The 
nth order equation will then be of the "form, 
-------------------------~---------------------------------------
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F(x '" yen)) - 0 '« < ,y,y ,y , ... , , xO,x,x1 ' (1.3) 
'h ' " '" (n) t' h f· t d th d· . were y ,y ••••• y • are e 1rs. secon •••••• n er1vat1ves 
ywith respect to x and F may be any continuous function of its 
arguments. 
of 
An analytical solution of equation (1.3) can be considered any 
relation 
y = f(x) • xO~x~xl 
'free' from derivatives of y. Since such a relation must in effect be 
the resu.lt of integrating equation (1.3) n times there will in general 
be n constants of integration. So. in general. n conditions are 
(1.4) 
required .to determine these constants. They may be any conditions which 
engender relationships between the constants. but with few exceptions they 
refer to one or both of the end points xO.xl of the region of integration 
of the differential equation. They are consequently called boundary 
conditions. Initial conditions are now seen to form one restricted type 
of boundary conditions in which all the data refers to the beginning point 
Xo of the range. 
A common problem involves a differential system which has solutions 
only for certain values of a parameter occurring in the coefficients of 
the system. We wish to find one· or more of these critical values or 
'eigenvalues' and the corresponding solutions or eigenfunctions of the 
system.· For example. the equation 
y" + Ay = 0 
has the general solution 
y = A sin xlf+ B cos xlf • 
If the boundary conditions y(O)=y(I)=O are imposed the constants A and B 
are both zero JlIlless If is an integral multiple of 11. The system therefore 
. 2 2 has non-trivial solutions only if A=m 11. m=±I.±2 ••••• these are the 
eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenfunctions are A sin mllx. m:±1.±2 •••• 
5 
Eigenvalue problems frequently occur in Physics, for example, a 
. vibrating string fixed at two ends has a set of normal modes of the 
vibration. The periods of the fundamental first harmonic, second harmonic 
. and so on, form a sequence of discrete numbers that characterize the 
• 
intrinsic properties of the system, the eigenvalue which is related to 
the frequency of oscillations can take only certain values if the boundary 
conditions are to be satisfied. 
6 
1.3 PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
In the last section on ordinary differential equations we were 
'discussing the rates of change with respect to one independent variable. 
However with most problems in science there is often two or more independent 
, . 
variables considered - possibly representing an angle or length of time • 
• Such problems are represented as partial differential equations. For 
instance. in the study of thermal effects in a solid body the temperature, 
',;'say. may vary from point to point in the solid as well as from time to 
time, and as a consequence, the partial derivatives, 
a~ a~ a~ a~ 
ax ' ay " az' at' 
will in general be non-zero. Furthermore in any problem it may happen that 
higher derivatives of the types 
a2~ ~ 
--2' 
ax axat 
, etc. 
may be of physical significance. 
Just as in the case of ordinary differential equations, we define the 
order of the derivative of highest order occurring in the partial differential 
equation. 
Partial differential equations ,are classified into three particular 
types. The second order two dimensional equation 
-, 
2 2 a:U+~+ ai 3x3y 
where a,b.c,d,e,f and g may be {unctions of the independent variables. 
indicates the various cases. 
The 
2 
2 
equation is said to be elliptic when b -4ac<O, parabolic when 
b -4ac=O and hyperbolic when b2-4ac>O,.e.g. 
Poisson's equation 
and Laplace's equation, 
------------------......... ........ 
7 
are the most common of the elliptic partial differential equations and are 
generally associated with equilibrium problems. A high order elliptic 
problem is the Biharmonic equation in two dimensions, which is stated as, 
a4t _ . 
2 2 2 - f(x,y) 
3x 3y 
, 
and is relevant to several branches of Mathematical Physics, particularly 
fluid mechanics and elasticity. In the former, it governs the slow flow of' 
viscuous fluid, with t, the stream function, and if f is identically zero 
the body forces are conservative. In elasticity, the Biharmonic equation 
governs the transverse displace~ent of the middle surface of a uniform 
elastic plate, where f(x,y) is the transverse loading in the plate. 
The "analytical" solution of these two dimensional elliptic ·equations 
is a function of the space co-ordinates x and y which satisfy the partial 
" 
.. differential equation at every point of the region R inside a plane closed 
curve·3R and satisfies certain conditions at every point on this boundary 3R. 
The condition that the dependent variable must satisfy on the boundary 
curve is called the boundary condition. 
As so few analytical solutions are available for particular boundary 
conditions other methods of solution are sought, for example, finite 
difference schemes, where partial derivatives at a point ~! are approximated 
by difference quotients, ~! ' over a small interval, where 6x is small 
(Smith [45], p.6). 
Problems involving the time t as one independent variable leads to 
parabolic or hyperbolic equations. 
The simplest parabolic equation, 
at _ 
at -
derives from. the theory of heat conduction and its solution gives, for 
example, the temperature t, at a distance x units of length from one end 
. of a thermally· insulated rod after t seconds of heat conduction. In such 
problems, .the temperature at the ends of the rod of length 1 are usually 
8 
known, these are in fact the boundary conditions.· Initially, the temperature 
.distribution alQng the rod is also known at some given instant in time, 
which is taken as time t=O. This will be known as the initial condition. 
·Again a finite difference scheme may be implemented for the parabolic case, 
where now we solve for a set of unknown values at each time step as shown 
below, 
t 
~ ~=h (boundary 
conditi on) 
It- ox--. 
4> (n) 
i-I 
J 
01 
. 
~~n+l) 
1 
~~n) 
1 
~(n) 
i+l 
~=f(x) (initial condition) 
/ 
unkn own 
alues 
n+l)ot 
v 
at ( 
kno 
v 
at n 
wn 
alues 
ot 
~=g( 
-(boun 
ondi 
t) 
dary 
tion) 
--. 
x 
-.This type of problem is sometimes referred to as a marching problem, 
since after evaluating the function values at one time level n, they 
themselves assist in solving for the unknown values at the time level (n+l) 
and then proceeding to level (n+2) etc. 
Hyperbolic equations generally originate from vibration problems or 
from problems where discontinuities can persist in time, such as with shock 
··waves, across which there are discontinuities in speed, pressure and density. 
Boundary conditions involving a function only will be referred to as a 
Neumannproblem and one having the first derivative of the function will be . 
called the Dirichlet problem. 
9, 
.when partial differential equations are discussed in Chapter 5, only 
Parabolic and Elliptic problems will be considered. 
N.B. 
Throughout the thesis, particularly in the section of partial 
• 
differential equations the solutions of matrix-equations, for example, 
Ax = b (1.5) 
are required to be solved. These will be handled by the N.A.G. (Numerical 
Algorithm Group) Library routines and will usually involve a direct 
method (Mitchell [43], pp.-16) of solution. 
.. 
CHAPTER 2 
EXTRAPOLATION SCHEMES FOR ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
-. 
. 
10 
2. 1 GENERAL THEORY OF THE METHODS 
·2.1.1 The Initial Value Problem . 
The type of ordinary differential equation required to be solved 
.. is the "initial value problem" (I.V.P.) and will take the following form. 
y(x) = f(x.y(x)). yea) = n (initial value) 
where y(x) 
f(x.y(x)) = (fl(x.y(x)). f 2(x,y(x)), •••• fm(x,y(X)))T 
on.the interval [a,b]. 
To be of interest, the I.V.P. must have a unique solution. A 
. theorem by Henrici [10] states the conditions on f(x.y(x)) which 
gives the guarantee that such a solution exists. 
Theorem 2a. Let f(x.y) be defined and continuous for all points 
(x,y) in the region D defined by the interval ~x:;b, Ily 11 <00 a and b 
finite. and let there exist a constant L such that for every X,y and 
y* in D the following condition hOlds. 
11 f(x.y)-f(x,y*) 11 :; L·lly-y* 11 
. Then if n is any given number, there exists an unique solution, 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
y(x), of the I.V.P. (2.1). where y(x) is continuous and differentiable 
for all (x,y) in D. Condition (2.2) is called the Lipschitz condition 
Md L. the Lipschitz constant. "11 11" denotes a vector norm and 
throughout this thesis the maximum norm will be implemented. It is 
defined as 
IIYII = max ly.1 
00 • 1 
1 
If f(x,y) possesses a continuous derivative with respect to y 
for all (x,y) in D, then. by the Mean Value Theorem, 
. af(x y) f(x.y) - f(x.y*) = ay' (y-y*) , 
where y is a point in the interior interval whose end points are y 
11 
and y*, and (x,y) and (x,y*) are both in D. Under appropriate 
circumstances, L may be taken to be 
. sup ~\ 
(x,y) £d· ay . , where \
af(X,y)\ 
. ay 
is the Jacobian of f(x,y) with respect·to y, where sup (supremum)· 
is the least upper bound of D. 
For this work it is assumed f satisfies a Lipschitz condition in 
an appropriate region sufficient to guarantee the existence of a 
unique solution to (2.1). 
2.1.2 Linear Multistep Methods 
The initial value problem 
y' = f(x,y), yea) = n , 
is considered. The exact solution y(x) is approximated by Yn' n=O,l, ••• N 
at a set of discrete pointsa=xO<xl <x2 ••• <~ = b. The step length 
h=x.-x. l' will, in practice, vary. A numerical method for the solution 
1 1-
of the I.V.P. (2.1) gives an approximation Yn to y(x
n
), and the 
quantity en=Yn-y(x
n
) is called the global discretization error: 
The general k-step linear multistep method is defined by the 
equation 
where f =f(x ,y ), x =a+nb, n=O,l, ••• N, and a.,B., i=O,l, ••• k denote 
n n n n 1 1 
·real constants which do not depend on n. Assuming ak~O and 
laor~ol~o, ensures that the method is genuinely k-step. 
So the problem of determining the solution y(x) of the I.V.P. 
(2.1) is replaced by that of finding a sequence {Yn} which satisfies 
the difference equation (2.3). 
It is convenient to associate with (2.3) the characteristic 
polynomials, 
(2.3) 
k k-l pes) = QkS +ak_ls + ••• +ao • 
k k-l 
o(s) = aks +ak_ls + 
which alternately can be used to define the multi-step method. 
The equation (2.3) is said to be explicit if ak=o. That is. 
Yn+k is computed in terms of the values at the k-previous mesh 
points. When ak~o the formula is said to be implicit. since yn+k 
occurs as an argument in fn+k=f(xn+k.Yn+k) in the right hand side 
of (2.3); Linear multistep methods require special starting 
12 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
procedures to generate the values Yl .Y2 ••••• Yk-l. k>l. The Taylor 
series. for example. could be implemented to provide such a procedure. 
·2.1.3 Order and Local Truncation Error of L.M.M. 's 
In practice it is required that the solution of the difference 
equation (2.3) should be a good approximation to the solution of the 
equation (2.1). In other words, requiring the difference between the 
two sides of (2.3) to be small if h is small and if the values of Yn 
are replaced by y(x
n
). where y(x) is the exact solution of the given 
. differential equation. 
The linear difference operator L is used to obtain a measure of 
the difference of the two sides of (2.3). It is defined as follows: 
-. 
L[z(x);h] = akz(x+kh)+ak_lz(x+(k-l)h)+ ••• +QOz(x) 
-h(akz'(x+kh)+ ••• +aOz'(x)) • 
This expression may be applied to any difference function z(x). 
L[y(x);h] is called the local truncation error (L.T.E.). If z(x) is 
sufficiently differentiable the terms of L[z(x);h] may be expanded 
in powers of h. Using Taylor's expansion we have. 
_ (1) ( q (q) ( ) L[z(x);h] - cOz(x)+clhz ~)+ ••• +cqh z x + •••• 
where the coefficients ci • i=O.l •••• are constants which are independent 
I 
t 13 
of h and the function z(x). 
From a simple calculation the ci are defined as: 
Co = QO+Ql+ •••. +ak 
cl = Ql+2a2+ • .'. +k~-(aO+al+··· +I!k) 
These formulae can be used to derive a L.M.M. of given structure and 
maximal order. 
The multistep method is said to be of order p if cO=cl= ••• =cp=O, 
. p+l (p+l) p+2 
and c 110, 1.e., L[z(X)ih]=c Ih z(x) +O(h). p+ p+ 
. p+l (p+l) The term c h z (x) is called the principal L.T.E. p+l 
2.1.4 Convergence, Consistency and Zero-stability 
The behaviour of the solution {y }, generated by the linear multi-
. n 
step method (2.3) as h tends to zero is of fundamental importance. It 
is necessary that the solution of (2.3), at any fixed point x, tends 
to y(x) as h+O, if the starting values tend to their true values. This 
notion of convergence is formalized by the following definition. 
Definition (i): Convergence The linear multistep method is said to be 
convergent if, for all initial value problems, the following holds, 
- . 
Hm 
h-+O 
nh=x-a 
Ily -y(x ) 11+0 for all xe:[a,b] , 
n n 
and all the solutions {y } of the difference equation (2.3) satisfying 
n 
the conditions y =n(h), for which \I 
Hm Iln\l-nll = 0, \I=O,l, ••• ,k-l. 
h+O 
Two more definitions are required before a formal theorem on 
convergence can be stated. 
Definition (ii): Consistency A multistep method is consistent if it 
is of order at least one. In other words, 
0(1) = 0 , p' (1) = 0(1) • 
Thus, for a consistent'method, the first characteristic polynomial 
o(t) always has a root +1, this root will be called the principal 
root and labelled t l • 
Definition (iii): Zero-stability The L.M.M. is said to be zero-stable 
if no root of the first characteristic polynomial p(t), has a modulus 
greater than 1, and every root with modulus 1 is simple. 
The following is the fundamental theorem of Dahlquist [26,27] on 
L.M.M.·s. 
Theorem 2b. The necessary and sufficient conditions for a linear 
multistep method to be convergent are that it is consistent and' zero-
stable. 
2.1.5 Weak Stability 
14 
From the above a L.M.M. used in the solution of the initial value 
problem can be convergent. But this property gives no insight to the 
validity of the results obtained in practice. 
An important property is the stability of the method at the 
stepsizes used in computation. The essential idea is that the effects 
of perturbances should remain bounded for stable differential equations. 
In other words the stability properties of the algorithm at finite non-
zero stepsizes should be of the same qualitative kind as the stability 
properties of the differential equation. 
Although this is a complex subject to analyse,'the normal approach 
is to consider a simple' test equation to arrive at some means of 
obtaining useful results about the·property of a method. 
Usually the equation, 
y' = AY, y(O) = 0, A complex, 
is considered. 
• Employing a L.M.M., it can easily be shown that the behaviour 
of the solution depends on the roots of the stability polynomial: 
per) - Ho(r) = 0 ,where H=Ah. 
This can be formalized into the following definition, 
A L.M.M. is said to be absolutely stable in a region R of the 
complex plane if H£R~r 1<1, s=1,2, ••• ,k, where r are the roots of 
s s 
(2.6) 
Methods can. now be compared in terms of regions of absolute 
stability. 
-. 
IS 
(2.6) 
2.2 1lIE DEVELOPMENT OF 1lIE EXTRAPOLATION ME1lIOD 
2.2.1 Introduction 
The basic concept of extrapolation is best explained by an 
example •. 
A number. TO' is required to be evaluated and. as is often the 
case in numerical analysis. an approximation. T(h) is computed. h is 
. a positive discretization parameter. typically step length where 
T(h)+TO as h+O. 
Suppose that for every fixed N. T(h) possesses an asymptotic 
expansion of the form. 
where the coefficients TO.Tl ••••• TN are independent of h. The above 
can be summarized to 
16 
2 T(h) = TO+Tlh+T2h + ••• (2.7) 
Assume two approximations are computed for TO' say T(ho) and 
. T(hO/2). Then 
T(hO/2) = TO+O(hO) as h+O 
But. by using a linear combination of T(hO) and T(ho/2). a better 
approximation. that is a higher order approximation. can be obtained. 
namely (2.8) 
..... 
The extrapolation formulae to be discussed will be based on 
repeated use of this technique (i.e. eliminating more and more 
leading terms by additional linear combinations). This repeated 
. extrapolation is known as Richardson Extrapolation [18] (pp.229-349). 
It is very often used to estimate principal local truncation errors 
[17] (Lambert) • 
This process can be continued by incorporating a T(ho/4) term and 
forming a further linear combination which will eliminate another term 
of the expansion (2.7) to give TO+O(h~)~ 
It is not necessary to consider a strict sequence of step' sizes: 
hO.hO/2.hO/4 •••• as we have done in the example. in fact certain 
criteria will decide the actual sequence used. However one condition 
must always.be satisfied for a set of h .• and that is hO>hl> ••• >h >0. 1 . n 
From the above. a linear combination can be found with the property: 
m 
17 
r c. T(h.) = TO+O(h~) as h~ i=O 1.m 1 (2.9) 
where the c. are the coefficients obtained. The forming of such 1.m 
linear combinations is essentially equivalent to polynomial inter-
polation at h=O. of the data (h .• T(h.)). i=O.I ••••• m and since h.>O. 1 1 1 
i=O.I ••••• m the process is strictly one of extrapolation. An algorithm 
devised by Neville [11] and Aitken [12] makes it possible to avoid 
computing the coefficients c. in (2.9) as the extrapolation is 1.m 
performed iteratively. 
The following tableau is setup in Table (1). 
(0) 
PO (1) 
(0) Po (2) 
PI (1) Po 
(0) PI • (m) 
P2 .PO 
(2) 
. (1) Pm-2 
c Pm-l (0) 
Pm 
TABLE (1) 
The entries in Table (1) ire determined column by column such that 
p~O)=T(h.) i=O.I ••••• m and 
1 1 
P ~j) _ (j-l) 1 - Pi+l • 
for j=;I.2 ..... m and i=O.l ..... m-j. 
(2.10) 
I 
• 
If p~j) (h) 
1 
h .. -h, it 
. 1+3 
is defined by replacing h. 
. 1 
is obvious that as p~O)(h) 
1 
and hi +j in (2.10) by hi-h and 
is a constant,p~j) (h) is a 
1 
polynomial of degree j such that 
P ~j) (h.) = 'p~j ~l) (h;) = _p(O) (h) T(h) 111 1. "'-i i= i' 
that is p~j)(h) is an interpolating polynomial. 
1. 
p~j) is the inter-
1 
polating polynomial defined by T(h.) ••• T(h .. ), evaluated at h=O. 1 1+3 
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It follows directly that the error in the extrapolation algorithm 
(2.10) is given by 
TO = P~j)+hihi+l ••• hi+jE~j) (2.11) 
The coefficient E~j) in the remainder term can be expressed in many 
ways as a divided difference Davis [24], or as T(j+l)(t~j))/(j+l)! 
1 
where t~j)£(min s~j), max s~j)) 
1 .1. 1 
s~j) = {O,hi , ••• hi +j } • 
The sequence (hi) can have the following forms, 
{hO,hO/2,hO/4,hO/8,ho/16, ••• } 
{hO,hO/2,ho/3 ,hO/4 ,hotS, ••• } 
{hO,hO/2,hO/3,hO/4,hO/6,hO/8,hO/12, ••• } 
thus the remainder in (2.11) is O(h6j +l )). 
The sequence (2.12) yields accurate results but at the expense 
of doubling the number or operations. Equation (2.13) is cheaper to 
compute but leads to an unstable form of the extrapolation algorithm 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
as the denominator h./h. l~' Bulirsch and Stoer proposed the sequence 1 1+ 
(2.14) in [13] which has the advantage of the other two since it leads 
to a stable algorithm but does not double the cost of the calculation 
for each additional row of the tableau. After Sta.tl"J fA-e -tUft -:s ieno.s 
~" I /..,,/2. o.tlJ. "'all tt... re"" ......... 3 te ..... ' "I S"'~u""c.e (:t'/If)"~ ~r ... ~ 
~8 ~f)t.(~u...3 t:k-e. d.lI.I\.lJ ..... i;u,.tors t:f the. to.st '.d (Ule. te,.. ... ,. , 
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2.2.2 Special Asymptotic Expansions 
The benefits of repeated extrapolation are clearly greatly 
enhanced if it happens that the asymptotic expansion for T(h) in (2.7) 
contains only even powers of h - which strengthens the argument for 
. using the sequence (2.14). since it can be used without increasing 
the sensitivity to round off. For example. corresponding to (2.8) 
the following will occur 
4 4/3T(hO/2) - 1/3T(hO) = TO+O(hO) 
If the asymptotic expansion of T(h) has the form. 
. 2 4 
T(h) = :0+T2h +T4h + ••• 
• 
then the process of repeated extrapolation produces. instead of 
(2.10) the following. 
p~O) = T(h.) 
. l. l. 
i=O,l, ... ,m 
j=1,2, ... ,m 
i=O.l ••.•• m-j· 
giving pIj) = TO+0(hI2
j +2)). 
Gragg analyses the algorithm defined by Table (1) and (2.16) 
(where (2.15) is assumed) in [14] and [15]. He shows that if T(h) 
is continuous from the right at h=O. then a· necessary and sufficient 
condition for convergence of pa j ) to TO as j~ is that 
suP. (hn+l/hn)<l • 
n~O 
Further results by Gragg show that each column of Table (1) then 
converges to TO faster than the one to its left. and that if. in 
addition. inf(hn+l/hn) >0. the principal diagonal P6°) .P6
l ) .pa2) ••••• 
converges to TO faster than any other column. where inf(infinum) is 
the greatest lower bound. Indeed under milder conditions on T(h). 
P6n) converges to TO superlinearly in the sense that 
I (n) I /K Po -TO :s Kn ahd Um (Kn+l n) = 0 . 
~ 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
I 
• 
2.2.3 Application to Ordinary Differential Equations 
Polynomial and rational extrapolation will be used in the 
solution of both boundary and initial value problems. and we are 
concerned here strictly with the non-stiff problems. [17]. 
For initial value problems one possible procedure is as follows. 
Given a (fixed) discrete, numerical method (Runge-Kutta. linear multi-
step). let y(x;h) denote the approximation at x, given by the numerical 
method with step length h. to the theoretical solution of the I.V.P. 
(2.1). Before proceeding. the concept of 'basic step length' is 
.introduced •. This will be typically large for a given problem and 
required accuracy. compared with step lengths of other discretization 
methods. The polynomial extrapolation is' used to provide approximations 
to y(x) at the basic points, Xo+jH. j=O,I ••••• 
The first step size chosen will be hO' where hO=H/NO. NO is an 
integer and is the first member of the sequence, 
{1.2.3,4.a,~~~,I' ••• } 
i.e •. the sequence of denominators in (2.14). 
The numerical method is then applied NO times to produce an 
approximation. y(xO+H,hO) to the theoretical solution. y(xO+H). 
Continuing with NI' a second approximation is produced, namely 
Y(Xo+H.hl)' and so on until the following is obtained, (YO+H,hi ). 
i=O,I •••• ,m, where h.=H/N .• 
1 1 
(Initially H is given, then after the solution at the first 
basic point has been calculated various strategies will be used to 
obtain a new H - these will be seen later). 
It should be emphasised that the success of the extrapolation 
algorithm depends on the existence of, for a given numerical method, 
an asymptotic expansion of the fonw,· 
(2.17) 
2 3 y(xjh) = y(x)+Tl h+T2h +T3h + 
and only then is it possible to set, 
(0) p. = y(xO+H,h.), i=0,1,2, ••• m 
1 1 
and apply the process of repeated extrapolation using (2.10). When 
the expansion is of the form, 
·24 y(xjh) = y(X)+T2h +T4h + 
then (2.16) is used. 
After satisfying the accuracy requirements, the last entry in 
the Table (1) is taken as the final approximation to y(xO+H). The 
I.V.P. is then updated, Xo by xO+H and y(xO+H) by y(xO+HjH), and the 
above procedure repeated till the end of the range is reached. 
2.2.4 The Importance ()f The Mid-Point Rule 
Gragg ([14] and [15]) rigourously investigated the existence of 
such ~xpansions which had otherwise been tacitly assumed. Among 
Gragg's findings was that every explicit one-step method and every 
linear multi step method whose first characteristic polynomial, p(~), 
has only one root (the principal root) on the unit circle, yields an 
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(2.18) 
(2.19) 
asymptotic expansion of the form (2.18). For computational efficiency, 
expansions of the type (2.19) are of greater interest. 
Gragg shows that linear k-step methods whose characteristic 
polynomials p(~) and o(~), satisfy the symmetry requirement 
p(~) + ~kp(~-l) _ 0 
o(~) 
can yield such expansions, provided that the necessary additional 
starting values, y , ~=1,2, ••• ,k-l, can be supplied in a way which 
. ~ 
preserves the symmetry. This proviso does not, of course, apply in 
the case of linear one-step method~. 
(2.20) 
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It was found that the only such (consistent) method satisfying 
(2.20) is the Trapezoidal Rule. Yn+l-Yn=h/2(fn+l +fn). which in fact 
possesses an asymptotic expansion of the system. (2.19). But 
unfortunately this is an implicit method and it is necessary to solve' 
it exactly at each step if the expansion (2.19) is to be valid. 
An explicit method satisfying (2.20) is the Midpoint Rule. which 
has order 2. 
Yn+2-Yn = 2hfn+l 
An important result of Gragg's shows that. if. for this method the 
addi tional starting value y 1 is chosen to be y 0 +hfO' then' the resulting 
method has an asymptotic ~xpansion of the form. (2.19). provided that 
the number of times the method is applied is always even or always odd. 
In checking the Mid-Point Rule for a region of absolute stability. 
it.is found that the stability polynomial.p(r)-Ha(r)=O. gives. 
r
2
-2Hr-l=0. and r l •2=H±{1+H. i.e. for any H. Irl>l. and therefore 
possesses no interval. 
As a result of this. the coefficients T2o. i=1.2 •••• in (2.19) . 1. 
contain components of the truncation error which can increase 
exponentially. even when the solution. y(x). decays exponentially; 
This instability is controlled by a smoothing 'out procedure 
employed by Gragg (to the extent that T is free from unstable 
components). Moreover it does not destroy the form of (2.19). It 
is known as the "Modified Mid-Point Rule" and is given as follows. 
hs = H/Ns • 
yO = y(xO) • 
Yl = YO+hsf(xO'YO) 
Ns even. 
Ym+2-Ym = 2hsf(xm+1'Ym+l)' m=O.l •••• Ns _l 
(2.21) 
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2.2.5 The Rational Extrapolation Formulae 
Using (2.16) is equivalent to approximating T(h) by polynomials 
of successive higher degree in h2• In many circumstances.in numerical 
. analysis. it is found that T is given by (2.16). more accurate 
approximations can be obtained if the interpolation is in terms of 
rational functions rather than polynomials ([17}.p.197). 
Bulirsch and Sttler [13} developed the rational extrapolation 
. formula and used the following tableau. 
R(O) 
( -1) 0 R(l) RI 
R(O) 0 R(2) 
(-1) 1 R (1) 0 R(m) R2 
R(O) 1 0 
2 R(2) 
R(-l) (1) m-2 R 
m m-I 
R(O) 
m 
TABLE (2) 
Elements are evaulated from information in the previous two columns. 
and 
-
RI-I) = 0 • i=1.2 ••••• m 
R~O) = T(h.), i=O.l ••••• m 
1 1 
j=1.2 ••••• m 
i=O,l, .•• ,m-j. 
It can be shown from St~er [23} that R~j) is equivalent to inter-
1 
polating T(h) by a function of the form 
2 +a.hj aO+a2h + J (j even) 
R~j) (h) b +b2h2+ +b.hj = o . J 1 
2 j-l aO+a2h + +a. lh 1- (j odd) 
2 j+l bO+b2h + ••• +b. 1 h . J+ 
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(Le. , , ... ) . 
This algorithm is supported by fewer theoretical results than is 
the polynomial extrapolation algorithm. Gragg [14], shows that for 
the Bulirsch and Stoer table to exist and for each column to converge 
faster than the one to its left, it is necessary to assume, in addition 
to the assumptions made in the polynomial case, that h is sufficiently 
small and that a certain determinant· is non-vanishing. If this last 
condition is not satisfied, it is possible that some of the columns 
will not be acclerated. 
Combining one of the extrapolation algorithms with Gragg's 
Modified Mid-Point Rule yields the G.B.S. method (so named by Stetter 
[19]). It is one of the most efficient general purpose methods for 
the numerical solution of the initial value problem. 
In the next section a scheme is extended from a method by 
Murphy [25], and then tested by a universal program tester, DETEST [2]. 
The performance of this method will be compared with two other 
,established extrapolation schemes whose statistics are given in 
Enright's Report [21]. 
-
2.3 A NEW EXTRAPOLATION ALGORITHM 
2.3.1 Outline of the Original Scheme 
It will be helpful to describe the method in [25] (p.33 "The 
Second Program") before approaching the extension. This method will 
now be referred to as EXTRAPI. 
We begin with the assumption that a basic step size hO" and a 
predicted optimum level size k (of the tableau) are given. k is the 
size of the tableau that we expect convergence to occur. So, for 
example, k=2, the optimum tableau would look like this, 
T(O) 
0 T(l) 
T(O) 0 T(2) . 
1 T(l) 0 
T(O) 1 
2 
r t 
level level 
1 2 
The tableau is built up level by level USing the Modified Mid-
Point Rule to obtain values T~O) and then incorporating the Rational 
1 
or Polynomial Extrapolation formula. 
values are set at zero on level 1. 
the completion of each level. 
In the rational case, the T~-l) 
1 
Convergence is tested for after 
If after k levels, the integration is complete then the basic 
step size and order of the tableau can be modified by formulae which 
will be discussed later. However, it is desired that the order and 
step size should not fluctuate too much once they have been correctly 
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selected. Therefore, the basic idea of the scheme is that k successful 
steps of level k should have been completed before any decision is made 
to see whether it is more efficien$ to increase the order. for the next 
chosen step size. The possibility of decreaSing the order would happen 
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if convergence had occurred in a tableau smaller than k. This is 
considered at every integration step. The new hO is always chosen in 
accordance with the old error estimate of the last step. 
These ideas follow the lines of Adam's Methods except that in the 
latter case the number of function evaluations (i.e. primary cost) is 
two, .whatever the order. Also, one stores divided differences of 
recent values and the number of differences, i.e. back values, can be 
changed (which is the same as changing the order) on every step if 
necessary. However, to increase the order by any number more than one 
would be discounted because of the extra complexity of saving all 
previously computed back values. 
Two error estimates were considered in EXTRAPl, 
E. = 11T6j) - T6j - l )I I (2.22) 
J 
Ej = IIT6j+l) - T6
j ) I I (2.23) 
Error estimate (2.22) is quite conservative but requires only k levels 
of extrapolation which means fewer derivative evaluations. (2.23) 
requires (k+l) levels but is more in keeping with conventional 
estimates. As was expected, the results showed that the scheme using 
(2.22) was more efficient than when using (2.23), but the latter did 
produce more reliable results. 
After a successful integration step a formula was employed to 
give the new basic step size, hO. 
Bulirsch and StHer showed in [13] that the error T(j)-y(x) is of o 
the type, 2 
hODj(hOhl···hj) 
for some constant Dj. For example, in a tableau, errors would have 
(2.24) 
I 
• 
Then using (2.22) we have, 
Ej = IIT~-l)_y(x)11 = hODj_l(h~hl ••• hj_l)2 
As we are using error per unit step in.the DETEST program, the new 
hO is chosen so that 
- - -- - 2 ho * TOL = hODj_l(hOhl ••• hj_l) 
The value TOL is the given accuracy requirement. 
Solving for ~ from (2.25) and (2.26) 
since h. =hO/N .• 
1 1 
[
hO E*jTOL] lj ho = hO 
gives 
, 
The corresponding formula for estimate (2.23) is then, 
_ _ [ho * TOL) 1/ (2j+2) 
ho - ho --=-.--
E. 
J 
The strategy for choosing the best or optimal step size from 
a previous tableau, size k, is based on certain costs defined as' 
C. = A./hO(j) , k=l,2, ••• ,k. 
J J 
The A. represents the number of derivative evaluations for the 
J 
sequence, 
{2,4,6,8,12,16, ••• } 
i.e. (Aj) j=O,l, ••• =(3,7,13,21 ••• ) since f(xo'YO) is only calculated 
once. (2.30) is recognized as twice the sequence (2.17), thus 
satisfying the requirement of the Modified Mid-Point Rule. 
The selected lfij ), will correspond to the minimum cost, Cj and 
the next tableau will be of predicted size j, O~j~k. 
A step by step description of EXTRAPl is now given. 
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(2.25) 
(2.26) 
(2.27) 
(2.28) 
(2.29) 
(2.30) 
(a) The order of the tableau is' set at k=l. COUNT=MARKER=O. Where· 
COUNT keeps a check on the number of times the integration is 
performed at order k, and MARKER=l indicates a successful 
integration. 
(b) The modified mid-point rule and an extrapolation formula builds 
up ·the tableau to at most level k. giving errors. EI .E2 •••• EL• 
where I,.Uk. 
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(c) If convergence occurs Le. Ej::hO*TOL. l::j,.L. then MARKER=1. If 
j<k. set (new) k=j and COUNT=O. (This is a reduction in order by 
(k-j) for the next time step and a new COUNT is set up for the 
updated k). If j=k. then COUNT=COUNT+I. k unchanged. 
(d) If convergence has not occurred in the k-size lozenge then 
MARKER=O. suggesting an incomplete integration. and the COUNT 
remains unchanged. 
(e) The haj ) are calculated.from (2.27) and the corresponding costs 
Cj • j=I.2 •••• k from (2.29). 
l::s::k. then if s<k set k=S. 
Assume Cs is the minimum cost where 
(new) h =h(s) and COUNT-O Th1'S o 0 - • 
caters for the non-convergent tableau. If the above does not 
. - -(k) hold 1.e. s=k then (new) hO=hO • 
(f) If we have integrated k times with order k (COUNT=k), then a 
test for increasing the order is made. The (k+l)th level is 
-(k+l) - -(k+l) 
computed together with hO and Ck+l • If Ck+I<Ck then hO=hO 
and k=k+l, otherwise order and hO remain as calculated in (e). 
(g) In the event of x+ho overlapping the range the final step size 
-. is taken as ho=XEND~X, where KEND is supplied by DETEST. At this 
point the algorithm comes to an end. 
The main conclusions drawn from the algorithm were that it compared 
quite favourably with some of the more established schemes but only at 
the less stringent error tolerances. One of the main criteria for 
comparing methods. using DETEST is the number of function calls, and 
this is where EXTRAPI fared badly. Many calls were wasted in the 
situation of the tableau achieving its optimum size without the onset 
I 
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of convergence. When k:5 or 6 the number of wasted function calls 
was quite significant after the tableau was discarded. Yet when k 
was small the algorithm behaved efficiently - being able to adapt its 
order to a particular problem very quickly, and without using too many 
function calls. This explains its ability to cope at the less stringent 
error tolerances which are associated with a "smaller" tableau. 
2.3.2 Outline Of The New Scheme 
2.3.2.1 First Approach 
In a practical situation the predicted tableau size and step length 
may not be exactly what we want. The effects of rounding errors, 
truncation errors and estimation of errors all,take their toll, and 
can affect the validity of our predictions. So with this in mind a 
more tentative approach was taken when the situation of a large non-
converging tableau was attained. 
If, for example, the predicted level k of the tableau had been 
reached without Ek satisfying the required error tolerance, then, 
rather than discard the tableau the information already within it 
could be used to ascertain whether convergence may occur at level (k+l)' 
or even (k+2) , without any further derivative evaluations. 
- Assuming k:3, the tableau would be as follows 
T(O) 
0 T(l) 
0 
T(O) 
I 
T(2) 
0 
T(l) 
T(O) I T(2) -(4) 
2 T(l) I .>r 
TO 
T(O) 2 #c,~ 
3 ",G 
TABLE (3) 
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To obtain an approximation T~4) to T64) Lagrange Interpolation was used 
(0) . 0) (2) (3) 
on the data (hO,TO ), (hl,TO ). (h2,TO ) and (h3,TO ). A test for 
convergence could then be made at level 4 -telling us whether to accept 
the integration step or uiscard the tableau. Either way no extra function 
calls have been incurred while obtaining T64). Convergence at level 4 
-would result in a saving of 21 function calls (see (2.30)) over the old 
method. 
This scheme is again suitable for the smaller tableaux but the work 
( 
involved when k=7 or 8 is quite extensive. Also, the Lagrange approximation 
would have to be exceptionally good when dealing with error tolerances of 
10-9• Nevertheless the method is useful as a guideline for the behaviour 
of the solution and can save a lot of unnecessary work when utilized in 
. the smaller tableau. 
This, however, was not our objective, which was to deal with 
salvaging large tableaux in the case of stringent error tolerances. 
The following scheme was then examined. 
2.3.2.2 Second Approach 
As with the Lagrange method, information in the current tableau 
was scrutinized. But, in this case, more emphasis was placed on the 
rate of convergence. 
The behaviour of the errors after the computation of super-
diagonal elements indicated the manner of convergence, i.e. whether 
the solution was converging smoothly or not, uniformly decreasing 
errors would suggest smooth convergence. 
Assuming we had the above situation, then a relatively good guess 
could be made to see if the errors would satisfy the given error 
tolerance within the predicted level, k, of the tableau. With this 
knowledge, a decision could be made whether to discard the tableau or 
I 
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continue to level k. Therefore, an abandonment at level j U<k) 
would save on the calculation of (k-j) levels of extrapolation and 
CAj +I+Aj +2+ ••• '\) function calls '(see (2.30). 
If a prediction was incorrect, and level k was 'reached without 
the onset of convergence, then a similar strategy could be used to 
decide whether to extend or abandon the tableau. Discarding the tableau 
,usually arises when k is small so the loss is not too costly. 
For the purpose of the algorithm the process of converging smoothly 
is indicated by a shift to the right of the first significant figure of 
the error, for each level of extrapolation. So if the error at level (i) 
-3 ' 
was Ei*IO ,then for smooth convergence error at (i+l) would be 
Ei +I *10-4, at'(i+2) Ei +2*10-s and so on. 
As we are dealing with decimal places and significant figures the 
given error tolerance comes under scrutiny. As the DETEST program 
(which will be used to test this algorithm) uses three different error 
tolerances it is necessary to find the position, S, of the first 
significant figure in each TOL. The following piece of ALGOL 60 code 
explains the calculation of S. 
" , 
C:=LN(I/TOL)/LN(IO); 
D:=C-ENTIER(C); 
'IF' D 'GE' 0.5 'THEN' S:=ENTIER(C)+1 
'ELSE' S:=ENTIER(C); 
With MARKER, COUNT 'and k having the same meaning as in (2.31) an outline 
of the scheme is now given. 
(a) Using the modified mid-point rule together with the rational 
polynomial extrapolation formula the tableau is built up to the 
predicted level k, i=l(l)k. 
(b) In the case of convergenc~, Ei~:OL, x and y are updated. If i=k 
, then COUNT=COUNT+I. If COUNT=k, then another level is added (test 
for increasing k for the next selected step size) and a new k 
and step size are computed. 
(c) If i=k and convergence has not occurred then the following tests 
are carried out: 
If k=l. then k=k+l and extrapolate to k. and CHECK=O •. 
If Ek~l then CHECK=l. 
N.B. CHECK=O + continue. 
CHECK=l + abandon the tableau. 
Further checks are made on the errors. such as. if E.>E. 1 then 
1 1-
the tableau is abandoned as the solution is obviously not 
converging smoothly. 
Again using ALGOL 60 code the following routine describes the 
isolation of the first significant figures in E .• i=1.2 •••• k and 
. 1 
the storage of each of their positions in vector AA. 
'FOR' I:=K 'STEP' -1 'UNTIL' 1 'DO' 
'BEGIN' 
AA[I]:=-l; 
'FOR' J:=O 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' S+l 'DO' 
'IF' ERROR[I] 'LT' 10*(-J)*H 'AND' ERROR[I] 
'GT' 10+(-(J+l))*H 'THEN' AA[I]:=J 
'END' 
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If at least half the components of AA[I], I=k(-l)l, are decreasing 
then it is safe to assume that the errors are diminishing in the 
required manner, in other words the solution is converging smoothly. 
When this occurs a new tableau size k is computed + k=k+(S-k)+l. 
The current tableau is extended to the new k, which, by that time, 
convergence is virtually guaranteed. 
(d) If after all the tests we find CHECK=l, then the tableau is 
scrapped after computing a new k and step size. 
~ .. 
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The following example helps to clarify the situation when an 
extension of a tableau occurs. 
T(O) 
"Z -9 
------k=4, TOL=lO , 5=9 
TABLE 6 ... ) 
In Table ~~), the predicted level k has been reached without convergence 
-4 (10 *E4>TOL), but the errors appear to be decreasing in a steady manner. 
If this behaviour persisted convergence would be expected to occur in 
the next 5 or 6 levels, i.e. k=k+(S-k)+l=lO. Therefore, the tableau is 
extended to level k=lO. 
So the advantage of this strategy is that the number of tableau~ 
wasted and hence the number of function calls is greatly reduced. Big 
tableaux are rarely discarded since non-converging solutions are detected 
after the first two or three levels of extrapolation before the kth level 
has been reached. The case when large k has been reached without 
convergence simply means an extension as seen in the previous example. 
Before examining the results of this scheme and a more established 
method a brief description of DETEST will be given. 
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2.4 THE DETEST PROGRAM 
"2.4.1 Introduction 
DETEST (acronym for Differeritial Equations TESTer) [2], is a 
• 
program for comparing numerical methods used in the solution of the . 
initial value problems associated with non-stiff systems of ordinary 
differential equations. 
The program is intended to provide an objective standard by which 
numerical methods can be judged when used to solve a broad range of 
frequently occurring types of problem. To this end, the program obtains 
certain primary statistics which provide measures of both efficiency and 
.reliability. 
Secondary statistics are also available enabling one to examine, 
in detail, various aspects of a method's performance. This can help in 
suggesting ways of improving a particular method. The variety of problems 
used in DETEST minimises the danger of tuning an algorithm too closely 
to a particular set of test problems. 
2.4.2 General Description 
DETEST consists of a main program and several procedures, one of 
which, METIIOD,. is the algorithm to be tested. The overall structure, 
wfth an indication of the possible calls between the subroutines is 
shown in Figure (1). There are several calls to METIIOD from CONTROL, 
only one of which activates TRUE. METHOD calls STATS after each 
completed step. In the case of the extrapolation algorithm this will 
be after the completion of every successful converging tableau. The 
calls to FCN from METHOD are counted, but not those from TRUE. 
MAIN CNTROL 
FIGURE (1) 
In ALGOL 60, the procedure METHOD has to take the following form to 
be compatible with DETEST 
'PROCEDURE' METHOD(N,FCN,X,Y,XEND,TOL,HMAX,HI); 
'REAL' X,TOL,XEND,HMAX,HI; 
'INTEGER' N; 
'ARRAY' Y; 
'PROCEDURE' FCN 
'BEGIN' 
. FCN(X, Y, YPRIME); 
'COMMENT' INTEGRATION STEP COMPLETED: 
STATS(X,Y,EST) 
'IF' X 'GE' XEND 'GOTO' main program 
'END' ; 
where the parameters are: 
N - number of differential equations in system 
FCN - a subroutine of DETEST which is called to evaluate 
the functions defining the differential equations 
X the independent variable 
Y - the dependent variable 
XEND - the final value of the independent variable 
TOL - error tolerance per unit .step 
·HMAX - maximum permitted step si ze 
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HI the starting step size 
EST - the norm of the estimated local error per 
unit step. In this text Iy.-y. 11 was used. 1 1- CD 
The test problems in DETEST are divided into 5 different classes, 
A,B,C,D,and E, each class containing 5 systems of equations. Three 
-3 -6 -9 
error tolerances are used: 10 ,10 . and 10 , giving 75 problems in all. 
Their initial values are provided by the procedure IVALU, and their 
functions defined by FCN. 
The five classes are: 
A - single equations 
B - small systems 
C - moderate systems 
D - orbit equations 
E - higher order equations written as systems 
Statistics giving details (STATS) of the performance of the method are 
produced at the end of the solution of each class of problem. 
An important requirement of DETEST is that it deals with error 
per unit step, thus during an integration step a method is defined as 
reliable if: true local errors ~ h*TOL, where TOL is the accuracy 
·requirement. The primary statistics printed by DETEST are: 
-.. 
(a) MAXIMUM ERROR - defined to be 
{ max} all steps {
true local error} 
h*TOL 
(b) TIME - which is the total time required for the integration. 
(c) OVERHEAD - the total time excluding that used in evaluating 
the derivatives of the system. 
(d) FUNCTION CALLS - the number of calls to FCN to evaluate the 
derivatives. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------_ .. --_. 
----------........ 
(e) FRACTION DECEIVED - given as 
number of steps method was deceived 
number of steps 
(f) FRACTION BADLY DECEIVED - given as 
number of steps method was badly deceived 
number of steps 
Unfortunately, TIME and OVERHEAD are machine dependent, therefore a 
direct comparison of these values from this algorithm and algorithms 
tested in [21] is not really feasible. The next section examines the 
results from different schemes • 
...... 
... 
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2.5 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
2.5.1 Enright's Report (21] 
Enright classifies 20 numerical methods tested in five groups. 
The first group includes the rational extrapolation method DESUB (7A] 
and several variable order Adams and Runge-Kutta methods. 
The second group contains a class of Runge-Kutta methods with 
built-in estimators (developed by Fehlberg) • 
. The next two groups contain programs from the two subroutine 
libraries, SSP and IMSL. 
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The last group is a miscellaneous class which includes DIFSYl - an 
improved extrapolation method which appears in Husseles (20]. 
2.5.2 The DESUB Program 
DESUB is a method based on an algorithm developed and analysed by 
Gragg (15] and Bulirsch and Stoer [5]. It is a variable order with an 
implementation designed to favour the high order formulae. 
The method is reliable and because of its low overhead, most 
competitive when derivative evaluations are inexpensive. Because of 
its apparent bias towards the higher order formulas it is not really 
competitive at the less stringent tolerances. 
2.5.3 The DIFSYl Program 
The results of DIFSYl show a slight improvement in efficiency and 
a more substantial improvement in reliability over DESUB. The conclusions 
are, however, very similar. The method is efficient and reliable and 
is most competitive at stringent tolerances when the derivative 
evaluations are inexperisive. On the other hand, the method is still not 
very competitive at the less string~nt tolerances. 
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2.5.4 The EXTRAPI Program 
EXTRAPI (Murphy [25]) using polynomial extrapolation was never as 
efficient or reliable as DESUB or DIFSYl •. There were some improvements 
in efficiency for certain classes of problems but always for the less 
stringent tolerances. 
The algorithm suffered with the inability to move away from the 
low order tableaux and consequently could not cope with the more stringent 
tolerances associated with higher order tableaux. 
2.5.5 The EXTRAP2 Program 
, 
EXTRAP2 (new algorithm) proved to be more efficient than the three 
previous schemes,. however, with certain classes of problems, DIFSYI was 
slightly more reliable and vice versa with other problems. 
Here the problem of remaining at low order extrapolation tableaux 
in EXTRAP1, has been overcome by the extension mechanism discussed 
earlier. At the same time, with k=l for initializing the algorithm, low 
order tableaux are efficiently dealt with. As seen in the results in 
the next section, the improvememt in efficiency over DESUB and DIFSYl 
is more marked at the less stringent tolerances. 
2,5.6 Listings of Results, 
·As the output from DETEST is quite extensive one example for each 
of the three error tolerances will be listed. These will be sufficient 
to show the discrepancies and improvements amongst the methods. Overall 
summaries are given in the Appendix. 
--- -- -- -- --- ----
• 
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CLASS A DESUB 
10**-3 TIME OVHD FCN NO OF MAXIMUM FRACTION , FRACTION CALLS STEPS ERROR DECEIVED BAD DECV 
Al 0.007 0.007 150 6 0.2 0.0 0.0 
A2 0,006 0.006 126 6 0.0 0.0 0.0 
A3 0.020 0.012 319 7 1.2 0.143 0.0 
A4 0.007 0.006 126 6 0.0 0.0 0.0 
AS 0.006 0.006 126 6 0.0 0.0 0.0 
SUMMARY , 0.046 0.036 847 31 1.2 0.032 0.0 
'CLASS A DIFSYl 
10**-3 TIME OVHO FCN NO OF MAXIMUM FRACTION FRACTION CALLS STEPS ERROR DECEIVED BAD DECV 
Al 0.012 0.011 231 11 0.0 0.0 0.0 
A2 0.007 0.006 126 6 0.0 0.0 0.0 
A3 0.031 0.021 435 19 0.3 0.0 0.0 
A4 0.007 0.006 117 5 0.0 0.0 0.0 
AS 0.006 0.006 111 5 0.0 0.0 0.0 
SUMMARY 0.063 0.050 1020 46 0.3 0.0 0.0 
CLASS A EXTRAP1 WITH POLYNOMIAL EXTRAPOLATION 
10**-3 TIME OVHO FCN NO OF MAXIMUM FRACTION FRACTION CALLS STEPS ERROR DECEIVED BAD DECV 
Al 0.000 0.000 120 8 0.2 0.0 0.0 
, 
" A2 0.000 0.000 101 5 0.9 0.0 0.0 
A3 0.000 0.000 ' 442 18 ' 0.1 0.0 0.0 
A4 0.000 0.000 68 4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
AS 0.000 0.000 55 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
SUMMARY 0.000 0.000 786 38 0.9 0.0 0.0 
------~----------------------............ .. 
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CLASS A EXTRAP2 WITH RATIONAL EXTRAPOLATION 
10**-3 TIME OVHD FCN NO OF MAXIMUM FRACTION FRACTION CALLS STEPS ERROR DECEIVED BAD DECV 
Al 0.000 0.000 159 9 1.3 0.111 0.0 
A2 0.000 0.000 105 S 0.0 0.0 0.0 
A3 0.000 0.000 438 20 0.0 0.0 0.0 
A4 0.000 0.000 107 S 0.0 0.0 0.0 
AS 0.000 0.000 74 4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
SUMMARY 0.000 0.000 883 43 1.3 0.023 0.0 
CLASS A EXTRAP2 WITH POLYNOMIAL EXTRAPOLATION 
10**-3 TIME OVHD FCN _ NO OF MAXIMUM FRACTION FRACTION CALLS STEPS ERROR DECEIVED BAD DECV 
Al 0.000 0.000 114 8 0.2 0.0 0.0 
A2 0.000 0.000 92 6 0.1 0.0 0.0 
A3 0.000 0.000 297 13 0.1 0.0 0.0 
A4 0.000 0.000 63 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
.. 
A5 0.000 0.000 68 4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
SUMMARY 0.000 0.000 634 34 0.2 0.0 0.0 
The last set of results clearly show the improvement in efficiency 
and reliability over the other methods~ It is also interesting to note 
the superiority of polynomial extrapolation over rational extrapolation. 
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CLASS E DE SUB 
10**-6 TIME OVHD FCN NO OF MAXIMUM FRACTION FRACTION CALLS STEPS ERROR DECEIVED BAD DECV 
El 0.029 0.024 513 9 ·0.0 0.0 0.0 
. E2 0.098 0.090 2009 29 0.6 0.0 0.0 
E3 0.097 0.060 1295 19 0.0 0.0 0.0 
E4 0.008 0.008 150 6 0.0 0.0 0.0 
E5 0.013 0.008 154 6 0.0 0.0 0.0 
SUMMARY 0.245 0.190 4121 69 0.6 0.0 0.0 
CLASS E DIFSYl 
10**-6 TIME OVHD FCN NO OF MAXIMUM FRACTION FRACTION CALLS STEPS ERROR DECEIVED BAD DECV 
El 0.037 0.031 614 14 0.0 0.0 0.0 
E2 0.116 0.108 2106 48 0.1 0.0 0.0 
E3 0.114 0.073 1438 30 0.0 0.0 0.0 
E4 0.007 0.006 107 3 0.4 0.0 0.0 
E5 0.012 0.008 135 5 0.0 0.0 0.0 
SUMMARY 0.286 0.226 4400 100 0.4 0.0 0.0 
CLASS E EXTRAP1 WITH POLYNOMIAL EXTRAPOLATION 
10**-6 . TIME OVHD FCN NO OF MAXIMUM FRACTION FRACTION CALLS STEPS ERROR DECEIVED BAD DECV.· 
El 0.000 0.000 686 18 0.0 0.0 0.0 
E2 0.001 0.001 3071 59 0.1 0.0 0.0 
E3 0.000 0.000 1547 31 0.0 0.0 0.0 
E4 0.000 0.000 182 6 0.0 0.0 0.0 
E5 0.000 0.000 214 6 0.0 0.0 0.0 
SUMMARY 0.001 0.001 .5700 120 0.1 0.0 0.0 
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CLASS E EXTRAP2 WITH RATIONAL EXTRAPOLATION 
10**-6 TIME OVHD FCN NO OF MAXIMUM 
FRACTION FRACTION 
CALLS STEPS ERROR DECEIVED BAD DECV 
El 0.000 0.000 625 15 0.0 0.0 0.0 
E2 0.001 0.001 2091 47 0.1 0.0 0.0 
E3 0.000 0.000 1371 29 0.3 0.0 0.0 
E4 0.000 0.000 99 3 0.0 0.,0 0.0 
E5 0.000 0.000 159 7 0.0 0.0 0.0 
SUMMARY 0.001 0.001 4345 101 0.3 0.0 0.0 
CLASS E EXTRAP2 WITH POLYNOMIAL EXTRAPOLATION 
10**-6 TIME OVHD FCN NO OF 
MAXIMUM FRACTION FRACTION 
. CALLS STEPS ERROR DECEIVED BAD DECV 
El 0.000 0.000 630 14 0.0 0.0 0.0 
E2 0.001 0.001 2030 44 0.1 0.0 0.0 
E3 0.000 0.000 1319 23 0.0 0.0 0.0 
E4 0.000 0.000 129 5 0.0 0.0 0.0 
E5 0.000 0.000 106 2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
SUMMARY 0.001 0.001 4214 88 0.1 0.0 0.0 
EXTRAP2 has improved yet again over DIFSY1 in both efficiency 
and reliability for this class of problem when TOL=10**-6. DESUB, 
however, required marginally fewer function calls than any of the 
m~thods yet was the most ~nre1iab1e. 
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CLASS C DE SUB 
10**-9 TIME OVHD . FCN NO OF MAXIMUM FRACTION FRACTION CALLS STEPS . ERROR DECEIVED BAD DECV 
Cl 0.147 0.135 1140 20 0.0 0.0 0.0 
I C2 0.409 0.322 2250 36 0.4 0.0 0.0 
I 
C3 0.152 0.130 1099 19 0.2 0.0 0.0 I 
C4 1.006 0.844 1537 33 0.2 0.0 0.0 
C5 0.592 0.131 356 8 0.0 0.0 0.0 
SUMMARY 2.305 1.566 6382 116 0.4 0.0 0.0 
CLASS C DIFSYl 
10**-9 TIME OVHD FCN NO OF MAXIMUM FRACTION FRACTION CALLS STEPS ERROR DECEIVED BAD DECV 
Cl 0.129 0.117 1132 16 0.0 0.0 0.0 
C2 0.851 0.638 5471 27 0.3 0.0 0.0 
C3 0.197 0.163 1708 16 0.8 0.0 0.0 
C4 0.865 0.684 1772 16 0.2 0.0 0.0 
C5 0.504 0.098 313 5 0.0 0.0 0.0 
SUMMARY 2.546 1. 701 10396 80 0.8· 0.0 0.0 
CLASS C EXTRAPl WITH POLYNOMIAL EXTRAPOLATION 
10**-9 TIME OVHD FCN NO OF MAXIMUM FRACTION FRACTION CALLS STEPS ERROR DECEIVED BAD DECV 
Cl 0.001 0.001 1158 26 0.0 0.0 0.0 
C2 0.002 0.002 1799 51 2.5 0.02 0.0 
C3 0.001 0.001 1201 29 0.0 0.0 0.0 
C4 0.005 0.004 1201 29 0.0 0.0 0.0 
C5 0.002 0.001 388 12 0.0 0.0 0.0 
SUMMARY 0.010 0.009 5747 147 2.5 0.007 0.0 
CLASS C EXTRAP2 WIW RATIONAL EXTRAPOLATION 
10**-9 TIME OVHD FCN NO OF MAXIMUM FRACTION FRACTION CALLS STEPS ERROR DECEIVED BAD DECV 
Cl 0.001 0.001 1182 14 0.0 0.0 0.0 
C2 0.001 0.001 1983 47 1.3 0.043 0.0 
C3 0.001 0.001 1299 27 0.1 0.0 0.0 
C4 0.003 0.003 1234 26 0.3 0.0 0.0 
C5 0.001 0.001 344 8 0.0 0.0 0.0 
SlMIARY 0.008 0.006 6042 122 1.3 0.016 0.0 
. CLASS C EXTRAP2 WIW POLYNOMIAL EXTRAPOLATION 
10**-9 TIME OVHD FCN NO OF MAXIMUM FRACTION FRACTION CALLS STEPS ERROR DECEIVED BAD DECV 
Cl 0.001 0.001 999 15 0.0 0.0 0.0 
C2 0.001 0.001 1765 47 1.8 0.021 0.0 
C3 0.001 0.001 1063 19 0.0 0.0 0.0 
C4 0.002 0.002 1063 19 0.0 0.0 0.0 
CS 0.001 0.001 312 8 0.0 0.0 0.0 
SUMMARY 0.006 0.005 5202 108 1.8 0.009 0.0 
At this tolerance, a remarkable increase in efficiency of 
EXTRAP2 over DIFSYl has been achieved. The C2 problem records a 
higher MAXIMUM ERROR than C2 of DIFSYl, yet the C3 and C4 cases have 
~negligible error compar~dto the Hussels program. 
2.5.7 ·Conclusions 
Enright stated in his report [21], that DIFSYl showed a slight 
improvement in efficiency and a substantial improvement in reliability 
over DESUB and that the method was most competitive at stringent 
tolerances when derivative evaluations were inexpensive - yet was 
still not very competitive at the l~ss stringent tolerances. The 
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method EXTRAP2 has increased the efficiency for all classes of problems 
at TOL=IO**-3 and incorporating polynomial extrapolation has in most 
cases improved DIFSYl at TOL;"1O**-6 and 10**-9. 
Although the summaries in the Appendix can be useful in assessing 
the overall'performance of a method. there is a definite danger in 
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formulating a conclusion on the basis of summaries alone. Difficulties 
such as a very large MAXI~ruM ERROR or a large number of function 
evaluations can often be attributed to the methods performance at one 
particular tolerance or on one particular problem class and this 
information can only be. obtained from the detailed results. 
With this in mind, the last section has shown that EXTRAP2 has 
improved on DIFSYI at all levels. 
-. 
I 
I 
I 
• 
. . 
CHAPTER 3 
CHEBYSHEV POLYNOMIALS AND APPROXIMATION 
3.1 INTRODUCTION AND THE CHEBYSHEV MINIMAX THEORY 
Initially, an outline of the minimax theory (Fox and Parker [22]) 
will be presented, proceeded by the standard theory and properties 
associated·with Chebyshev polynomials. 
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The continuous function f(x) is approximated by a polynomial, Pk(x), 
of degree k. For its error, ek(x)=f(x)-Pk(x), we adopt the "minimax" 
criterion, that Pk(x) shall be the polynomial of degree k for which the' 
maximum value of lek(x) I is a minimum within some specified range, which 
is usually taken as -l~~l. 
An important case, the starting point of the investigation, is that 
for which f(x)=O. We are then interested in that polynomial, Pk(x), 
with leading coefficient unity, for which maxlpk(x)lis a minimum in 
-l~~l •. It is necessary that the required Pk(x). must have alternate 
maxima and minima, with respective values +M and -M, at k+l successive 
points -1<xl <x2< ••• <xk_l<l including the end points of the interval 
(-1,1). For if qk(x) is another polynomial of degree k with leading 
coefficient unity, which has smaller extreme values in -l~~l, the 
difference Pk(x)-qk(x) has alternate positive and negative values at 
k+l points, and therefore has k zeros. But Pk(x)-qk(x) is a polynomial 
of degree k-l at most, s.o that this is impossible, and Pk (x)=qk (x). 
The most obvious fun~tions with successively equal and opposite 
values are the trigonometric functions, sinS and cosS. Since coskS 
is a polynomial of degree k in S, with equal and opposite values ±l 
at k+l points in O~S~~, including the end points, we deduce that the 
required unique polynomial is some multiple of the "Chebyshev" 
polynomial, 
Tk(X) = coskS, cosS=x, -l~~l. (3.1) 
From the identity, 
cO~k+l)S + co5(k-l)e = 2 cos S cos kS , (3.2) 
• 
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the following relation is found. 
Tk+l(x) = 2xTk (x) - Tk_l(x) • (3.3) 
and with TO(x)=l. Tl(x)=x it is seen that the coefficient. xk in 
Tk(x) is 2k-l. Since the absolute value of Tk(X) is unity we 
conclude that the required minimax polynomial is 
Pk(x) ,;, 2l-~k(X) 
• 
• h' d 1- M 2l -k . 1 1 W1t max1mum mo u us = 1n - ~~ • The maximum values occur 
at the k+l points. 
x = cosrrr/k. r=O.l ••••• k. 
and these separate the zeros at the k points 
x = cos(r+l)~/k. r=O.l •••• ,k. 
The usefulness of these ideas when applied to function 
approximation is best demonstrated by an example. 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
Minimax theory says that Tk(x) has smaller maximum derivations 
from zero than any other polynomial of the same degree with the same 
leading coefficient for -l~~l, e.g. T2(X)=2x2-l oscillates between 
±l for -l~x~l. Any other quadratic with leading coefficient of 2, say 
P2(X)=2x2+bX+C would have maximum oscillations greater than ±l. This 
leads to.the possibility of obtaining approximations to polynomials. 
and functions with 'minimax' error properties. This process is known 
as economization. It cons.ists of reducing the degree of a polynomial 
-. 
by subtracting an appropriate multiple of a Chebyshev polynomial. 
The resulting approximation has smaller maximum error than any other 
approximation of the same degree. 
_Example 
234 P4(x) = l+3x-2x -x +5x 
We require the best (minimax) approximation of degree 3 in -l~x~l. 
4 2 T4(x) = 8x -8x +1 (from (3.3)) 
. To remove 5x 4, iT 4 (x) is subtracted, 
I 
• 
i.e. () _33 3 23 P4 x - s+ x+ x -x 
The error I ; T 4 (X)I has been introduced which is :;~ since -1:;:T 4 (x):;:l 
for -l:;:x:;:l. 
The next section looks at the related properties and at other . 
polynomials ·derived from the Chebyshev kind. 
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3.2 PRACTICAL PROPERTIES 
3.2.1 Polynomials in the Range -Ux~. 
As previously seen, the Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind of 
order k is written Tk(X) and is defined by 
··where x = cos e } 
or 
-1 Tk(x) = cos (k(cos x», -l~~l 
for k an integer. 
From the definition, it is seen that 
also Tk(-x) = is an odd or even function 
of x, as k is odd or even. 
It follows that 
and 
Tk(l) = 1 , 
k Tk(-l) = (-1) , 
T2k+l (0) = 0 
k T2k (0) = (-1) 
The equation (3.6), with z=ei6 , gives an alternate definition, 
1 ( k _k} Tk(X) = 2 z + z ) 
x = '!"(z + z-:-l) 
2 where 
Bearing in mind de Moi vre' s theorem, and the fact that· 
cosk6=Re (cosk6+isink6) namely that coskS is the real part of 
ik6 
e a further definition of Tk(x) is 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
Tk(x) = Re«x+ih_x2)k) (3.9) 
From the trigonometrical identity 
2cosk6cost6 = cos(k+t)6 + cos(k-t)6 
then 2Tk (X)T t(x) " Tk+t (x) + Tlk_tl (x) (3.10) 
giving for t=l the rearranged version of (3.3), 
(3.11) 
By using (3.11) again, we have 
2 4x Tk(x) ~ 2xTk+l (x) + 2xTlk_ll(X) 
= Tk+2(X) + 2Tk(x) + Tlk_21 (x) 
and from these relations we can generalize this result into 
p. _ l? P (2x) Tk(X) - l. (.)Tlk 2'1 (x) , j=O J -p+ J 
with TO(x)=l and Tl(x)=x. 
SI 
(3.12) 
The recurrence relation, (3.11), can be used to generate higher 
. order Chebyshev polynomials (see 'Example' of the last section) 
TO (x) = 1 
Tl (x) = x 
T2(x) 
2 
= 2x -1 
T3(X) 
3 
= 4x -3x 
T4 (x) 4 2 = 8x -8x +1 
TS(x) 5 3 = l6x -20x +Sx 
and so on. 
The coefficient of xk- 2r in the expression for Tk(x) is given by 
(_I)k2k-2r-1 {2(k;r) _ (k-~-I)} 
From (3.8), xk can be found in terms of Tk(x) giving 
2k- Ixk = {Tk (x) + (~)Tk_2(X) + (~)Tk_4 (x)+ ... } 
in which for even k half !he coefficient of TO is taken. 
·Using (3.15) to generate the first few terms gives, 
I = TO(x) 
x = TI(x) 
2 2x = TO(x) + T2(x) 
3 . 4x = 3TI (X) + T3(x) 
8x4 = 3TO(X) + 4T2(x) + T4(x) 
16xS = lOT I (x) + S~3 (x) + T 5 (x) 
6 32x = IOTO(x) + lST2(x) + 6T4(x) + T6(x) 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
----------------------------......... .... 
, .. 
3.2.2. The Shifted Polynomial: O~~l 
Any finite range. ~y~b. can be transformed to the basic range 
-l~~l with the change of variable: y=~(b-a)x+}(b+a). 
For the special range O~y~l we write 
1 Y = I(x+l). x = 2y-l • 
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To distinguish the shifted polynomial the notation of Lanzos [3] is used 
Tk(x) = Tk(2x-l) 
= cos (kcos-l(2x-l» • O~~l. 
The properties of Tk(x) can be deduced from those of Tk(2x-l) and 
in particular. corresponding to (3.13) and (3.16) the following are 
obtained. 
TO (x) = 1 1 = T* (x) 0 
Ti(x) = 2x-l 2x = T*(x)+T*(x) o 1 
Ti(x) 
2 . 2 3T5(x)+4Ti(x)+Ti(x) = Bx -Bx+l Bx = 
T3(x) 3 2 3 lOT5(x)+15Ti (x)+6Ti (x)+T3(X) = 32x -4Bx +lBx-l 32x = 
Problems having the range O~~l will automatically be switched 
to the range -l~~l. 
In Snyder [29]. a more fuller picture of these polYnomials are 
given but here just their'salient features are presented. In terms 
of cose we have the following. 
U ( e) = sin(k+l)e k cos sine 
Sk(2cose) = sin(k+l)e sine 
Ck(2cose) = 2cos(k+l)e 
Uk(x) is called the Chebyshev polynomial of the second kind. 
Now. 
= sin(k+l)e-sinCk-l)e 
sine 
= 2coske 
= 2Tk(x) • 
Repeated use of this identity yields, 
when k is even, and 
Uk(X) = 2Tl (x)*2T3(X)+ ••• +2Tk(X) , 
when k is odd. 
Again using the definition directly it can be shown that Uk(x) 
satisfies the recurrence formula identical to (3.11), namely, 
Similarly, 
. and xSk(X) = Sk+l(x) + Slk_ll(x) 
The shifted Chebyshev polynomial of the second kind is defined 
by the formula 
3.2.4 Differentiation and Integration properties 
The derivative of Tk(x) is given as, 
d d dx diTk(x) = d6(cosk6)/d6 
= ksin(ke)/sin6 
= k~k_l (x) 
. - d 
Hence, diTo(x)=o, and for k>O, using (3.17) and (3.18) 
d 1 dxTk(x) = 2k{ZTO(X)+T2(x)+ .•• +Tk_l (x)} 
with k odd, 
d· . . 
dxTk(x) = 2k{Tl (x)+T3(x)+ .•• +Tk_l (x)} 
with k even. 
For integrating Tk(x) , we use the relations 
J TO(x)dx = T1(x) • 
J Tl(x)dx = !T2(X) 
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(3.17) 
I 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
~------------------------------""""·S"4 ... 
and it is easily shown that 
J 1 {'Tk+l(X) Tk (x)dx = '2 (k+l) 
_ Tk_l (X)} 
(k-l) , k>l • 
The Chebyshev polynomials {Tk(x)} form a set of polynomials' 
, orthogonal with respect to the weight function (1_x2)-1 on the 
,interval (-1,1), namely, 
11 (1-x2)-ITl(X)Tk(X)dX = 0, llk. 
-1 
, The non-zero values of the integrals, when l=k, are given by 
1'1 21 2 (l-x )- {TO(X)} dx = ~ 
-1 
11 2 -I 2 ~ _l(l-X) {Tk (x)} dx = '2 , klO • 
The concept of representing functions in terms of a Chebyshev 
series and the relations between coefficients is discussed in the 
next section. 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
3.3 FUNCTIONS WRITTEN AS CHEBYSHEV SERIES 
3.3.1 Notation and Relation Between Coefficients 
The function f(x) is expressed as a uniformly convergent series 
of Chebyshev polynomials in the form, 
"', 
f(x) = r a.T.(x) 
i=O 1,1 
ss 
(3.22) 
where the prime denotes half the aO coefficient. 
Similarly d!~x) or f'(x) can be expressed as follows 
f'(x) 
and in general, 
"', 
= r a!T. (x) 
i=O 1 1 
fer) (x) "', = r a~r)T. (x) 
i=O 1 1 
where the a~r) are constant and a~O)=a .• 
1 ,1 1 
To obtain a relationship between a~r) 
, , ' 1 
. .. . 
(r~l) 
and a. we note 
1 
that from the fundamental theory of integration, 
ff(r) (x)dx = f(r-l)(x) + constant 
(3.23) 
Hence, on substituting from (3.23), and interchanging the order 
of summation and integration, 
-
r' a~r) fT. (x)dx = r a~r-l)T.(x) + constant, 
i=O 1 1 i=O 1 1 
and then using (3.20), 
"" 
= L a~r-l)T.(x) 
i=O 1 1 
_ Ti _l (X)} 
i-I 
+ constant. 
On rearranging the terms and equating coefficients of like Chebyshev 
polynomials it is found that 
-----------------------
a(r) (r) 
ai +1 i-I 
where a (:) =a (:) • 
-1 1 
From (3.24) we have, 
(r) 
aO 
, (r) 
- a2 = 
(r) 
a2 . 
(r) 
a4 = 
(r) 
a4 
(r) 
a6 = 
Hence, 
assuming thvse'ites 5~~~'1es, 
'Y:--" '"'---, 
and in general, 
(r) 
a. = 2 
1 
.. 
r' 
k=i+l 
= 
2. (r-l) i>O 1a. 1 , 
2.1.aIr-l) 
2 3 (r-l) 
.. a3 
2.s.a~r-l) 
. .. } 
, 
where i is even and the summation'is taken with k incremented in 
steps of 2 from i+l. 
Consideration of terms of the type a~r) with i being odd, 
leads again to formula (3.25). 
.. 
Hence, given the coefficients in the series ~'a~r-l)T.(X), 
~, (r) i=O 1 1 
the coefficients in the series L a. T. (x) can be found. 
i=O 1 1 
In Clenshaw and Curtis [4], a far more fundamental result 
is one in which the coefficients 
are found, given the coefficient 
use of, (r-l) a. = 
1 
{a~r-l)} of the integral function 1 . 
{a~r)}, this involves the direct 
1 
(r) (r) 
a. 1 - a. 1 1- 1+ 
2i. 
They also note that these integration formulae have the 
advantage in respect of guaranteed accuracy compared with the 
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(3.24) 
(3.25) 
(3.26) 
more standard quadrature formulae of Simpson and Gauss (Lambert [17]p.16). 
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3.3.2 Evaluation of a Finite Chebyshev Series 
As will be seen in later work. an important aspect of representing 
a function by a Chebyshev series is finding its numerical value. 
Clenshaw [6], uses. a recurrence formula to obtain the numerical 
value of the finite Chebyshev series, 
n 
f(x) = L a.T. (x) 
i=O 1 1 
n 
He states that the sum L a.~.(x) of any series of functions 
i=O 1 1 
which satisfy a linear recurrence relation 
~1'+1(x) + a. (x)$. (x) + fl. (xH. lex) = 0 , 1 1 1 1-
is given by: 
n 
L a.~.(x) = bo(x)~o(X)+bl(x){~l(x)+aO(x)~o(x)} , i=O 1 1 
where, 
bi(x)+ai (x)bi +l (x)+fli +l (x)bi +2(x) 
bn+l(x) = bn+2(x) 
= a i } 
:: 0 • 
For the Chebyshev case (3.27), a.=-2x, fl.=l and then, 
1 1 
n, 
L 
i=O 
which, with the observations, 
reduces to, 
TO(x) = 1. Tl(x) = xTO(x) 
bO = aO+2xbl (x)-b2(x) 
. - n,· 1 . L a.T.(x) = ~bO(x)-b2(x)} 
i=O 1 1 
} 
The complete scheme for the evaluation of (3.27) is thus 
b lex) = b 2(x) =.0 n+ n+. 
(3.27). 
(3.28) 
(3.29) 
(3.30) 
(3.31) 
(3.32) 
(3.33) 
bi(x) = 2xbi+l(x)-bi+2(x)+ai' i=n.n-l ••••• O (3.34) 
f(x) = ~bO(X)-b2(x)} 
The numerical value of f(r) (x)/rl can be evaluated by using 
similar schemes and Hunter [8]. poi~ts out how the method is related 
to the synthetic division method for evaluating a polynomial and its 
derivatives. 
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The derivative result is evaluated by Smith [9], from the three 
term recurrence relation satisfied by orthogonal polynomials. The 
method adopted here is to regard the coefficients {b.}, defined in 
. 1 
({3.34) as functions of x and to differentiate in the above formula. 
Hence, 
abn+2 abn+l 0 
abi 
ax-= 
= = 3x 3x 
2bi +l + 2x 
3bi +l 
3x 
1 {3bo 3b2} f' (x) = '2 3X - 3X 
• i=n,n-l, ••. ,O 
In general, for r>O 
r 
1 3 bn+2 1 
=rr 
1 
2 (r-l) I 
ar - 1b. 1+1 
r-1 
ax 
~f(r) (x) 
r! 
= 0 
r r 
1 3 b i +1 1 3 bi +2 
+ 2x -r-! - TT. 
3xr 
i=n,n-l, ... ,0 
It is obvious that the recurrence relation requires only two 
r 
1 3 b. 
starting values and that as r increases, -I __ 1_ = 0, for more than 
r 3xr 
just i=n+2,n+1. Hence, the formula can be modified as follows, 
write 
then 
and 
. r 
br - ~_a_b 
k - r! 3xr k , 
br = br = 0 
n+2-r n+l-r 
b7 = 2b7-1 +2xb7 _b7+1 1-r 1+1-r 1+1-r 1+2-r 
i=n-r,n-r~l, ••• ,O 
for r=O,l, ••• ,no 
. -1 1 . 
w1th bi +1 being interpreted as zai' i=O,l, ••• ,n. 
(3.35) 
(3.36) 
3.4 THE TWO-VARIABLE CHEBYSHEV POLYNOMIAL 
3.4.1 Expressing the Function as a Double Series 
This section sees the introduction of a function of two variables 
represented by a double. Chebyshev series, followed by the associated 
properties. 
The function, f(x,y) is expressed as follows, 
... ... 
f(x,y) = I' I' ai,J·Ti(x)TJ.(y) 
i=O j=O 
S9 
'" ~" 
= La.. T. (x)T. (y) • 
i,j=O 1,J 1 J (3.37) 
~" where the notation L 
or j=O. 
1 h· . 0 means -4 a. . w en 1=J= , 1,J 
1 
and -z a. . when i 1,J 
An expansion of the first few terms of the double series below, 
will demonstrate the use of this notation 
'" 
" I a .. T.(x)T.(y) 
. ·-0 1,J 1 J 1,J-
111 
= ~OOTO(X)To(Y)+ZSOlTO(X)Tl(Y)+ZSOZTO(X)T2(Y)+ ••• 
¥lOTl (X)TO(y)+allTl(x)Tl(y)+a12Tl(x)T2(Y)+ ••• 
1 ZS20TZ(X)To(y)+a2lT2(x)Tl(y)+a2ZTZ(X)Tz(Y)+ ••• 
If we write, 
-
"'I 
b i = I a. . T . (y) j=9 1,J J 
"', 
c
J
• = I a. . T. (x) , 
i=O 1,J 1 
then (3.37) can be interpreted in the form, 
or 
'" 
f(x,y) = I' b.T.(x) ) i=O 1 1 
"', 
f(x,y) = I c. T. (y) j=O J J 
There are extensions to the previous sections which can be 
applied to the two dimensional case; several of them are trivial 
but a few of the important ones will be mentioned next. 
(3.38) 
-------'----------------------------- --
I 
• 
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. 3.4.2 The Numerical Value of f(x,y) 
Basu [16], gives the two variable equivalent of (3.34). He derives 
the numerical value of f(x,y).from the following algorithm; 
Let 
S = Sm,n (x,y) = 
m, 
2 
i=O 
n, 
where bi = 2 a. . T. (y) , j=O 1,)) 
Let gm+2 = gm+l = 0 
and d. 2 = d. 1 = 0 1,n+ 1,n+ 
n, 2 a. . T. (x)T. (y) = j=O 1,) 1 ) 
m 
2 b. T. (x) , 
i=O 1 1 
d .. = a .. +2yd .. I-d .. 2' j=n,n-l, ••• ,O 1,) 1,) 1,)+ 1,)+ 
1 b. = -2(d. O-d. 2) 1 1, 1, i=m,m-l, •.• ,O 
and 
Then, 
gi = bi+2xgi+l-gi+2 
n, 
S = S = 2 c. T • (y) 
m,n j=O )) 
m, 
where c. = 2 a. . T. (x) • ) i=O 1,) 1 
Alternatively, as in the second of (3.38), let 
n, 
S = S = 2 c. T • (y) , 
m,n j=O)) 
m, 
where c. = 2 a .. T. (x) ) i=O 1,) 1 
Let 
and 
then 
= &n+2 = 0 
d 2·=d 1.=0 m+,) m+,) 
d .. = a .. +2xd. I·-d. 2 ., i=m,m-l, ••• O 1,) 1,) 1+,) 1+,) 
S "S (x,y) m,n 
(3.39) 
j=n,n-l, ••. ,O 
(3.40) 
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The calculation may be performed by either of the above formulas. 
Proceeding. as in the one dimensional case. with the evaluation of 
the derivatives we have. 
l.CL _'_1 
i - plql 
The differention of the first of (3.38) leads formally to the 
set of equations 
dP •q 
i.n+2 
l,q + l·q = 0 
m+2 m+l • 
= dP•q = 0 i,n+l ~ 
j=n.n-l ••••• O 
i=m,m-l, ... ,O 
where 
b~,q = !(d~,q-d~·q) 
1 2 1.0 1.2 
l·q = b~·q+l-l·q+2xg~·q-g~,q 1 1 1+1 1+1 1+2 
a P+qf(x.y) 
axPayq 
However. {d .. } and {b.} are independent of x. and hence. for 
1.) 1 
p>O. the above becomes. 
-. sp,q = ~(lo·q-lz,q) 
leading to all derivatives (including mixed derivatives) involving 
differentiation with respect,to x. 
When p=O. q>O the derivatives with respect .to y only, can be 
. -l.q 
obtained through the general scheme above. with gi+l being 
interpreted as zero.' 
(3.41) 
(3.42) 
.. 
3.4.3 The Evaluation of Coefficients in Differentiation 
In future chapters, the following notation will apply' 
3f 
ax(x,y) = "'" (x) r a .. T. (x)T; (y) , 
i '-0 1,) 1 ) 
. ,J- . 
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at 
ayCx,y) = 
(3.43) 
The generalized form of (3.43) is, 
arf "'" (rx) 
-(x,y) = r ai,j Ti (X)Tj (y) axr i,j=O 
and 
'" 
r 
a ;(x,y) " (ry) = r a .. T. (x)T. (y) 
. . -0 1,) 1 ) ay 1,)-
In order to find the numerical value of the coefficients, 
.a(:x~ for example, given the coefficients ofa~(:-l)x) we follow 
1,) 1,) 
the work of section (3.31) until we arrive at the following: 
1111' ~OOT1(x)TO(Y)+~01Tl(x)Tl(Y)+~02Tl(x)T2(Y)+Z«03Tl(x)T3(Y)+ ••• 
III 1 saloT2(x)TO(Y)+~11T2(x)Tl(Y)~12T2(x)T2(Y)+~13T2(x)T3(Y)+ ••• 
(3.44) 
r (rx) 1 {Ti+l (x) 
+ i=2 ai,j "2 (i+l) 
T. leX)} 1- -, ((r-l)x) 
= r a.. T.(x)T.(y). i=O 1,1 1 ) 
j=O j=O 
After equating coefficients a similar result to (3.26) is 
found, namely, 
((r-l)x) 
ai ,j' = 
(rx) (rx) 
a. 1 . -a. 1 . 1- ,] 1+ ,) 
2i 
For differentiation with respect to y the result is, 
a (ry) -a (ry) ((r-l)y) _ i,j-l i,j+l 
ai,j - 2j 
Fox and Parker [22] (p.61) give a routine for finding the value 
of the "differentiated" coefficients for the one dimensional case. 
An extension to the two variable function is given as, 
a (x) = a 0 m+l,j m,j = . 
a (x) 
m-l,j (x) 2' = a. 1 .+ la. ., 1+ ,) 1,) 
. ) j=O,l, ... ,n .. 
. (3.45) 
i=m,m-l, .•• ,l. . 
The routine (3.45) evaluates a~x~ given 
~,J 
given a .. would simply involve using (3.45) 
~,J 
after each time. 
. (rx) a. .• To f~nd a. • , 
~,J ~,J 
t · . th ... (x) r- ~mes, w~ a.. a. . 
~ ,J ~ ,J 
The application o~ these formulae and expansions will occur in 
further chapters concerning ordinary and partial differential equations. 
In the following chapter a method is developed from Chebyshev . 
polynomials to solve fourth order ordinary differential equations. 
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CHAPTER 4 
A CHEBYSHEV METHOD FOR SOLVING FOURTH ORDER 
ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
64 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
4.1.1 General Comments 
In Horner's report, [7], a method was formulated to solve the second 
" order linear differential 
2 ' A(x)d y(x) + 
d 2x 
equation, 
B(x)dy(x) + C(x)y(x) = g(x) , -1~JQ;1 dx 
by using a scheme derived from the practical properties of Chebyshev 
polynomials. 
The functions A(x)',B(x),C(x) are polynomials of order at most 2, 
. and g(x) can be any function which has a convergent expansion in terms 
of Chebyshev polynomials. 
The purpose of this chapter is to extend Horner's method to solve 
the following general class 
4 
A(x)d y~x) 
dx 
. 3 
+ B(x)d y(x) 
dx3 
th 
of 4 order problems: 
2 
+ C(x)d y(x) + D(x)d~~x) + E(x)y(x) = g(x) , 
dx2 
(4.1) 
where A(x), B(x), C(x), D(x) , E(x) are polynomials of order at 
most 4, and g(x) is defined as before. 
The solution of O.D.E.'s by Chebyshev series is not uncommon 
work. Lanzos [31] and Clenshaw [30] have been more than instrumental 
in deriving recurrence techniques f~r the coefficients of the 
polynomials. Fox and Parker [22], discuss ways of solving for the 
~oefficients after establ~shing a recurrence relation. Collocation 
schemes have also been investigated in Wright [34] and Boateng [33] with 
work based on Lanzos's paper [32]. 
This method presents a table which, by inspection, gives the 
recurrence relation for any problem falling within the class of (4.1). 
The solution of these coefficients will be carried out by a standard 
backward recurrence algorithm (Fox and Parker [22] pp.99), and then 
function values may be computed fro~ algorithm (3.36) discussed in the 
previous chapter. 
I 
• 
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As there is no direct link between the second and fourth order 
tables the work to produce the latter is quite tedious, nevertheless 
once established, the whole problem of obtaining recurrence relations 
,becomes a completely automatic procedure. 
4.1.2 Series Solutions of Problems 
The homogeneous problem corresponding to (4.1), (g(x):O) is 
sometimes solved by the method of Frobenius. 
We re-write (4.1) as, 
, 'v 
y (x) + b(x)y'" (x) + c(x)y" (x) +d(x)y' (x) + e(x)y(x) = 0, 
where b(x)=B(x)/A(x), c(x)=C(x)/D(x), etc. 
If A(a)=O, for some value of a, and a solution is required at 
or near x=a, then A(a) can be inconvenient, so we require solutions 
of (4.2) near (x=a), where (x-a)b(x), (x_a)2c (x), (x_a)3d (x) and 
(x_a)'4e (x) remains finite as x+a. 
Suppose a solution exists, in the form 
'" . 
y(x) = (x_a)r L a.(x-a)J 
j=O J 
'" . 
and (x-a)b(x) = L b.(x-a)J , 
j=O J 
-, 
'" . 
= L c.(x-a)J , 
j=O. J , 
'" . 
= L d. (x_a)J , 
j=O J 
4 '" . (x-a) e (x) = Le. (x-a) J j=O J 
, 
, 'r-4 By substituting into (4.2) and equating coefficients of (x-a) we 
arrive at the following "indicial" equation, 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
The four values of r from (4.~) give rise to four solutions of the, 
differential equation. However, if some of the roots of (4.4), are 
equal or differ by an integer, including zero, then the number of 
linearly independent solutions is reduced, but there will always be 
at least one solution of the form (4.3). The unknown solutions are 
then found by another method. 
Frobenius's method is numerically unsuitable. the series converges 
slowly and related to the slow decrease in the magnitude of aO.al ••••• 
their calculation from a recurrence relation can become numerically 
To a great extent these difficulties may be overcome by replacing. 
00 • 
the series r a.(x-a») by a series 
j=O ) 
terms of Chebyshev Polynomials. as 
00 
r' a. T. (xba). where I'x-a I:;b, in 
j=O )) 
this latter series often converges 
very quickly, with only a few terms necessary for accurate results. 
In future, ,it will always be assumed that a solution of (4.1) can 
be written in the form (4.3). As a preliminary step in the solution, 
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a cha,nge of dependent variable is made so that y is replaced by (x_a)-ry , 
with the resultant equation having a solution expressible as a Taylor 
series in (x-a). This equation is then actually solved by expressing 
the solution as a sum of Chebyshev polynomials. Usually a is taken as 
zero and b as I, so the equation can be solved in the standard interval, 
-l:;x:;l. 
I 
• 
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4. 2 OlITLINE . OF TIlE METHOD 
4.2.1 Use of Properties 
The polynomfals, A(x),B(x),C(x) ,D(x) ,E(x) are at most of order 4, 
where the coefficients, c., are constant. 
~ 
For the solution of (4.5), let 
and 
with the usual notation. 
, 
, 
The derivatives, y(i)(x), i=O,l,2,3,4, are similarly given by 
co 
y(i)(x) = L' a(i)T (x) 
k=O K k 
with ~O)~~ and y(O)(x)=y(x). 
From the last chapter we use the following relations, 
n n (2x)~k(x) = L (.)Tlk 2'I(x), 
. j=O J -n+ J 
. ! rTk+l (x) 
2 t k+l . 
1 4T2(x) + const, k=l 
(i) _ (i) _ 2k (i-I) 
alk_ll ~+l - ~ , i=l,2,3,4. 
+ const, k/l 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
(4.8) , 
(4.9) 
Of particular importance in deriving the recurrence relations, we note, 
I 
• 
coefficients 
of 
4.2.2 Construction of the Tableau 
To obtain a recurrence relation for equation (4.1). we desire 
the left and right hand sides to be in terms of Chebyshev series. 
This is achieved by substituting (4.7) for g(x) and the appropriate 
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(4.10) 
versions of (4.8) into the left-hand side of (4.1). The coefficients 
of equal order polynomials can then be equated to· give a relation in 
terms of a. only. (Clenshaw's scheme [30] includes a. and a~l) 
1 1 1 
coefficients.) In effect. we are integrating (4.1) four times. 
Ay+ J (B-4A' )dx+ If (6A"-3B '+C)y dxdx + 
If I(3B"';'4A "' -2C' +D)y dxdxdx+ J If I (A 'v -B"' +C"+D' +E)y dxdxdxdx 
= IIfIg(X)dXdXdXdX • . (4.11) 
where A=A(x). B=B(x). etc. and y=y(x). and with the superscripts 
denoting differentiation w.r.t. x. Then. by using the integral 
formula. (4.9). repeatedly. and noting the relations in (4.10) we 
arrive at the composite equation. 
or 
k+m {25 (k)} _ k+m (k) L L c.w .. a. - ). w. 2lr . 
i=k-m j=l J 1.) 1 i=k-m 1. 1 
TW(k)T (k) _ (k)T (k) 
c a - ~2l ~ • 
k=0.1.2 •••• 
where w(k)=(w~k~) 
1.) 
is the (17x25) matrix in Table(4). w~k) is the jth 
-) 
column of W(k) • 
and 
(4.12) 
I 
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The vector ~(k), has (2m+l) components, where m can take values 0,1,2,3, 
4,5,6,7,8. When m=8, this would correspond to an x4T(x) term being 
integrated by (4.9) four times resulting in ~±8 coefficient. The ci 
and r., which determine the dtrferential equation, are read in by the 
1 
user. 
In the Table (4) , the following is understood, 
f(-ik) = (k-i)(k-(i-l))(k-(i-2)) 
f(ik) = (k+i) (k+ (i-I) )(k+ (i-2)) , 
and all elements have been multiplied by 256kf(3k). f( -3k) to eliminate 
denominators. N.S. :f(.,J.:) = fO-,".). 
Fo!" e:t·""'fLe I 
-. 
.fC3R): Clttl)(r..-I-oz.)Ckn) 
f (-11..) = Ck-r)(k-t)(!t-3). 
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Cl C2 C3 • 
~-8 • 
.. 
~-7 I· • 
. 
~-6 • 
. 
~-S • 
~-4 
· 
~-3 • 
~-2 
64f(3k) f( -Sk) 
• (k-2) 
ak_1 
I 128f(3k) f( -3k) (k-4) • 
~ 
256kf(3k)f(-3k) 128f(k2-9) (k2_4) 
• 
(k2 -13) 
ak+1 
128f(3k)f(-3k) 
• (k+4) 
ak+2 
64f( -3k) f(5k) 
(k+2) • 
. 
~+3 • 
. 
. 
~+4 • 
~+5 • 
. 
~+6 • 
. 
~+7 • 
. 
~+8 - • 
TABLE (4) 
.---.. ------------~------------------
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Cs ,C6 • 
• C4 . 
· 
• 
. 
• • 
• • 
• • 
16f(3k) (k-4) (k-5) 
• (k-6) (k-7) · 
• 
32f(3k)f(-6k) (k-3) 
• 
64(k'-8k6-14k5+196k4 
• • +25k3 _1460k2 -36k+2520) 
96(k2 -9) (k+2) (k-4) 128f(3k) f( -3k) • • 2 (k -k-14) (k-1) 
96kCk6-38k4+481k2_ 
• 1852) • 
• 
96(k2_9) (k-2) (k+4) 
(k2+k_14) (k+1) 
-128f(3k) f( -3k) • 
. 64(k'+8k6-14k5-196k4 
• • 3 2 
+25k +1460k -36k-2520) 
. 
• 32f(-3k)f(6k) (k+3) • 
-
. 
. 16f( -3k) (k+4) (k+5) 
· · . (k+6) (k+ 7) 
. 
• • 
· 
• 
• • 
. 
· 
• 
.. 
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~ 
• 
C7 C8 C9 • 
• • . 
• I • 
• 
• 
• 
-,-
• 
· 
• 
16f(3k) (k-4) (k-S) 
(k-6) · 
32f(3k) (k-3) (k-4) 
• - (k-S) • • 
. 
• 
64 f (3k) f (-4k) 32(k
2
-4) (k+3) (k3_ 
. 
39k2 +89k+69) • 
32(k.l -9) (k+2) 
• (k-1) (k2+Sk_32)· • 
• 
384k (k2 -4) (k2 -9) 288k(k2 -9) (k2 -12) • 
c 
• 
_32(kl _9) (k-2) (k+1) 
2 • (k -Sk-32) 
• 
-64f(-3k)f(4k) _32(k2_~(k_3)(k3+39k2_ • 
-89k-69) 
• 
-32f(-3k) (k+3) (k+4) 
• 
-
(k+S) . 
• 
-16f(-3k) (k+4) (k+S) 
(k+6) · 
· · 
• • 
• • . 
. 
• • 
TABLE(4) (cont.) 
------------.......... 
I 
• C10 Cll . C12 • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
8f(3k) (k-S) (k-6) (k-7) 
• • 
. 
• • 
24(k<: -9)(k+2) 32f(3k) (k-3) (k-4) 
• • (k3-18k2-2Sk+1S4) 
• 64f(3k) (k-3) (k-2) • 
16(k-1)(k+3)(k~+46k~-
-32 (k2_9) (k-1) (k+2) • • 17Sk2-224k+1004) (k-8) 
• _128k(k2_4) (k2_9) • 
-16(k-3)(k+1)(k~-46k~-
_32(k2_9) (k+l) (k-2) 
• • 17Sk2+224k+1004) (k+8) 
. 
• 
64f(-3k) (k+2) (k+3) 
• 
-24(k" -9) (k-2) 
32f(-3k) (k+3) (k+4) • • (k3+18k2_2Sk_lS4) 
-
• • 
-8f(-3k) 
• (k+S) (k+6) (k+7) • 
• • 
• 
, 
• 
. 
• 
• 
TABLE(4) (cont.) 
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. 
• C 13 C14 C15 • 
· 
• • 
-, 
• 
• 
4f(3k) (k-7) (k-6) 
• • 
8f(3k) (k-5) (k-6) 
• • 
8(k+2) (k+3) 
• • 16f(3k) (k-4) (k-5) (k3 -3k2+8k+192) 
-"-
8(k_3)2(k2 -4) (k+3) 
• • 
. 
-4(k-2) (k+3) 
• 32(k2 -4) (k+3) (5k-16) (k3.30k2+395k+1218) • 
-16 (k-l) (k+3) 
• (k3.96k2-16k+132) • 
-
-16k(k2_9) (2k2_35) 16k(k2_9) (155k2-1496) • • 
-16(k+l) (k-3) 
• 3 2 (k +9k -16k-132) • 
2 
-4 (k-3) (k+2) -32(k -4) (k-3) 
• • (5k+16) (k3+30k2+395k-1218) 
· 8 (k+ 3) 2(k2 -4)(k-3) , • 
- · 
16f(.3k) (k+4) (k+5) 8(k-2) (k-3) • • 
(k3 +3k2+8k-192) . 
Bf(.3k) (k+5) (k+6) 
• • 
--'-
• 
4f(-3k) (k+6) (k+7) 
· 
• 
• 
. 
• • 
TABLE(4) (cont.) 
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• C16 C17 C18 • 
• • 
. 
. 
• • 
• • 
• 
8f(3k) (k-5) 
• 
• 
16f(3k) (k-4) • 
--c 
• 32f(3k) (k-3) -8f(3k) (k-3) • 
2 
• -32(k -4)(k-5)(k+3) • 
_96(k2 -9) (k-l) (k+2) -16 (k+3) (k-l) • (k+7)(k-4) • 
• 
_192k(k2 -9) 
• 
• 96(k2 -9) (k+l) (k-2)' 16 (k-3) (k+ 1) • (k-7) (k+4) 
• 
32(k2 -4) (k+5) (k-3) 
• 
• -32f( -3k)(k+3) -8f( -3k) (k+3) • 
-.. 
• 
-16f(-3k) (k+4) 
• 
• 
-8f( -3k) (k+5) • 
• • 
• • 
-
• • 
TABLE(4) (cont.) 
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, , ~ 
• C19 C20 C21 
, 
• 
• 
. 
• 2f(3k)(k~7) • 
. 
• 4f(3k) (k-6) • 
, 
• 
2(k4+13k3_23k2_213k 
• 
-210) 
• 48(k+2) (k+3) (k-4) 16f(3k) • 
• 
-2 (3k4_1Sk3_107k2 
• 
+71k+378) 
• 
-12(k+3) (k-2) 
_64(k2 -4) (k+3) • 2 (k -k-26) 
-2 (k+3) (3k3+11k 2 
• • 
. -79k+S4) 
., 48k(k2_19) (k2_9) 96k(k2_9) • • 
2(k-3) (3k3_11k2_79k 
• • 
-S4) 
12(k-3) (k-2) 2 
• (k2+k_26) -64(k -4)(k-3) • 
2 (3k4+1Sk3_107k2 
, 
-71k+378) • 
• 
48(k-2) (k-3) (k+4) 16f(-3k) • 
. 
· 
-2 (k 4 _13k3 _23k2 
· 
.+213k-210) 
• -4f (-3k) (k+6) 
· 
r 
-2£(-31<) (k+7)· • • 
• • 
TABLE(4) (cont.) 
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, C22 C23 C24 C25 
, f(3k) 
. 
. 
, 2f(3k) 
. ~ 
• 4f(3k) 
-12(k+2) (k+3) 
• 8f(3k) -2(k+2) (k+3) (k-ll) 
, 16f(4k) 
-4 (k2 -19) (k+3) 
. 
, 
-24 (k2 -9) (k+2) 
-6 (k2 -9)(k+6) 
.20 (k+3) (5k+13) 
-12 (k-2) (3k+ll)· , (k-2) 
, 16(k+3) (k-l) (k-8) 6(k-l) (k2-5k_34) 
,. 16k(k2.9) (k2_10) 6k (k2 -9) (k2 -29) 
• 16(k-3) (k+l) (k-8) 6(k+l) (k2+5k_34) 
-20(k-3) (5k+13) 12(k+2) (3k-ll) • (k+2) 
. 
2 2 . 
• -24 (k -9) (k-2) -6(k -9)(k-6) . 
-
• 16f(-4k) -4k(k-3) (k2+19) 
• 
8f(-3k) 
-2 (k-2) (k-3) 
(k+ll) . 
, 4f(-3k) 
-12(k-2) (k+3) 
• . 2f(-3k) 
. 
• 
f(-3k); 
TABLE (4) (cont,) 
-------------- -----------------------------~--
. 
. . 
4.2.3 The Derivation of Extra Conditions 
Once the general form of the recurrence relation has been established 
then a suitable truncation in the Chebyshev series (4.6) is taken. say 
at a • so that the series is sufficiently well represented by the resulting 
n 
polynomials. 
The recurrence relation alone. however. is not sufficient to solve the 
O.D.E. Other equations arising from the boundary/initial conditions and 
equations from the actual 'form' of the relation complete the total 
. number of necessary equations. In this sub-section. the latter will be 
discussed. 
To establish a recurrence relation the tableau is merely inspected 
and the required columns are obtained. For example. the differential 
equation. xy,v(x)+(3_3x2)y(x)=O; is specifically defined by the ci as c2=1. 
1.,=3 and c23=-2. Columns 2.21 and 23 of Table 
relation •. The 'span' of vector a(k)T would be 
(4) give the appropriate 
from ~~6 to ~+6' i.e. m=6. 
Standard methods can be used to solve for the a .• i=O.I ••.•• n. e.g. 
1 
Gauss elimination. But here. the backward recurrence method is used (Fox 
and Parker [22] pp.99). Generally speaking this involves setting a
n
+l • 
a 2'. •• to zero and a to unity. then using the recurrence equation. a
1 
•• 
n+ n 
i=n-l.n-2 ••••• 0 are found. The coefficients are then normalized by 
boundary and initial conditions and any 'extra' conditions that may appear. 
In the scheme. k=n+m~l.n+m-2 ••••• m when using the appropriate columns 
of Table(4). and these extra conditions' come from equations where 
k=m-l.m-2 ••••• 0. However. the values for k=O.I.2.3 leads to trivial 
results and only the cases of k=4.5.6.7 (max(m)=8) need be considered. 
To state all four of these equations here would·be impractical due 
to their enormity. so the idea is demonstrated by giving a shortened 
version corresponding to k=4. 
78 
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'~:::~>~-+:(:-t7T~~C;ClO+672C14+6720C16-l680C18+~~4C20-l008C22-420c24)al , ' , 
. - .. - " ... ~\ " , . -. . 
+ (tl::b?8Cs\~~·::~'<;:'_.-362880c9 + 26880cll +IQ75Zc13..: 13~3.<t1c 15 +7~gj1c17 + .Z3~~c19! 
+ 
. . 
• 
+(-132C20+l2c24)all 
+(6c2s)a12 
, -s376c21-9240c23-ss2c2s)a2 
• 
• 
= 0 . 
The first line of (4.13) is obtained by feeding k=4 into row. 
(~-4) of Table (4) , the second line from row (~-3) and so on. The 
next 'extra' condition, (k=5) , would be derived similarly, only the 
initial row would now be (~-5)' 
The table below gives all the possibilities 
m EXTRA CONDITIONS 
8 4(k=7,6,5,4) 
7 3 (k=6 ,5 ,4) 
6 2(k=5,4) 
5 1 (k=4) 
<5 0 
TABLE (5) 
When g(x)=O we have a homogeneous differential equation and this 
gives rise to the possibility of odd or even solutions. For purely odd 
(4.13) 
or even solutions the number of 'extra' conditions can be reduced by two. 
Thus, for an even solution with cl =c2= ••• =c25=O, or an odd solution 
with c2=c4= ••• =c24=O then equations corresponding to k=5,7 are used. 
For an odd solution with cl=c3T ••• =c25 or an even solution with c2=c4= ••• =c24 
then cases when k=4,6 are used. 
I 
• 
4.2.4 Equations from Boundary and Initial Conditions 
Normally associated with the differential equation (4.1) are four 
initial/boundary conditions. and to apply these conditions at an 
arbitrary point the meth?d here uses the numerical values of y(x).y' (x). 
y"(xl.y'" (x),y,v(x). obtained from the algorithm in (3.36), 
yj(x)/jl = 2l(bO .-b2 .) 
.J .J 
where y(x)= r~jTj(x). 
The initial boundary conditions will be represented at the points 
xI .x2 and x3 and will take the form. 
3 
i!l {aUy(xi)+BiR,Y' (xi )+YU Y"(xi )+6u.Y'" (Xi)} = "'1 • 
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1=1.2.3.4. (4.14) 
The generality of (4.14) at the 3 points xl .x2.x3 will cope with 
quite a varying class of boundary conditions. 
As before. for odd or even solutions the boundary conditions can 
be reduced by 2. 
For future reference. q=no. of extra conditions and p=no. of 
boundary/initial conditions. 
4.2.5 The Homogeneous and Non-Homogeneous Equation 
Let the general solution of the homogeneous form of (4.1) be 
written as. 
where 
or 
y(x) = 
p+q L e.y. (x) j=l J J 
n, ' 
y. (x) = r ~. Tk (x) 
J k=O J 
p+q 
~ = r e.ak · j=l J J • k=O,l, .... 
Then. if each set {aO .• al .••••• a .}. j=1.2 ••••• q+P. is an .J ,J n.J 
independent set satisfying (4.12). (~.j=~) then' {aO.al ••••• an}. 
as defined in (4.16) also satisfy (4.12). However. el .e2 ••••• eq+p 
(4.15) 
(4.16) 
can now be found so that the (p+q) conditions are also satisfied. 
Thus, from (4.14), 
p+q 3 . 
~ [ ~ {a .• y.(x;}+B .• y!(x.)+y .• y'!(x.)+<L.y!" (x.)}]6. j=l i=l 1", J 1: 1", J 1 1", J 1 1", J 1 J 
and from the recurrence relation with k=4,S,6,7, 
p+q 
~ LR,' 6. = 0 , j=l J J R,=1,2, ••• ,q , 
R,=1,2,.;.,p, 
where LR,j represents the left hand side of the 'extra' conditions. 
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(4.17) 
( 4.18) 
With these last two sets of equations we can solve for 61,6 2, ••• ,6 .. p+q 
. ('normalising' factors), sett"i,,,~ an::' ....... d Ott =0, t'>I'\. (see f. 78). 
For the non-homogeneous case, ri' in (4.12) are non-zero, together 
with the right hand side of (4.13). 
The general solution is now written 
p+q 
y(x) = YO(x) + L 6.y. (x) j=l J J 
with y.(x) defined as in (4.16). 
. J 
in the. form, 
, (4.19) 
The sets {a
o 
.,al ., ••• ,a .}, j=1,2, ••• ,p+q, are found as before ,J,J n,J 
from the homogeneous form of (4.12). But now a further solution, 
corresponding to a 'particular' solution of the recurrence relation, 
is taken. The 'particular' solution, {aO,o,al,O"" ,an,o}" is found 
from the corresponding non-homogeneous equations (!k~0) with the 
backward recurrence being modified so that a (:a 0)=0. n n, 
and 
The equations, (4.17) and (4.18) become 
p+q 3 L [ L {a .• y.(x.)+B·.Y!(x.)+y .• y~' (x.)+6 .• y'" (x.)}]6 . 
. -1 . -1 1", J 1 1", J 1 1", J 1 1", 1 J J- 1- . 
3 
= ~R,-i~1{aiR,YO(xi)+BiR,YO(Xi)+YiR,YO(Xi)+6iR,Y'" (Xi)}' 
p+q L LR,.6. = -LR,O ' . R,=1,2, ••• ,q. j=l J J 
1=1,2, ... ,p, 
(4.20) 
(4.21) 
S2 
There are now sufficient equations to solve for the (n+l) unknowns 
(aO,al, ••• ,a
n
). For example, for m=S with p and q=4, there would be 
(n-7) equations from the general recurrence together with S equations 
from p+q giving (n+l) in all. 
4.2.6 Problems Not in the Range -l~x~l 
To cope with problems of this type a simple linear change of variable 
is made. Given the following problem, 
, 2 3 4 d4y 2 3 4 d3 (dl +d2t+d3t +d4t ~dst ) dt4 + (d6+d7t+dst +d9t +dlOt )~ + 
, (4.22) 
having initial/boundary conditions 
3 
iII {ai1Y(ti}aiR,Y' (ti)+y HY" (ti )+6H y'" (ti )} = 4>1 ' (4.23) 
1=1,2, ••• ,p 
we use the ,following change of variable, 
I I t = 2(b-a) + 2(b+a) (4.24) 
This will naturally alter the coefficients which now become, 
2 3 4 4 (16dl +Sd2(b+a)+4d3 (b+a) +2d4(b+a) +dS{b+a) )/(b-a) Cl = 
, 233 (Sd2+Sd3(b+a)+12d4 (b+a) +7dS(b+a) )/(b-a) c2 = 
. 2 2 (4d3+6d4 (b+a)+9dS(b+a) )/(b-a) c3 = 
c4 = (2d4+4dS(b+a»/(b-a) 
Cs = dS 
2 3 I 4 3 
c6 = (Sd6+4d7(b+a)+2dS(b+a) +d9(b+a) +~IO(b+a) )/(b-a) 
2 7 3 2 
c7 = (4d7+4dS(b+a)+6d9 (b+a) ~IO(b+a) )/(b-a) 
9 2 Cs = (2dS+3d9(b+a)'irl1O(b+a) )/{b-a) 
c9 = d9+2dIO (b+a) 
I 
c lO = ~lO(b-a) 
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. 
function g(x) on -l~x~l. 
The coefficients in (4.23) become, 
-. 
and 
This change of variable is done automatically of course in the program. 
The modification to the right hand side, however, will be made by the 
user. 
4.3 THE FOURTH ORDER EIGENVALUE PROBLEM 
The equation to be solved will now be 
d4 . d3 . d2 .. · A(X,>.)~ + B(X,>.)~ + C(x,>.)~ + 
dx dx dx 
of the general form, 
D(X'>')~ + E(x,>.)y = 0 
We·assume there are a palr·of boundary conditions at each end of the 
range, 
a y(x )+8 y' (x )+y y'" (x )+6 y"'(x ) = 0, m=3,4. 
m2m 2m 2m 2 
The coefficient polynomials in (4.25) are now functions of x and >., 
otherwise it is the homogeneous form of our original O.D.E. (4.1). 
In Horner's report [7], the method of solution for the second 
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(4.25) 
(4.26) 
(4.27) 
order eigenvalue problem consists of solving the differential equation 
by the previous method for second order O.D.E.'s for some given 
approximation to >. with initial conditions a l y(xl )+8IY' (xl)=O, and 
one of y(xI1y' (xl) not equal to zero. The resulting solution will 
·almost certainly not satisfy the other condition, 
a2y(x2) + 82Y'(x2) = 0 , 
and he uses a shooting technique to refine the value of >. until the 
above equation is satisfied to a reasonable degree of accuracy. 
In the fourth-order case, there are four boundary conditions 
•• 
available, and therefore, using a similar idea the problem is solved 
by taking the first three boundary/initial conditions and· 'forcing' 
the solution satisfy the fourth boundary condition, e.g., for a given 
>. , we solve the differential equation (4.25) as before only with the 
boundary conditions, 
a y(x )+8 y' (x )+y y"(x )+6 y'" (xI) = 0 I I I I I I I 
a2y(xI )+82y' (xI )+Y2Y"(x1)+62y'" (xI) = 0 
a3y(x2)+83Y' (x2)+Y3Y"(x2)+o3Y'" (x2) = 0 , 
: 
then let. 
hp.) = a4y{x2.>')+1I4y' {x2.>')+Y4Y"{x2·>.)+64y", (x2.>.) • 
and the equation. h{>')=O. can be solved for>. using the iterative 
scheme. 
>. '=). -
s+2 s+l 
(>. . ->. ) 
s+l s 
h{>' l)-h{>.) .h{>'s+l) • s=0.1.2 •••• 
s+ s 
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(4.28) 
so. the method includes solving the eigenvalue problem as a fourth 
order O.D.E •• then using the iterative scheme (4.28) to obtain a 
better approximation to A. The whole procedure is repeated for each 
new value of A until the eigenvalue satisfies a given error tolerance. 
As with all shooting methods .. the eigenvalues are only found one 
at a time. and there is also the problem of finding two starting values 
for>. so the iterative scheme can be initiated. 
If A is linear. then by using the recurrence tableau of Table(4) 
a standard algebraic eigenvalue problem can be established. (Fox and 
Parker [22]. pp.106) •. Work done recently by Morris and Horner [44]. 
uses this technique to solve two fourth-order eigenvalue problems. In 
this thesis. the eigenvalue problem will be solved using the shooting 
technique only. 
In the next section the results of certain problems tested are 
presented. 
-. 
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4.4 NUMERICAL RESULTS 
4.4.1 The Fourth-Order O.D.E. 
After the coefficients a., i=O.I ••••• n have been computed. algorithm 
~ 
(3.35) calculates the nUJDerical values of y(x), y' (x),y"(x),y'" (x) and 
'v y- (x). A measure of accuracy of the solution can then be applied by 
-equating,_ 
'v A(x)y (x)+B(x)y'" (x)+C(x)y"(x)+D(x)y' (x)+E(x)y(x)-g(x) 
to zero. The same measure is also incorporated for the homogeneous case. 
(wi th g (x): 0) • 
- rv . 4 
Example (i): y (x)-y(x)=23-x. with boundary conditions, y(0)=2. 
y' (O)=y" (O)=y" , (0)=0. 
This simple test problem has an analytical solution of y(x)=I+x4+e(x) • 
After the Chebyshev coefficients have been listed. the solution function. 
y(x). is given for x=-I(O.I)I. 
a .• 
~ 
i=O,l, ..• ,n. 
5.282131760 
1.130318210 
0.771495340 
0.043368498 
0.130474240 . 
0.000542926 
0.000044977 
-
0.000003198 
0.000000199 
0.000000011 
0.000000000 
n, 4 x 
x y(x)= L a. T. (x) y(x)=l+x +e 
i=O ~ ~ 
-1.0 2.36787944 2.36787944 
-0.9 2.06266966 2.06266966 
-0.8 1.85892896 1.85892896 
-0.7 1.73668530 1. 73668530 
-0.6 1.67841164 1.67841164 
-0.5 1.66903066 1.66903066 
------- - ---------
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-0.4 1.69592005 1.69592005 
-0.3 1.74891822 1. 74891822 
-0.2 1.82033075 1.82033075 
-0.1 1.90493742 1.90493742 
0.0 2.00000000 2.00000000 
0.1 2.10527092 2.10527092 
0.2 2.22300276 2.22300276 
0.3 2.35795881 2.35795881 
0.4 2.51742470 2.51742470 
0.5 2; 71122127 2.71122127 
0.6 2.95171880 2.95171880 
0.7 3.25285271 3.25285271 
0.8 3.63514093 3.63514093 
0.9 4.11570311 4.11570311 
1.0 4.71828183 4.71828183 -
For this problem n=16 and aI0.all ••••• aI6 were negligble up to 9 decimal 
places. The results were satisfactory and accurate to 9 places of decimals. 
EXample (ii): y'v(x)_y(x)=O. having boundary conditions y(O)=y'(O)=I. 
y"(I)-y(I)=O.y'" (I)-y' (1)=0. 
This is the homogeneous form of (i) with an analytical solution of 
y(x)=ex• 
,-
ai' i=1,2, .•. ,n. 
2.53213176 
1.13031821 
0.27149534 
0.04433685 
0;00547424 
0.00054293 
0.00004498 
0.00000320 
0.00000020 
0.00000001 
0.00000000 
x 
-1.0 
.0.9 
-0.8 
-0.7 
-0.6 
-0.5 
-0.4 
-0.3 
-0.2 
-0.1 
0.0 
0.1 
0.2 
0.3 
0.4 
0.5 
0:6 
0.7 
0.8 
0.9 
.1.0 
n 
y(x)= ~ a.T.(x) 
i=O 1 1 .. 
0.36787944 
0.40656966 
0.44932896 
0.49658530 
0.54881164 
0.60653066 
0.67032005 
0.74081822 
0,81873075 
0.90483742 
1.00000000 
1.10517092 
1.22140276 
1.34985881 
1.49182470 
1.64872127 
1;82211880 . 
2.01375271 
2.22554093 
2.45960311 
2.71828183 
x y(x)=e 
0.36787944 
0.40656966 
0.44932896 
0.49658530 
0.54881164 
0.60653066 
0.67032005 
d.74081822 
0.81873075 
0.90483742 
1.00000000 
1.10517092 
1.22140276 
1.34985881 
1.49182470 
1.64872127 
L82211880 
2.01375271 
2.22554093 
2.45960311 
2.71828183 
Again we have excellent agreement, with 12 decimal place accuracy. 
Example (Hi): (2_x2)y,v(X)_4XY"_2Y"+4Oy=2_x2 
with conditions, y"(±I)=y'." (±1)=0. 
This problem is concerned with the transverse displacement, 
y(x), of an elastically embedded rail subject to a distributed 
transverse load which satisfies the above equation (4.29). 
ai' i=O,l', .•. ,n 
8.0266416IE-02 
-2.68214310E-09 
-4. 76777554E-03 
-7. 25387&S4E-I0 
3. 24591994E-04 
-1.83275134E-ll 
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(4.29) 
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-1.08077074E-05 
-1.04335495E-13 
-1. 33339l99E-06 
-2.0l630712E-16 
-1. 38588770E-07 
-1.6620533lE-19 
-1.554l2678E-08 
-9.50076llOE-27 
Having no analytical solution available for (4.29) we had to rely on the 
accuracy measure mentioned in the last section. 
x y(x) x y(x) 
-1.0 0.0367773270 0.1 0.0451125675 
-0.0 0.0371131520 0.2 0.0478278400 
-0.8 0.0385319646 0.3 0.0441528441 
-0.7 0.0399022846 0.4 0.0433436680 
-0.6 0.0411859330 0.5 0.0423447119 
-0.5 0.0423447132 0.6 0.0411859311 
-0.4 0.0433436688 0.7 0.0399022819 
-0.3 0.0441528446 0.8 0.0385319608 
-0.2 0.0474827870 0.9 0.0371131468 
-0.1 0.0451125677 1.0 0.0356777258 
0.0 0.0452351729 
The solution function was accurate to five decimal places with n=12. 
The next section examines the solution of the eigenvalue problem. 
-. 
4.4.2 The Solution of a Fourth Order Eigenvalue Problem 
The shooting technique was used to solve 
4 
d yet) _ Ay(t) = 0 y(O) 
dt4 
2 . 
= d }(±l) = 0 , 
dt 
Equation (4.30) was shifted into the standard range [-1,1] by using 
the formulae in section 4.2.6 which gave, 
'v l6y (X)-Ay(X) = 0, y(±1)=4y"(±1) = 0 • 
The general solution to (4.31) is, 
(2k+l) y(x) = Ck cos 2 WX + Dk sinkwx • 
(4.30) 
. (4.31) 
(4.32) 
I 
• 
For a purely even solution we set Dk=O. The eigenvalues. Ak • are given 
by 16.a: where ak is the root of the indicial equation for (4.31). and 
in this case is (2k;1)1T. With Ck=l. and k=O. we input a range for the 
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. first eigenalue. AO' as ,[96.98] corresponding to A=(I)4. 16=1T4• After six. 
iterations AO came out to be 97.4090910349. The Chebyshev coefficients 
were. 
. 9. 4400243E-Ol 
~4.9940326E-Ol 
2. 7992080E-02 
-5. 9669520E-04 
6.7043949E-06 
-4.6532296E-08 
2.l934577E-1O 
-7.4816487E-13 
1.9322978E-15 
-3.9101701E-18 
. 6.36 70401E-2l 
-8.5228860E-24 
a2i+l • i=O.l •••• 
1.0360626E-ll 
-8.8012142E-13 
3.9609282E-14 
-4.4287209E-16 
5.0l60288E-18 
-2.2003660E-20 
1.1276768E-22 
-2.5983921E-25 
7.5699148E-28 
-1.0733900E-30 
2.015l271E-33 
The analytical eigenvalue. 1T4=97.40909l0330 agreed to eight places of 
1TX decimals. Below. y(x.AO) and cos -Z-. the analytical solution for k=O. 
are listed. 
n, 1TX x y(x.AO)= L a.T.(x) cos -Z-i=O ~ ~ 
-
-1.0 -1.4551915E-ll 0.0 
-0.8 3.090l69944E-0l 3.090169944E-0l 
-0.6 5.877852523E-Ol 5.877852523E-Ol 
-0.4 8.090169944E-Ol 8.090l69944E-Ol 
-0.2 9.510565163E-Ol 9.510565163E-Ol. 
0.0 1. OOOOOOOOOE-Ol 1.0 
0.2 9.510565l63E-Ol 9.510565163E-Ol 
0.4 8.090l69944E-Ol 8.090l69944E-Ol 
0.6 5.877852523E-Ol 5. 877852523E-Ol 
0.8 3.090l69944E-Ol 3.090l69944E-0l 
1.0 1.8l89894E-12 0.0 
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The results compare very favourably and are accurate to 9 decimal places. 
"~ 
The second eigenvalue for the even solution is found analytically by 
inserting k=l into \ =[(2k;1)~ 4 =' 8h 4 = 7890.1363736753. In the program 
the range for the eigenvalue is [7889.7892]. and the eigenfunction is 
311 
cos :z-. After five iterations the eigenvalue Al was 7890.1363735781. 
a2i • i=O.l •••• a2i+l • i=O.l, ... 
-5.3171450E-0l 
-1. 4723819E-IO 
-2. 9263584E-0l 
-1. 29OO635E-1O 
7.4086904E-0l 4.6976062E-ll 
-2.0562649E-Ol 
-9.9210023E-12 
2. 4908932E-02 7. 8620513E-13 
-1. 7351064E-03 
-4. 8435736E-14 
7.9217161E-05 . 1.697oo61E-15 
-2.5640442E-06 
-5.0949889E,-17 
6.2036174E-08 1.oo96076E-18 
-1.1658625E-09 
-1.8044259E-20 
1.7523283E-ll 2.3022969E-22 
-2.1554899E-13 
-2.7355766E-24 
2.2107166E-15 2.4366796E-26 
-1.918675E-17 
-2.0661338E-28 
1. 430l901E-19 1. 3580720E-30 
-9. 2407786E-22 
The eigenfunction. y(x.A ) and "the analytical 
1 solution are as follows: 
n, 311 x " y(x. ).1)= L a. T. (x) cos -
i=O ~ ~ 2 
--1.0 
-3.2014214E-1O 0.0 
-0.8 -0.8090169948 
-0.8090169944 
-0.6 -0.9510565167 -0.9510565163 
-0.4 -0.3090169947 -0.3090169944 
-0.2 0.5877852522 0.5877852523 
0.0 1.0000000000 1.0 
0.2 0.5877852523 0.5877852523 
0.4 -0.3090169945 
-0.3090169944 
0.6 -0.9510565166 -0.9510565163 
0.8 -0.8090169950 
-0.8090169944 
1.0 -8.0763130E-10 0.0 
Again the results are very reasonable, and were accurate to six decimal 
places. For a purely odd solution, ek is set to zero, and the range for 
the eigenva1ue when k=l"is [1555,1560], the true solution being ~1 = 
16n4 = 1558.5454565284 •• After five iterations the eigenvalue was 
1558.5454565730 (D1=1.756757009) 
a2i , i=O,l, ••• a2i+1, i=O,l, .•• 
6.5150710E-10 1.00000000E 00 
6. 1928140E-10 -1.1716105E 00 
-1.091On3E-10 1.8319878E-01 
1.5192957E-ll -1. 2017331E-02 
-5.4759008E-13 4. 3920135E-04 
2.0355415E-14 -1.0277465E-05 
-3. 1329343E-16 1.6750279E-07 
5.4177594E-18 -2.0126084E-09 
-4.6180332E-20 1. 8576428E-ll 
4.6218341E-22 -1. 3588992E-13 
-2.5014089E-24 8.073982E-16 
1.6331889E-26 -3.9743218E-18 
-6.1094155E-29 1.6474245E-20 
2.8082564E-31 
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The eigenfunction y(x'~l) and the analytical solution D1sinnx are listed. n 
, 
x y(x'~l)= L a.T.(x) D1simrx i=O 1 1 
-
-1.0 8.7311491E-ll 0.0 
-0.8 -1.032595862 -1.032595862 
-0.6 -1.670775202 -1.670775201 
-0.4 -1.670775202 -1.670775201 
-0.2 -1.032595863 -1.032595862 
0.0 -4. 1839680E-10 0.0 
0'.2 1.032595862 1.032595862 
0.4 1.670775202 1.670775201 
0.6 1.670775203 1.670775201 
0.8 1.032595864 1.032595862 
1.0 1.6298145E-0.9 0.0 
---~----
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These were found to be accurate to 7 decimal places. 
Although agreement with the analytical solution is good and the results 
were reasonably accurate starting values have to be found for the eigen-
values when using this ~hooting technique. 
The next chapter introduces methods of solving elliptic and parabolic 
partial differential equations by using Chebyshev series techniques. 
-. 
CHAPTER 5 
SCHEMES FOR SOLVING"PARTIAl DIFFERENTIAL "EQUATIONS 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
The solution of partial differential equations by Chebyshev series has 
been examined by Benson[3S], Elliott [36], Scraton [37], Mason [38], 
Knibb and Scraton [39], Dew and Scraton [40,41] and·Boateng [33]. Here we 
briefly survey their work. 
In [36] Elliott solves the one dimensional heat equation by modifYing 
the dependent variable and representing the resultant equation by Chebyshev 
series, this gives rise to a set of equations which are solved at each 
successive time step. Benson [35] extends Elliott's work for the solution 
of the two dimensional problem; he divides the range of integration into 
sections and writes each section as a Chebyshev series. Dew, Knibb and 
Scraton [39,40,41] find the solution to the same equation (including higher 
dimensions) by taking fixed values of one variable and finding solutions in 
the other variable for each value of the first variable. Mason [38] uses a 
selected points method to obtain the coefficients from a full set of 
algebraic problems. 
In this Chapter, the solution of a fourth order elliptic equation and 
the two dimensional heat equation by Chebyshev series will be discussed. 
As we are now dealing with two space variables the terms of the partial. 
differential equation are represented by a double Chebyshev series. The 
coefficients of like pairs of Chebyshev polynomials are equated giving 
expressions in terms of Chebyshev coefficients and their derivatives. 
Similar techniques to Chapter 4 are applied to. the expression until we have 
a recurrence relation in terms of the Chebyshev coefficients only. All the 
coefficients including those arising from the boundary conditions can be 
written in matrix form. In the case of Elliptic P.D.E.'s the right hand 
side of the' matrix equation is formed from the coefficients of the 
functional values of the boundary cond~tions and the function on the right 
hand side for the non-homogeneous equation. For paraboli,c partial 
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,differential equations, the right'hand side of the corresponding matrix 
equation will consist of the known coefficients from the preceeding time 
level. Both of the matrix equations are solved by a direct method 
(Gaussian elimination), which is repeated at each time step for the 
parabolic equation. 
9S 
I 
I 
~ 
, 
------------------------............ .... 
5.Z A FOURTH ORDER ELLIPTIC P.D.E.: THE BIHARMONIC EQUATION 
The biharmonic equation. 
4 4· 
U .. U .. Z 
ax4 a/ (5.1) 
is to be considered over the enclosed region R subject to given boundary· 
. conditions (which will be given later) on aR the boundary of R. 
By using the notation in (3.43) and (3.44) and expressing ~(x.y) as 
a double Chebyshev series (5.1) can be written as. 
where 
The sets 
have the 
~ ~ ~ ~" (4x) ~" (4y) ~" a(.Zx.ZY) L a .. T. (x)T. (y)+ L a .. T. (x)T. (y)+Z L 
i.j=O 1.J 1 J i.j=O 1.J 1 J i.j=O 1.J 
,~ 
T.(x)T.(y) = 0 
1 J 
~" (rxsy) L a.. T. (x)T. (y) 
··_Ol.J 1 J 1.J- . 
. . (4x) (4y) (ZxZy) 
of coeffIcIents. {a. . .a.· . .a.. }. are all 
1.J 1.J 1.J 
same significance as those in Chapter 4. 
• 
constant and 
In (5.Z) we equate the coefficients of like pairs of Chebyshev 
polynomials. which yields. 
(5.Z) 
a~4~) + a~4~) + Za~Z~Zy) = 0 • i.j=O.I.... (5.3) 
1.J 1.J 1.J 
Ideally. an equation is required in terms of a .. only. This could be 1.J . 
achieved by working through the usual relations and properties of 
Chebyshev polynomials as given in Chapter 3. For example. an "integration" 
of (5.3) with respect to x would give 
(3x) (4y) _ a(4y) + Za.(xZ.y) = 0 • a. . + a. 1· . 1 . 1.J l-.J 1+,J 1.J 
An alternative is to use the information already available in 
Table(4).together with Table(l) of Homer [7]. The relevant columns of 
Table(4) are those corresponding to Cl and cZl of Horner's table. ci and 
c7· 
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Columns Ci andc7 are given below: 
c* • 1 , 
; c* 
I 9 • c~ • , I 
• • , , 
~-4 I I 
I 
I 
• 
I I 
I • 
, I I I 
, I I • 
I , • 
, 
~-3 
, 
I 
, I • 
• , 
· 
I I 
, 
, , I 
~ I 
I , , 
~-2 I , 
I 
, 
I I 
I 4(k+1) I 
, , • I 
· 
I , I 
, 
I 
I 
I 
~-1 I , I I , 
I 
• I 
I I , I 
, I I • 
• I I 
~6k(k-1) I ~ • (k+1) • 
I 
, 
I 
I 
, 
, 
-8k • 
• I 
• • 
· 
, 
• • • 
I I • , 
~+1 , , I I I 
I 
I I 
, • I , 
• • 
. 
, 
, 
ak+2 I 
, 
I 
I 
I , 
I 4(k-1) , 
I 
• 
• I 
I 
• 
I I 
· · 
. ~+3 I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
• 
I 
· • • 
I , I I 
- • 
~+4 I 
I 
• 
I 
• 
I I 
I I 
, • 
• 
I 
• 
I I I 
, 
The importance of these columns is demonstrated by the following step 
.. by step procedure for the 'integration' of (5.3:). 
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9S 
Integrating twice w.r.t. x • 
. Columns ci.c7 and 2ci give,the above expression. 
Integrating twice w.r.t. x again. 
256i(i2_l) (i 2_4) (i2_9)a .. +16(i+l)(i+2)(i+3)a~4Y4) .-64(i2_4)(i+3)a~4Y2)' 
. I.J 1- .J 1- .J 
+32i(i2_l){4(i+l)a~2y) .-Sia~2~)+4(i_l)a~2Y).} = 0 
1-2.J I.J 1+2,J 
Here, we have made use of colunms cl and c2' for the first two terms of (5;3), . 
and the cross-product term is depicted as a mixture of columns ci and c7• 
Integrating twice w.r.t. y, 
. This gives, 
256i (i 2 _1)(i2 -4)(i 2 -9) {4 (j+l)a. . 2-Sj a, .+4 (j -l)a. . 2} I,J- 1,] l,J+ 
-64(i2_4)(i+3)a~2Y2) .+16(i-l)(i-2)(i-3)a~2Y4)'} 1+ .J 1+ .J 
+5l2ij (i2_l)(j2_l ){4(i+l)a. 2 .-Sia .. +4(i-l)a. 2 .} = 0 • 
. 1- ,J I.J 1+ .J 
Integrating twice w.r.t. y again. 
This operation yields. 
256i (i 2 -1) (i 2 -4) (i 2 -9) fl6(j+l) (j+2) (j+3)a. . 4-64 (/ -4) 0+3)a. . 2 I.J- I.J- . 
+96j(j2 -9)a ... _640 2 -4)(j-3)a .. 2+l6(j-l) (j-2) (j-3)a •. 4} I.J I.J+ 1,)+ 
+256j(j2_l)(j2_4) (j2_9){16(i+l) (i+2) (i+3)a, 4 ._64(i2_4) (i+3)a. 2 . 
. 1- .J 1- .J 
+96i(i2-9)a .. _64(i2_4) (i-3)a. 2 .+16(i-l) (i-2) (i-3)a. 4 ,} I.J· 1+ .J • 1+ .J 
+5l2ij (i2_l) (j2_l ){16(i+l)(j+l)a. 2 . 2-32j (i+l)a, 2 .+16(i+l) (j-l)a. 2 . 2 1- .J- 1- .J 1- .J-
-32iO+l)a. , 2 + 64ija .. -32i(j-l)a .. 2+ l6 (i-l) (j+l)a. 2 . 2-32j (i-l)a. 2 . I.J- 1.3 I.J+ 1+ ,J- 1+ .J 
+16(i-l) (j-l)a. 2 . 2 }= 0 . 1+ .J+ (5.4) 
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This last step gives the recurrence relation for the equation (5.·1). 
It may be written down immediately by carefully implementing columns cl ,c21 , 
ci andc7 without going through the intermediate stages. 
A great variety of elliptic problems can easily be represented by an 
appropriate recurrence relation simply by examining the relevant columns in 
Table(4) and Horner's table and then applying the ideas stated previously. 
Equation (5.4) may be represented in the form of a 13 point molecule, 
. (Figure (1)). The A., i=l,2, ••• ,13 are simply the coefficients of the a .. 1 1,J 
in equation (5.4). 
If we approximate the solution to (5.1) by, 
rn, n, 
4>(x,y) = L L a. . T. (x)T. (y) , 
i=O j=O 1,J 1 J 
then there are a total of (m+l)(n+l) equations to be solved. The recurrence 
relation, (5.4), will yield (m-3)(n-3) equations for i=4(1)m, j=4(1)n 
(a. .=0, i>m, j>n) and the remaining (4m+4n-8) are derived from the boundary 1,J . . 
conditions. 
The boundary, aR, will enclose the unit square -l~x,y~l and the given 
boundary conditions are, 
4>(x,l) = 'l(x) = I' {I'a .. }T.(X), i=O j=O 1,J 1 
aHx,l) = 'l*(x) = I' {.I j 2a .. }T. (x) 
ay i=O j=O 1,J 1 
Hx,-l) = y(~) = I' {I'(-l)ja .. }T.(X) , 
i=O j=O 1,J 1 
a4>(x,-l) = y*(x) = I' { I (-l)jla .. }T. (x) , 
ay i=O j=O 1,J 1 
HI,y) = Il(y) = I' {r' a .. }T. (y) , j=O i=O 1,J J 
a~~!,y) = Il*(y) = I' {r i 2a .. }T.(y) j=O i=l 1,J J 
H-l,y) = 6(y) = I' { I' (_l)ia .. }T. (y) , 
. j=O .i=O 1,J J 
aH-I,y) = 6*(y) = I' {I (_1)ii2a .. }T.(y) 
ax j=O i=l . 1,J J 
~--------------------~----------------~--~----------~----~~~~~~-----
Ala •. 4 1,J-
• A2a. 2 • 2 . l-,J-
A3a .. 2 1,J -
AS'a. 4 • 1- ,J 
A6a. 2 . 1- ,J 
A7a .. 1,J 
ASa. 2 • 1+ ,J 
A9a. 4 • 1+ ,J 
FIGURE (1) 
• A10a. 2 • 2 1- ,J+ 
.... 
8 
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The form of these series are derived from the properties of Chapter 3. 
In a similar way higher order boundary conditions Le. 2nd and 3rd order 
derivatives are easily handled. As was done previously with equation (5.2) 
we equate coefficients of like pairs of Chebyshev polynomials to obtain:-
a. = 1 
Yi = 
llj = 
6. = l 
a!' = 1 
Y!' = 1 
ll~ = l 
6! = 
l 
• n, 1 r a. = "2 ai,O + a. 1 + ••• + 
. ) j=O 1,j 1, 1,n 
n;. 1 n i=O.l, ... ,m r (_l)la. . ,= "2 a. 0 a. 1 + ••• +(-1) a. j=O 1,J 1, 1, 1,n 
m, 1 Fo., ...... r a .. = "2 aO,j + a l . + • •• + a m,j i=O 1,3 ,l m . r (_l)la .. 1 m = "2 aO . al . + ••• +(-1) a . i=O ' 1,l ,3 ,l m,l 
n 
2 r· 2 + 4a. 2 + 9a. 3+ •• '+ l a. . = a. 1 n a. j=l 1,l 1, 1, 1, 1,n 
n . 2 
n 2 r (_l)lj a .. = 
-a. 1 + 4a. 2 9a. 3+ ••• +(-1) n a. j=1 1,J 1, 1, 1,. 1,n 
i'=O,l, ... ,m 
m 
" 1',2 a. . = 4 9 2 L al . + a2 · + a3 .+ .•• + m a . i=l 1.3 .l .l .l m.l 
m • 2 r (_1)1i a .. = -a . + 4a2 . i=l 1,l 1,J .l 
m 2 9a3 .+ ••• +(-1) m a . 
.l m.l 
j '=0,1, ... ,n 
where i' and j' denote} ai •l and ~ al,j when i=O. j=O respectively. 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
)". 7) 
j"") 
In a similar manner, mixed boundary conditions present no real problem. 
For example. if the boundary condit10n on x=+l was. 
then. 
, and 
AI'" + P ~= a(y) , 1 ax 
:!(l.Y) = r' { r i 2a .. }T.(y) , j=O i=O 1.l l ' 
</>Cl.y) = r {r'a .. }T.(y). 
,j=O i=O 1,l l 
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
(5.11) 
Substituting (5.10) and (5.11) into (5.9) and equating coefficients produces 
the relation, 
m, 
1. r a. . 
'li=O 1,3 + ~1 
.. 2 r i a. . = 
i=l 1,l 
----------------------------....... 102 
Equations (5.5),(5.6).(5.7) and (5.8) can now be rewritten as; 
1 1 ) 2(ai +Yi) = - a. + a. 2 + a. 4 + 2 1.0 1. 1. 1 i=O,l, ... ,m (5.12) 2(ai -Yi) = a. 1 + a. S + a. 5 + ... 1. 1. 1. 
1 1 ) 2(llj +6 j ) = 2 aO•j + a2 . + a4 . + ... • J . .J 1 j=O,l, ... ,n (5.13) 2(llj -6 j ) = at . + a3 . + as . + 
.J .J .J 
}(a~+y!) = 4a. 2 + 16a. 4 + 36a. 6 + ... ) 1 1 1. 1. 1. (5.14) i=O,l, ... ,m ~ (a~-y!) = a. 1 + a. 3 + 25a. 5 + 1 1 . 1, 1, 1. 
}(Il~+6n = 4a2 . + 16a4 . + 36a6 . + ... ) J J . .J .J .J 1 j=O.l ..... n. (5.15) 2(1l~-6~) = a1•j + ga3 . + 25a5 . + ... J J • J .J 
In both cases there are (4m+4n+S) equations to be satisfied by the 
coefficients. However. only (4m+4n-S) of these are independent. For 
example. if the complete sets of equations. (5.5).(5.6).(5.7) and (5.S) 
are regarded as a means of calculating a. O.a. 1.a. 2.a. 3 for i=O.l •••• ;m 
, 1, 1, 1, 1, , 
and aO .• a1 .• a2 .• a3 .• j=O.l ..... n. then (5.12),(5.13),(5.14) and (5.15) 
.J .J .J .J . 
show how the array of elements 
aO 0 
• 
.aO•1 aO•2 aO 3 
• 
a1•0 a1•1 a1•2 a1•3 (5.16) a20 a2•1 a2 2 a2•3 • • 
a3•0 as•1 a3•2 as•3 
can .be calculated in two different ways. when i=O.1.2.3 in (5.12) and 
(5.14) and j=O.1.2.3 in (5.13) and (5.15). 
The values of (5.16) which are computed by equations (5.12) and (5.14) 
for i=O.1.2.3. must be consistent with those found by equations (5.13) and 
(5.15) for j=O.1.2.3. This is ensured if the boundary conditions are 
continuous at the vertices (±1.±1) • Namely. 
a(l) = Il (l) • 1l(-1) = y(l) 
a*(l) = 1l*(1), 1l*(-1) = y*(l) 
y (-1) = 6(-1) • 6(1) = a(-l) 
y*(-l) = 6*(-1) • 6*(1) = 6*(-1). 
--------------............ 
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For this method the boundary conditions in the proceeding problem will. 
satisfy the above requirement. With this assumption the number of boundary 
equations can be reduced by 16 to the number (4m+4n-S).· 
We now have a sufficient number of equations to solve for the (m+1)*(n+1) 
unknown coefficients. and using the convention 
and 
f(k) = (k+1)(k+2)(k+3) 
f(-k) = (k-1)(k-2)(k-3) 
they are given below. ((5.17).(5.1S).(5.19)). 
1 
-2 a. O+a. 2+a . 4+ 1, 1, 1, 
a. l+a . 3+a . 5+ 
1,1,1" 
4a. 2+16a. 4+36a. 6+ 1, 1, 1, 
a. 1+9a . 3+25a . 5+ 
,1, 1, 1, 
i=O,l, ... ,m (5.17) 
j=4.5 ••••• n (5.1S) 
jf(j)f(-j)a. 4 .+2ij(i-1) (i+1)2(j_1)0+1)2a . 2 . 2-4{jf(j)f(-j)(i+3)(i2-4)+ 
1- .J 1- .J-
i/(i+1)2(i_1)02_1)}a. 2 .+2ij(i-1)(i+1)2 0 +1) (j_1)2a . 2 . 2+if(i)f(j)f(-i) 1- ,J 1- .J+ 
a. . 4-4iif(i) f( -i) (j+3) 0 2 -4)+i 2j (i 2 -1) 0+1) 2 (j -1) }a ... 2+ij{6f(i) fe-i) 1.J- 1.J-
(/ _ 9)+Sij (i 2 -1) 0 2 -1)+6f(j) f( -j) (i 2 -9)}a. . -4{if(i)f( -i) (j -3X/ -4)+ 1.J 
i.2j(i 2 -1)(j+1)(j -1) 2}a. . ·2+if(i)f( -i)f( -j la. . 4+2ij (i+1) (i-I) 2 (j -1) (j+l) 2 1.J+ 1.J+ 
a. 2 . 2-4ijfO)f(-j) (i-3) (i2_4)+i/0 2_1) (i+1) (i_1)2}a. 2 .+2ij(i+1)(i-1)2 1+ .J- 1+ .J 
(j+1) (j_1)2a . 2 . 2+jf(j)f(-j)f(-ila. 4 . = O. i=4.5 •••.• m. j=4.5 ••••• n 1+ .J+ 1+ .J 
(5.19) 
In matrix form the above is represented by the matrix equation 
A,!!.=b. (5.20) 
where A is the coefficient matrix of orderN~(m+11*(n+1). a is the vector 
of unknown Chebyshev coefficients of magnitude (m+1)(n+11. and b is the 
vector of the right-hand side values; as the equation. (5.1). is homogeneous 
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this will consist of the coefficients of the boundary functions' only. Once 
a is established, algorithm (3.40), for the calculation of ~(x,y), may be 
used to give function values, at any point, over the range -l~x,~l. Before 
giving the description of A, it will help matters if we use the following 
grouping: 
{a •. 4}{a. 2 . 2a .. 2a . 2 . 2}{a. 4 .a. '2 .a .. a. 2 .a. 4 .} 1,J- 1- ,)- 1,)- 1+ ,)- 1- ,) 1- ,) 1,) 1+ ,) 1+ ,J 
11 
G 
11 
H 
11 
D 
{a. 2 . 2a . . 2a . 2 . 2}{a. . 4} 1- ,J+ 1,)+ 1+ ,)+ 1,)+ 
11 
H* 
Thus equation (5.20) becomes 
-10 I 2 . o 
o 101 
o 0 E(2)0 
2 
I 
o E~l)o' E~3) 0 
G4 0 H4 0 D4 
~ _ ~s __ 0 __ ~S 
o 0 
r 
I 
-f 
( 
... 
o 
" ... 
, 
... 
, 
" 
" ... 
... 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
... 
... 
... 
o 
I 
, 
, 
... 
... 
... 
... 
... 
, 
... 
, 
... 
" 
... 
I 
o 
, 
, 
... 
... 
11 
G* 
o 1- - - - -
I 0 - --
, 
... 
E(IOL __ _ 
2 
E(9) 0 - ___ _ 
3 
... 
0-----0 
G6 -- - _.0 , 
, 
, 
... , 
... 
... 
... 
, 
, 
, 
... 
... 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, ... 
'G 
n-4 
o 
'.r 
n-2 
o , , 
'" .. ... '" ' 
o 0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0 ... Dn 0 Hn 0 'Dn 
. th 
where I is the m order identity matrix, 
th 
o is the m order zero matrix, • 
(i) d' {' 2 .2 .2} . 2 3 E_ = lag 1 ,1 , ••• ,1 , J= , , 
J 
a 
-1l 
= 
b 
-n 
(5.21) 
and 
Also, 
° 
° 
° 
° 
° 
H.= ° J 
° 
where 
and 
G. = diag{0,0.0,0,4f(4)f(-4)fU),5f(5)f(-5)f(j), ••• , 
J 
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••• ,mf(m)f(-m)f(j)} j=4.5 •••• ,n, 
G~ = G . 
J -J 
0-
0-
j=4,S ••••• n-4 •. 
- ° 
_ ° 
° -
____ ° 
° - - - - - -- - - -0 
° A(j) ° B(j) ° C(j) ° ---------° 4 4 4 
° ° A(j) OB(j) ° c(j) 0-- ----0 5 5 S· I 
.. .. " 
.. .. 
.. .. 
.. .. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. , .. 
.... 
, 
0 .. , .. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. .. 
A~j) =2g(i)g(j). i=4,5, ••• ,m 
~ 
° .. 
.. Cm .. 
m-2 
B~j) .= -4{if(i)f(-i)h(j)+i2(i2_1)g(j)} • i=4,5, ••• ,m j=4.5, •••• n. 
~ 
c~j) = 2g(-i)g(j), i=4,5 •••• ,m-2 
~ 
H! 
J 
= H., j=4,S, ••• ,n-2. 
-J 
In addition we have. 
~ 
1 0 1 
'2 o 
0 1 0 1 
0 0 4 o 
0 1 0 9 
p(j)O 
4 
Q(j) 
4 o 
0 p(j) 0 5 , 
0 ... , 
, 
... 
1 o ·1 0 1 - - - -
o 101 0 ________ _ 
16 0 36 0 64 _______ _ 
, 
, 
25 0 49 0 _ _ _____ _ 
o QCj) 0 p(j) 0- - - - - -·0 4 4 
R(j) 0 QCj) 0 
5 5 
, " 
, " 
... " , 
" 
, 
" 
-(j) 
P5 o· - - -0 
, 
... 
... 
" 
" D. = 0 , , ... , 
" 
J , 
, 
, 
, 
, 
... 
... 
, 
... 
... 
... 
... 
" , 
... 
, 
" 
" , 
p(j) 
m-2 
... 
, 
... ... 
j=4,S, ... n 
o 
, " 
, , 0 
where 
• 
I 
I 
I 
I 
o 0--------
" , , 
... 
... 
, 
... 
... 
, 
, ... 
... 
, 
, , 
, , , 
, 
"o(j) 
'In-2 
.... " .... 0 , , ... 
- - - - -; - -- - -0'" p(j) o"o(j) ~'R(j) 
.. . m 'In m 
p~j) = jf(j)fC-j)fCi) .i=4.5 ••••• m. 
~ 
Q~j) = -4{jfCj)fC-j)h(i)+j2g(i)(j2- l )}. i=4.5 ••••• m. 
~ 
R~j) = 6ijf(i)f(-i) (j2_9)+8i2j2(i2_1) (j2_1)+6ijf(j)f(-j) (i2_9 ). 
~ 
i=4,5, ... ,m," 
i=4,S, ••• ,m-2, 
i=4,S, ... ,m-4. 
2 (N.B. g(k) = k(k-l)(k+l) 
. 2 
g(-k) = k(k+l) (k-l) 
h(k) = (k+3)(k2_4) 
h(-k) = (k_3)(k2_4) 
tCk) = k(k2_9) ). 
Also. we have. 
T 
a. = [aD .• al .••••• a .). j=O.l ••••• n 
-J .J.J m.J 
~ = [1(aO+Yo)' !Cal+Yl)·:···I(am+Ym)) • 
bi = [l(ao-yo)' l(al-Yl)····~l(am-Ym)) • 
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l 
, . 
----- --
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bT = U (aa+Ya)' 1 (aj+Yp •••• l (a;+y;)] 
-2 • 
bT = U (aa-ra)' 
-3 1 (at-yp •••• l (a;-y;)] • (5.22) 
b~ = B (a/6 j ).1 (a j -6 j ) .1 (arcS p.l (ar-cSjJ .0.0 ••••• 0] -) j=4,S, ... ,n 
The solution of equation (5.20) is carried out by implementing two 
N.A.G. library routines. The first triangularizes the matrix A into A=LU 
by Crout's decomposition (Froberg [46]) and the second solves the system 
A~=b by back substitution technique which gives an approximation to ~ and 
then refines iteratively until full machine accuracy "has been obtained. 
The first of the problems we have studied using this method is stated 
as follows. 
Example(l) - The Biharmonic equation 
is to be solved over the region. 
-l~x.y~l with boundary conditions. 
lIX 
a(x) = cos:f • a*(x) = 0 • on y=l 
y(x) lIX y*(x) 0 on y=-l = cos- = 
• 2 
aCyl = 0 • a*(y) = 0 • on x=l 
cS (y) = 0 
• 
cS*(y) = 0 
• 
on x-I 
Here. no difficulties are envisaged with the boundary conditions 
(5.23) 
- they 
are -all continuous at the vertices. We begin the solution of the problem 
by truncating the Chebshev series at m=7 and n=5. It is envisaged that 
with this number of coefficients a reasonable degree of accuracy can be 
. obtained. From the bounda~ conditions and the zero. right-hand side of 
the Biharmonic equation in (5.23). the non-zero elements will only occur 
. . bT . . 0 1 ( lIX • f' ) 1n =0' S1nce ai=Yi' 1= •••••• m. as cos:f 1S an even unct1on. 
The series expansion for cos 11: is. 
2 2 4 4 
lIX 11 X 11 X 
cos:f = I - 4.21 + 16.41 
6 6 
11 x 
64.61 + 
8 8 
11 x 
256.81 - ... 
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Using the techniques given in Chapter 3 we have 
Equating coefficients. and noting that the odd coefficients are zero. 
then. 
a = 0 Yo = 0.9440053468 .' 
a 2 = Y2 = -0.4994034381 • 
a 4 = Y4 = 0.0279919673 • 
and a = Y6 = -0.000596745 .6 
The matrix A is set up in the manner described and will take the form 
of the "cut-out" region as shown in (5.21). The right hand side. b is read 
in as. 
~ = [0.9440053468.0.-0.4994034381.0.0.0279919673.0.-0.000596745.0]. 
b: = [0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0]. j=1.2 ••••• 5. 
-J 
In the ensuing program unwanted zeros arising from odd or even problems are 
discarded. The solution vector ~ is given as. 
r""l. 8253554676 
-0.9568742928 
0.0452815045 
-0.0010916003 
0.0417701507 
a = 
-0.0279550556 
0.0071349534 
-0.0000649731 
-0.010442538 
0.0069.887639 
-0.0017837384 
_ 0.OOO016243~ 
From the obtained a ..• i=O.l •••• ~. j=O.l ••••• n. the formula (3.39). 1.J 
can be used to find ~(x.y). 
1.0 0.9999926088 0.9510575821 
0.8 0.9854670259 0.9376906714 
0.6 0.9540845937 0.9088115433 
0.4 0.9209088797 0.8782821793 . 
0.2 0.8966995748 0.8560039948 
0.0 0.8879124938 0.84179178390 
0.0 0.2 
$(X,y); x,y=0(.2)1 
0.8090269312 0.5877856085 
0.7988385210 0.5819153957 
0.7768265237 0.5692328372 
0.7535566980 0.5558255611 
0.7365760144 0.5460418731 
0.7304126552 0.5424907567 
0.4 0.6 
TABLE (6) 
0.3090140846 
0.3071762687 
0.3032056787 
0.2990081978 
0.2959451712 
0.2948334060 . 
0.8 
-0.0000033274 
-0.0000033274 
-0.0000033274 
-0.0000033274 
-0.0000033274 
-0.0000033274 
1.0 
.... 
o 
IQ 
By examining the function cos~2x , an immediate check on the validity 
of the results can be carried out on the boundary, y=l. 
1TX 
X cos-2 
O.q 1.0000000000 
0.2 0.9510565163 
0.4 0.8090169944 
0.6 0.5877852523 
0.8 0.3090169944 
1.0 0.0000000000 
TABLE (7) 
The results are in agreement to at most six decimal places. 
For internal points an accuracy check on the true solution is made by 
. . a4~ a4~ a4~ 
represent1ng, ~ + ~ + 2 2 =;0, by the finite difference scheme: 
ax ay ax ay 
llO 
~. 4 .-4 •. 2 .+6 •.. -4 •. 2 .+ •.. 4 . 1-,) 1-,) 1,3 1+,) 1+ ,) + • .. 4-4 •.. 2+6 •.. -4 •.. 2+.· . 4 1,)- 1,)- 1,) 1,)+ 1,)+ 
(6x)4 (6y)4 
, { •. 2 . 2-2 •.. 2+.· 2 . '2-2( •. 2 .-2 •.. + •. 2 .)+ •. 2 . 2-2 •.. 2+.· 2 . 2}' +2 1- ,)- 1,)- 1+ ,)- 1-,) 1,) 1+,) 1- ,)+ 1,)+ 1+ ,)+ 
2 2 
. . (6x) (6y) 
, 6i 6v2 4 4 
+ 0(- + .::.L- + 6x + 6y ) = 0 , 6/ 6i 
where the subscripts i and j denote discretisation in the' x and y direction 
respectively. (Smith [45]~p.6). 
- . 4 4 By multiplying through by 6x 6y , we obtain, 
4 22 ,422 22 6y •. 4 .+20x oy •. 2 . 2-4(oy +6x oy ) •. 2 .+20x oy •. 2 . 2+ 1- ,) 1- ,)- 1- ,) 1- ,)+ 
4 224 4422 22 6x.. . 4-4(6x oy +6x ).. . 2+2(30Y +30x +40x oy ).. .+26x 6y •. 2 . 2 1,)- 1,)- 1,J 1+ ,)-
422 22 224 4 
-4(oy +6x 6y ).. 2 .+26x oy •. 2 . 2-4(ox 6y +ox ).. . 2+ox •. . 4 1+ ,J 1+ ,)+ 1,)+ 1,)-
4 64646262 
+oy •. 4 .+O(oy 6x +6x oy +6x 6y +6y 6x ) = 0 • 1+ ,) , (5.24) 
·This forms a thirteen point molecule similar to that given in Figure(l). 
When (5.24) is applied to Table(6) at random points with 6x=6y=0.1 
and equating to zero, we obtain the results:-
cHx,y) 
4>(0.3.0.7) 
4>(0.6,0.2) 
4>(0.2.,0.4) 
Finite difference molecule 
0.0000000372 
.0.0000000181 
0.0000000239 
TABLE(8) . 
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Table(8) confirms the fact that equation (5.24) is accurate to seven decimal 
places, which agrees with the order of the truncation error. 
Example (2) 
In the second problem the non-homogeneous form of the Biharmonic 
equation is considered, i.e., 
344> 344> 
-+--+ 
3x4 3y 4 
2 2 (l-x ) (l-y ) • 
over the region -l~x,y~l. 
with the same boundary conditions as in Example(l). 
The equation to be solved now has the form, 
Omitting the preceeding analysis we may write down immediately the 
analogous form of (5.3) 
a~4~) + a~4~) + 2a~2~2y) = 
1,J 1,J 1,J 
GO 
~" where g(x,y) = L g. . T. (x)T. (y) • 
··_01,J1 J 1,J-
g. . 1,J i,j=O,l, ••• 
(5.25) 
(5.26) 
(5.27) 
-After the integration steps (see (5.4)), the right-hand side of (5.27) 
will have the following appearance,· 
l6f(i){16f(j)g. 4 . 4-64h (j)g. 4 . 2+96t (j)g. 4 .-64h(-j)g. 4 . 2+ 1- ,J- 1- ,J- 1- ,J 1~ ,J+ 
l6f(-j)g. 4 . 4}~64h(i){16f(j)g. 2 . 4-64h (j)g. 2 . 2+96t (j)g. 2 .-1- ,J+ 1- ,J- 1- ,J- . 1- ,J 
64h(-j)g. 2 . 2+ l6f (-j)g. 2 . 4}+96t(i){16f(j)g. . 4-64h (j)g. . 2+ 1- ,J+ . 1- ,J+ 1,J- 1,J-
96t(j)gi,j-64h(-j)gi,j+2+l6f (-j)gi,j+4}-64h(-i){16f(j)gi+2,j-4-
64h(j)g. 2 . 2+96t (j)g. 2 .-64h(-j)g. 2 . 2+l6f(-j)g. 2 ·+4}~6f(-i) 1+ ,J- 1+ ,J 1+ ,J+ 1+ ,J 
{l6f(j)g. 4 . 4-64h(j)g. 4 . 2+96t (j}g. 4 .-64h(-j)g. 4 . 2+l6f(-j)g. 4 • 4} 1+ ,J- 1+ ,J- 1+ ,J 1+ ,J+ 1+ ,J+ 
(5.28) 
.. 
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This is equivalent to applying column 21 of Table(4) to g. . in the x-
. ~,J 
direction (i subscript) and then applying it in the y-direction (j -subscript). 
Matrix B of (5.26) is written as, 
I 0 0 0, 0- - - - -
o I o o 0----------
o 0 I o 0 - -
o o 0 I 0-
o 
0 0 0 0 0 Us 0 Vs 0 Ws 0 V* 5 
, , , , 
0 , , , , , , , , 
B= , , , , , 
, , , 
, , 
, , 
, 
, , 
, , 
, 
, 
, 
0 , , 
, 
U* 4 
- - - - 0 
------0 
- - - --0 
- - - --0 
oc - - - - - -0 
0 U* 5 0- - - - {) 
, 
, , 0 
, , , , , 
, 
0 , , , 
, , , 
,. , U* , n-S , , 
, , 
, 0 , 
, , , 
, , , V* , , 
, n-6 , , , 
, , 0 
, , , 
, , 
'W , , n-4 , , 
, , 0 , , 
, , 
, V , n-2 , 
, 0 , 
, 
, 
o 0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0 Un 
where, 
(5.29) 
and 
o 0----------- --- --- -- -------- --- ---------- 0 
o 0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --0 
o 0 - - - - - - -: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - 0 
o 0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - 0 
.Lf (4)f(j) 0 -~(4)f(j) 0 !r,(4)f(j) 0 -~(-4)f(j) 0 .Lf(-4)f(j) 0- - - - - - -- - - - - - - 0 16 4· 8 4 16 
o 116f (S)f(j) 0 -~(S)f(j) 0 it(S)f(j) 0 -~(-S)f(j) 0 ftr(-S)f(j) 0-- - - - - --0 
... ... .... ... .... 
"... .... .... ...... ..... 
... 
... 
.... ... 
... 
... 
... 
... 
... 
... 
... 
... ... 
... 
... , 
... ... 
, 
... 
.... 
.... 
, 
... 
, 
... 
... 
... 
, 
... 
.... 
.... 
.... 
.... 
.... 
.... 
.... 
.... 
.... ... 
... 
... 
... ... 
... , 
... , ,. 
... 
... 
... 
.... 
.... 
.... 
.... 
... 
...... 
, 
.... 
, 
... 
.... 
o ... ... 
... 
.... 
... 
.... 
... 
... , 
... 
... ... ... 
... 
o o - - - -
U~ = 
J 
j~4,5, ... ,n, 
... 
... 
... 
., 
... 
- - - - - - 0 ..Lf(m)f(j) 16 
j=4,S, ••• ,n-8. 
, 
... 
... 
... 
... 
... 
... 
0 
1 ... 
-~(m)f(j) 0 i.L(m) f (j) 
.... 
.... 
'" 
. , 
Also. 
o 0- -.- - - .... - - - - . - - - - .. - . - - - - - - - - -- -.- - -- - - -. _. - - --0 
o 0 - - - - - - • --- • - - - - - - - - - - - - - • - • - - - - • - - - -. - - - . - • - _. - 0 
o 0 - - - - - - - • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _. - - - - - - - - - - - --0 
0 0-----
_________ w_ 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- -- - - - - - - - - -. - 0 
-~(j)f(4) 0 h(4)h(j) 0 -tR.(4)h(j) 0 h(-4)h(j) 0 -~(j)f(-4) o· - - - ------0 
0 -~(j )f(5) 0 h(5)h(j) 0 -~ R.(5)h (j) 0 h(-5)h(j) 0 -~(j) f( -5) 0-----0 
" 
, 2 " 
" 
. " 
" 
.... 
" " " V.= " " " 
, , 
" 
" " 
, , 
J " 
, 
, 
.... 
, 
" 
, 
, 
.... 
, 
" 
.... 
" 
, 
" 
.... 
, 
, , 
" 
.... 
.... 
, 
, 
.... 
, .... , 
.... 
" 
.... 
.... , 
, , 
.... .... 
, 
" , 
, , 
, 
.... 
" 
, 
.... 
, , 
.... 
, , 
" " " 
, 
" 
, , 
" 
.... .... 
0 .... .... .... .... " , " 
" 
, 
" 
I 
, 
.... 
" I .... 
.... .... 
, , 
I 
- 0 -~(j)f(m) 
, 
" +,(m)h(j) 0 0------- - - - - - - - - - - - 0 h(m)h(j) 0 
j=4.5 ••• , .n-2 
and. . Vj = V 
-j • j=4.5 •••.• n-6. .... 
.... 
.... 
In addition. 
W = j 
o 0----------------- ------ - - ----------------0 
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I 
o 0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - - 0 ~f(m)1(j) o -~(m)t(j) 0 ~1(m)t(j) 
j=4.5 ..... n-4. 
... 
... 
'" 
I 
I 
2 2 In Example (2), g(x,y)=(l-x )(l-y ) and, as before, we equate 
coefficients to a double Chebyshev series which gives, 
and 
gO.O = 1.0 
gO.2 = -0.5 
g = -0.5 2.0 
g2 2 = 0.25 
• 
(5.30) 
For simple functions like g(x,y) above, the process of setting up B in 
(5.26) may be omitted and the slightly modified vector ~ read in as in 
Example (I). After an examination of the recurrence relation, (5;28) the 
coefficients corresponding to (5.30) are given by, 
and 
;6f (i)f(j)gi_4,j_4 
--4lf(i)h(j)g. 4 . 2 ~- ,J-
-;b41 (i)f(j)g. 2 . 4 ~- ,J-
h(i)h(j)g. 2 . 2 ~- .J-
i .j=4. (5.31) 
·Vector ~ will now have the form, 
and 
b:. j=O,I,2,3, unchanged (as in Example (1)). 
-J £! = [0,0,0.0,2756.25,0,2205,0] , 
E! = [0,0, ••• ,0] , 
~ = [0,0,0,0,2205,0,1764,0] , 
~~ = [0,0, ••• ,0] • 
The problem is now solved in the same manner as (5.23) in Example (1). 
. - . . 
Ifg(x,y) is a high order function then m or/and n must be increased 
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to accommodate the higher power in x or/and y. The results for this problem 
are given below, the coefficients 
~-
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r-l.825315013i 
-0.9567969902 
0.0451942294 
-0.0010658306 
0.0411019602 
-0.0275721237 
0.0071236336 
-0.0001024901 
a = 
-0.0093370239 
0.0063065005 
-0.0016870792 
0.0000490907 
-0.0004170961 
0.0002606802 
-0.0000417019 
=0.0000104303_ 
and solution, 
4>(x,y) , x,y=O( .2) 1 
. 1.0 0.9999948238 0.9510583679 0.8090251985 0.5877839424 0.3090157507 -0.0000055424 
0.80.9844496030 0.9367337619 0.7980622159 0.5814240979 0.3070052964 -0.0000055424 
0.6 0.9527010918 0.9075235291 0.7758111266 0.5686166884 0.3030013785 -0.0000055424 
0.4 0.9207841577 0.8782013481 0.7535737135 0.5559133741 0.2990729912 -0.0000055424 
0.2 0.8933072553 0.8575740977 0.7379819084 0.54705675180.2963568149 -0.0000055424 
0.0 0.8902973683 0.8502276056 0.7324385626 0.5439175153 0.2953983890 -0.0000055424 
y 
x 0,0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
TABLE (9) 
.The same accuracy check is made as before, only now, the term 
{1_x2)(1_y2)ox4oy4 is subtracted from ~(x,y), and we apply (5.24) to Tab1e(9). 
Hx,y) 
HO.5,O.7) 
4>(0.3,0.8) 
HO.2,O.6) 
Finite difference molecule 
0.0000000057 
(1.0000000224 
0.0000000032 
Again, the finite-difference check has proved to be a useful measure of 
accuracy for the internal points, and judging by the results on the boundary, 
the solutions to both examples are acceptable to five decimal places. 
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5.3 THE SOLUTION OF THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL HEAT EQUATION 
5.3.1 First Approach 
Benson [35], extends the work of Elliott [36] for the one dimensional 
problem and solves the following parabolic equation, 
a", a2", a 2", • 
- = -2- + -2' -l~x,y~l, 
at a a x y 
with boundary conditions, 
a", AI'" + PI ax = el(t,y) on-x=l 
A '" + P ~ = e_l(t,y) on x=-l 
-1 -1 ax 
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(5.32) 
al ", + III ~: = $1 (t,x) on y=l 
a", _ 
a_I'" + 11_1 ay - $-1 (t,x) on y=-l _ 
where the coefficients of"" ~: and ~~ are constants and el(t,y),e_l(t,y) 
and\(t,x) and e~l(t,x) are'given functions of t and y and t and x 
_respectively .. The initial condition is 
", = f(x,y) ,(-l~x,y~l, t=O) • 
When the integration has reached time t=to' then for the next time interval 
of length ~, we approximate the parabolic equation in (5.32) by 
O"'i-1-20"'i + O"'i+l 
(oy)2 
(5.33) 
where the right subscript denotes discretization in the y direction and 
the Jeft subscript denotes the time level number, Le., 4> is the value 
2 The range of integration is divided into p parts (p-oy-l) and each 
division is represented by a Chebyshev series. 
I 
I 
• I 
I 
I 
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where '" (5) 
N-s 
= L 'a~s)T. (x) , o 1 i=O ~ 1 
4> (5) N-s 
= . L 'b~s)T. (x) o 2 i=O 1 1 , 
· N-s 
, 
• (5) L 'w~s)T. (x) 04>p = i=O~ 1 
4> (5) N-s, ( ) 
= L A. s T. (x) 1 1 i=O 1 1 . , 
and 
4> (5) 
N 5 . 
= I 'B~s)T. (x) , 1 2 i=O 1 1 -
• - N-s,_Cs) 
l"'P(S) = L W.T. (x) 
i=O 1 1 
The value .",~s) denotes the 5 th derivative of .",. with respect to x for 
I 1 J 1 J 
5=1.2. 
T?e above are substituted into (5.33) and the coefficients are equated 
I 
to give the relations, 
, 
and 
,where h=1/6y. 
= At! + 
1 k(Ai - ail 
k(Bi - bi) = 81.' + 1 
2ai + bi) 
2bi + ci ) • 
k(W
1
· - w
1
.) = wo.' + h2(v. - 2w
1
• + y.) 
. 1 1· 1 
, i=O,1, .•• ,N-2, 
k=1/6i and 
N, 
~_l(tO'x) = r x.T.(x) • 
i=O 1 1 
N" ~(to'x) = r y.T.(x) 
i=O 1 1 
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Benson proceeds to use the standard properties to eliminate derivatives 
of coefficients and then incorporating the boundary conditions and the initial 
condition. he derives the equation 
M A(n+l)= Q A(n) 
• 
(5.34) 
where M.Q are square matrices of order p(N+l) and A(n) is the vector 
of· known coefficients. The system can be solved directly, in the form 
~(n+l) = M-IQ A(n) 
where A(O) represents the vector of Chebyshev coefficients derived from 
the initial condition. 
The method is conditionally stable and the results are in agreement 
with the theoretical solution to one or two significant figures. Benson 
examines both recurrence relations. Elliott's difference equation is of 
the form. 
-, 
4i(i-l) ai _2 -
k 1 k k [-2 + 2 la. + 4"(" 1) a1·+2 = b1· • i=2.3 ••••• N. 2(i -1) 1 1 1+ 
using g(x)=~l(x)-~O(x) as 
N-s 
the dependent variable (g(s) (x)= r 'a~s)T.(x). 
N .0 1 1 N-s (s) ~O(x)= r b. T.(x)). 
i=O 1 1 
-s (S)1= 
Benson. however. uses 'l(x)= r c. T.(x). as the 
i=O 1 1 
dependent variable and has the following general difference equation 
k 1 k 1 ·k 4i(i-l) c. 2 - ['2 + c. + ci +2 = 1- 2(i2_l) 1 4i(i+l) (5.35) 
k b. 2 + 1 k ] b. k bi +2• i=2.3 ••••• N 4i(i-l) 1- ['2 - 2(i 2 -1) 1 
t 4iCi+l) 
. 
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k k He explains that for small i. the quanti ties 41' (n-l)' ~. -=-:2----. 
2(i -1) 
k in 4i(n+l) 
(5.35) can become quite large as ot is chosen small and the effect of 
round-off error in the bi could be serious after many steps of integration; 
the same problem does not arise in Elliott's one dimensional case. 
The stability condition of ( o~)~~ is possibly accounted· for by the 
oy 
method always being explicit in the y-direction and implicit in the x-
direction. For the sake of the stability restriction. 6y has to be rather 
,. large. whereas. ideally a small 6y would give more accurate results. 
To try and overcome this. we alternate at tl=tO+ot. and make the method 
explicit· in the x-direction and implicit in the y-direction. Equation (5.33). 
at tl' would then have the form. 
= 
2 
d (2$.) 
J 
d 2 Y 
1$· I - 21$. + 1$· I J- J J+ 
+ 2 
ox 
(5.36) 
where the j-subscripts now denote discretization in the x-direction, and. 
also. 
. 
,p (s) 
I I = 
$(S) 
I 2 = 
$ (s) 
= I P 
$(s) 
2 I = 
$(S) 
2 2. = 
$(s) = 
2 P 
N-s L I a~s)T.(y) 
i=O 1 1 • 
N-s . L I b~s)T. (y) 
i=O 1 1 (5.37) 
, 
N-s I () L w. sT. (y) 
i=O 1 1 
N-s I I A~s)T. (y) 
i=O 1 .1 
N-s L I ii~s)T. (y) 
• i=O 1 1 
N-s I I W~s)T. (y) 
i=O 1 1 
The ai.bi, ••• ,wi in (5.37) are obtained as follows. After reaching tl by 
Benson's method we have available the coefficients Ai,Bi, •••• Wi ' i=O,I, •••• N, 
.. 
and using equation (3.32) the function values, $(xi'Yj)' i,j=I,2, •••• p 
(assuming 6y=ox) along each of the p-divisions can be evaluated (see Figure(2». 
t 
~----.l---~ line p 
line 2 
line I 
FIGURE (3) 
The function values at tl can now be collocated with values of the 
Chebyshev polynomials (at different y-values). For example. at line 1 in 
Figure(3) we have, 
Ta (YI) Tl (YI ) ••••••••••• TN(Yl) 
Ta (Y2) Tl (Y2) ••••••••••• TN(Y2) 
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= (5.38) 
or (5.38) 
where T is the p*(N+I) matrix whose elements are formed from the values 
of Chebyshev polynomials at different y values, a is an (N+I) vector of 
unknown Chebyshev coefficients in the y-direction and ~x, is the p vector 
of known function values. 
,---------
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In solving (5.38) we have the possibility of an overdetermined system. 
i.e •• p>'(N+l). This may be handled by the method of Least Squares (Van 
Loam [1]) but this gives rise to certain problems. The theory states that 
'if we solve the normal equations ATAx=ATb then our solution x will minimise 
I I Ax-bl I. However. COND(ATA)=COND(A)2. and this squaring may render a 
solvable problem insolvable. (The condition of a matrix is the ratio of its 
largest to its smallest singular value). Also if rank (A)<N (rank deficient) 
the normal equations approach is unsuitable. So for this problem we use a 
special N.A.G. routine which determines the rank and "pseudo-inverse" of an 
'M*N matrix of possibly deficient rank. with M>,N. (see Addendum). 
This procedure is applied at line 2. with a and ~ being replaced by 
- ,-xl 
b and ~respectively in (5.38). right up to line p. 
- -x2 , 
Once ai.bi ••••• wi • i=O.l ••••• N have been found. Benson's method is 
applied and A .• B .•...• W .• i=O.l ••••• N are evaluated using (5.34) as before. 
, 1 1 1 
',At t 2• the formula reverts back to be explicit in the y-direction and implicit 
in the x-direction. i.e •• 
= 
We collocate as before using Ai.Bi ••••• Wi • and Ti(Xj ). i=O.l ••••• N. 
j=1.2 ••••• p. to obtain a new set of Chebyshev Coefficients in the x-
direction and so on. 
Thus the scheme alternates the explicitness and implicitness at each 
time level similar to the A.D.I. methods (Peaceman & Rachford [42]). 
Before looking at, the results. as well as assuming ~y=~x we have also 
'assumed'the problem is symmetrical about the origin so there are no problems 
with the boundary conditions when switching as each time level takes place 
i.e. M and Q are unchanged in (5.35). The restriction of p>,(N+l) means ~y.~x 
cannot be too big. 
The problem considered here. was solved by Benson. and has the usual 
symmetry property. 
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We have, 
(-l~x,y~l; t>O) 
with boundary conditions, 
~(l,y,t) = ~(-l,y,t) = ~(x,l,t) = ~(x,-l,t) = 0 (5.39) 
and with initial condition 
2 2 ~(x,y,O) = (l-x )(l-y ) 
.As the solution can be ascertained to be even, then the odd Chebyshev 
coefficients will be ignored. 
Two columns of results for the Chebyshev coefficients. are given 
together with the analytical solution, which has been obtained by separation 
of variables. 
'" i 2048 ~
A2k = -116 L i=O 
I j=O 
(_l)i+j+k {_ 2t 2 2 } 
3 3 J 2k [(j+i)1I]exp ~[(2j+l) +(2i+l) ] (2i+l) (2j+l) . 
cos [(i+i)1!y. ] 
1 
k=O,1,2, ... , 
. at the point (t=0.1,y=0.2). 
<D 0 
·i Theoretical 6t=0.01 6t=0.01 Values 6y=6x=0.1 6y=6x=0.1 
0 0.58363592 0.58302629 0.58398120 
2 -0.30693233 -0.30771777 
-0.30707265 
4 0.01490453 0.01475480 0.01483055 
6 0.00027518· ·0.00050575 0.00030328 
. 
8 -0.00006934 . 0.00034478 
-0.00006657 
10 0.00000406 0.00035410 0.00001005 
12 -0.00000004 0.00018513 0.00000334 
14 0 0.00006000 0.00000139 
TABLE (10) 
The results are not impressive yet column 0 does shown an advantage 
over <D. Column CD values were obtained in the manner previously discussed 
whereas column· ® was obtained from a slight modification to the method. 
The sequence of operations for the scheme were as follows, 
MA(l) = QA(O) 
x x , 
this is the same equation as (5.34) only at level to' and the 'x' 
subscript denoting Chebyshev coefficients in the x direction. 
A (1) = M:'lQA (0) 
x x 
A(l) = AIM(A(l)) 
y x 
where AIM(') denotes the operations that transform the coefficients 
f~om the direction of one space variable to the direction of the other 
(~lternating ~mplicit ~ethod). 
When (5.41) is substituted into (5.42) we have, 
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(5.40) 
(5.41) 
(5.42) 
(5.43) 
(5.44) 
(5.45) 
A(l) = AIM(M-1QA{O)) (5.46) 
y x 
At this point the coefficients A(l) have reflected the coefficients y 
of the initial condition. For example, at (t=O, y=0.2) the coefficients 
were read in as 
-. 
0.96 
-0.48 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
and A(l) corresponding to (t=O.Ol, y=0.2) y 
0.90240665 
-0.47000346 
-0.00000000 
-0.00000000 
-0.00000000 
. -0.00000000 
-0.00000000 
-0.00000000 
• 
was 
the rest of the results at this level followed a similar pattern, this 
(5.47) 
(5.48) 
only occured at t 1• To overcome this behaviour at ti' a slight adjustment 
was made to the algorithm: instead of alternating the direction at t l , 
Benson's method is employed up to t2 where the normal alternating procedure 
. then begins. The sequence of operations now become, 
RA (1) =QA (0) 
x x 
A(l) = M-IQA(O) 
x x 
- (2) = QA (1) MAx x 
A (2) = "M-IQA (1) 
x x 
A(2) = AIM(A(2» 
y x 
and MA (3) = QA (2) 
Y Y 
The results in Table (10) , column ® correspond to this modification, 
and the improved results clearly show what effect (5.48) had on the final 
solution. 
Another feature of the method was that the results were better when 
~t was increased (fewer integration steps) for cD, as can be seen from 
Table(ll) and Table(12). Benson's results have also been included at (t= 
(t=O.l. y=0.2). 
CD (6) 
i ~t=0.02 ~t=0.02 Benson ~y=~x=O.l ~j=~x=O.l ~t=0.02,~y=0.1 
0 0.58407536 0.58450861 
2 -0.30717583 -0.30737365 
-. 
4 0.01499337. 0.01500209 
6 0.00021925 0.00020817 Results 
8 -0.00012638 -0.00013729 unstable: 
10 0.00003443 0.00002945 ~t >1.. 
12 0.00001363 0.00001009 (~y/ 2 
14 0.00000188 0.00000054 
TABLE (11) 
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At the same point, 
(D CV , , 
i 6t=0.005 6t=0.005 Benson 6y=6x=0.1 6y=6x=0.1 6t=0.0056y=0.1 , 
0 0.58574636 0.58408860 0.58426628 
2 -0.30557180 -0.30698375 -0.30703755 
4 0.01549021 0.01489182 0.01463086 
6 -0.00004073 0.00027102 0.00034261 
8 -0.00095084 -0.00012212 -0.00007229 
10 -0.00091308 -0.00004948 0.00000311 
12 -0.00061805 -0.00003610 0.00000015 
14 -0.00026889 -0.00001571 -0.00000003 
TABLE{l2) 
The results of Q) seem to indicate that more applications of the 
collocation scheme has a detrimental effect on the solution, similarly 
with ([), which gives good agreement for the first 4 or 5 terms but then 
begins to tail off. 
Both schemes may well be encountering the rounding errors which occur 
with many steps of integration as mentioned by Benson. Rounding errors 
arising from the collocation operations could also be instrumental in 
affecting the results especially with the smaller coefficients. 
Due to the collocation operations a formal stability analysis cannot 
really be, carried out, but the scheme does generally follow alternating 
direction methods which are unconditionally stable and the results at 
varying 6t does seem to confirm this 
5.3.2' Second Approach 
The alternating direction method of the last section involved quite a 
lot of work and the re sui ts showed it was not very cornpeti ti ve. In this 
section Elliott's work was further investigated. 
In [36], he replaces, 
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-------
by + 0(lit)2 
• 
where the subscripts denote time-level number. The two-dimensional 
.. analogous form to (5.49) is given by. 
2 2 2 2 ~l-~O 1 d '0 d ~l d '0 d ~l 
...,-= - [--+ --+ --+ --] 
ot 2 dx2 ' dx2 dy2 dy2 
+ O(lit) 2 
Elliott ignores the truncation error on the first approximation provided 
that ~(x.t) has no singularities. in other words the initial function, 
f(x) must satisfy the boundary conditions along x=±l. The same will 
apply. in the two dimensional case with ~(x,y,t), f(x,y) and x,y=±l 
replacing the one dimensional counterparts. 
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(5.49) 
(5.50) 
Using the same idea as in section 5.2 the terms, '0 and '1' in (5.50) 
are expressed as a double Chebyshev series, 
. co". co" lit co" (2x) L la .. T. (x)T. (y)- LOa .. T. (x)T. (y)= -2 [ LOa .. T. (x)T. (y)+ 
.. 0 1,J 1 J .. 0 1,J 1 J 1· ,J·=O 1,J 1 J 1,J= 1,J= 
co co co· 
" (2x) " (2y) " (2y) L la. . T. (x)T. (y)+ LOa. . T. (x)T. (y)+ L la. . T. (x)T. (y)] 
. ·-0 1,J 1 J . ·-0 1,J 1 J . ·-0 1,J 1 J 1,J- 1,J- 1,J-
(5.51) 
The left subscript of the a .. denotes the time level number. 
1, J . 
. _Equating coefficients of like pairs of Chebyshev polynomials yields, 
_ lit (2x) (2x) (2y) (2y) 
lai •j - Oai,j - T[oai,j + lai •j +Oai •j +lai,j ]. (5.52) 
The primes are eliminated as before, and in this case, we 'integrate' 
twice w.r.t. x and twice w.r.t. y. After grouping terms and truncating 
series at m and n, we have, 
4
1 (i+l) (j+l)la. 2 . 2-{-2lj (i+l)+ 1i2t;j(j2 -l)(i+l) }la. 2 .+-41 (i+l)(j-l) a 1- ,J- 1- ,J 1 i-2,j+2 
'{l. (. 1) lit. (.2 )(.)} . { .. ·~t· .((.2 ) (.2 I))} 
- 21 J+ ~21 1 -1 J+l la .. 2 + 1J +u 1J 1 -1 + J - la .. 1,J-. 1,J 
-{2li(j-l),1i2ti(j-l)(i2-l))la .. 2+-41 (i-i)(j+l)la. 2 . 2 1,J+ 1+ ,J-
~--------------------------------- ---
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-{~j (i+I)-62tj (i+l) 0 2 -I) }Oai_2,/~ (i+l) (j-I)Oai_2,j+2-{~iO+I) 62tiO+I) (i 2 -I)} 
Oa •. '2+ {ij- ij6t((i
2
-1)+(j2_1))}oa. '-{-21iO-l)- 62
t i (j-lHi2-i)}oa .. 2+' 1,J- . 1,J 1,J+ 
}(i-l) (j+l)Oai+2,j_2-{~j (i-I)-62tj (i-I) (j2 -1) }Oai +2,j + 
i=2,3, •.. ,m, j=2,3, ••• ,n. 
Equation (5.53) supplies (m-I)(n-I) equations the other (2m+2n) 
equations come from the boundary conditions. As with the Biharmonic 
equation these may be Ne~annor Dirichlet, neither being difficult to 
adapt. 
Solving the same problem as in section 5.3.1 we have 
and 
~(x,l) = a(x) = 0 
~(x,-l) = y(x) = 0 
~(x,y) = aCyl = 0 
~(x,-y) = 6(y) = 0 
If we refer immediately to equations (5.12) and (5.13) for the 
Biharmonic problem we may write the equations 
I I 
: }i=O,I, ••• ,m 
Z(a.+y.) 
= ~i,O + a. 2 + a. 4 + = 1 1 1, 1, 
I 
Z(ai-Yi) = a. 1 + a. 3 + a. 5 + · .. = 1, 1, 1, 
I I 
: !j=2,I, ••• ,n. 
z(aj +6j ) = ~O . + a2 . +a4 . + · .'. = ,J ,J ,J 
and I . z(aj -6 j ) = al . + a3 . + as . + · .. = ,J ,J ,J 
The system is written as 
Pa(n+l) = P*a(n) , 
where P is an (m+I)(n+l) order matrix incorporating the left hand side 
of (5.53) together with the coefficients of the boundary. functions, p* 
will be similarly formed. Vector ~(n+l) are the unknown coefficients at 
time (n+I)6t and ~ (n) the vector of knOwn coefficients at time nlit. To 
begin with ~(O) will be the coefficients of the initial function f(x,y). 
(5.53) 
(5.54) 
(5.55) 
(5.56) 
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From (5.56). 
then 
a(n+l) = p-lP*a(n) 
a(n+2) =p-lP*a(n+l) 
and so on. until the required solution at time. t. is obtained. Broadly. 
speaking. we are finding the solution over a square region. similar to an 
. elliptic problem. then immediately reverting to a marching problem 
incorporating the boundary conditions at each time step. 
With f(x.y)=(I_x2)(I_y2) and m=ll. n=9 (5.57) is written in matrix 
form. We have. 
-I 2 ·0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 !!o (n+l) !. 1 2 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 !!.l 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 
A2 0 B2 0 C2 0 0 0 0 0 A* 2 0 B* 0 2 C* 0 2 0 0 0 0 
0 A3 0 B3 0 C3 0 0 0 0 0 A* 0 B* 0 C* 0 0 0 0 I = ·3, 3, 3 , I ... , , I ... , , , ... , , ... ... , , 
... ... ... , I ... , , ... 
.... ... , , 
... 0 
, , , I 0 ... ... , ... , ... , , 
. I 
... 
... , 
.... 
. I ... 
, 
... 
... 
, 
O. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 A* 0 B* 9 
(5.57) 
th 
where 1 is the m order identity matrix. 
A.= 
J 
and 
o 0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - --0 
M = 
• J 
o 0--.----------0 
o 0------------0 
a(j) 0 e{j)* 0 y(j) 0 0 
2 ( .. ) 2 (.)*2 (.) 
o a J 0 a JOy J 0 0 332 
... 
... 
... 
... .... ... 
... ... ... 
... 
.... 
... ... 
... 0 ... " ... I ... ... ... 
I ... 
" 
- -~ ... a{j) ... (j)* O. - - - - 11 o all 
(5.58) 
a~j) = -41(i+l)(j+l). e~j) = -~i{j+l) 62t i (i 2 -l)(j+l), 1 1 . 
o(j)* 1.(. 1) 6t.{.2 l)(. 1) . 23 
"i = 21 J+ +z1 1 - J+ • ..1=.. •••• m 
y~j) = !(i~l)(j+l). i=2.3 ••••• m-2. for j=2.3 ••••• n. 
!!o 
!!.l 
a 
n) 
Also. 
-0 2 o 1 0' - - - ..; - -'- - -0 
o 10 1 --------0 
P (j) 0 q(j) 0 rm 0- - - - --0 2 2 2 
o pm 0 'qm 0 rO) 0----0 
3, 3 3 I 
o I I 
, 
, 
, 
, 
. , 
" ' 
, 
, 
, , 
, , 
, , 
" " 
• 
, B!= 
J 
I 
0--
, , 
'. C) '-- (j) _______ OpJ 0 q 
11 ' 11 
and 
p~j) = ~j(i+l) - 62tj(j2 -1)(i+l) 
q~j) = ij + 6tij( Ci 2 -1)+ (j 2 -1) 
~ 
pij)* = -ij(i+l)+62tj(j2 -1)(i+l) 
q~j)* = ij ~6tijCCi2-1)+Cj2_1)) 
~ 
(j) - I.C' 1) et· C· I)C· 2 1) r i - -2J ~- 2J ~- J-
r,Cj)* I·C' 1) et,c' I)C,2 ) ~ = -2'J ~- +TJ 1- J-l 
for j=2.3 ••••• n. 
" Finally. 
0" 0------------'--0 
o 0-----"--------0 
5 (j) <> t m 0 u en 0- - - - - - 0 2 2 2 
o 50) 0 t(j) 0 uo) 0----0 
I 3 3 3 I 
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o 0,----- - - - - - ':"-0 
o 0-----------:--0 
pO)* 0 qO)* 0 r O)* 0- -- ---0 
222 , 
o pCj)~ 0 qCj)* 0 r Cj )* 0----0 
I 3 3 3 r 
, ' .... 
' ...... ", ..... r 
.... , 
.... 
, , 
o .... 
0- - -
C5.59) 
i=2,3, .•• ,m, 
l ;-2.3 ••••••• 2. 
o " 0_ - - - - - .: - - - - - 0 
o 0-------------0 
s2(j) 0 tCj)* 0 u Cj ) 0- - - - - 0 2 2' 
o 5 (j) 0 t (j) * 0 u (j) 0- - - 0 
3 • 3 3 I 
. .... " C.= I- ......... "'... " ~ J I ....,,'" 
I ...." .... 
, " 
, , I 
.e;= : , .... .... , 
, 
.... 
I 0 " .... ... 
" -', "I 
I ........ '" 
I ' 
0- - - - - - - - - - 0'" 5 Cj) 
11 
: 0 , 
I 
0-------
.... 
.. 
... 
C5.60) 
and 
s~j) = t(i+I)(j-I), t~j) = -ii(j+l) ~ti(j_l~2_1), 
t (j)* - 1. (. I) <'It. (' 1) (,2 I) '2 3 i -21 J+ +21 J- 1 - , 1=, , ... ,m, 
u~j) = -41 (i-l)(j-I), 1'=2,3, ••• ,m-2, for j=2,3, •••• n. 1 . 
From the initial function. we have 
a = 1.0 , 
. 0,0 
aO,2 = -0.5 
a2,0 = -0.5 • 
a2 2 = 0.25 
• 
and a(O) was as follOWS, 
T !o = [1.0,0,-0.5.0, •••• 0] , 
T ~I = [0,0, .•• ,0] • 
T ~2 = [-0.5,0,0.25,0, ••• ,0] 
T a. = [0,0, ... ,0] , j=3.4, ... ,n. 
-J 
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The results are presented at 3 different stepsizes, 0.01. 0.005. 0.0025 
with <'ly=<'lx=O.l. Due to the nature of matrices P and P*.in (5.55). a stablility 
study would present insurmountable problems. However, the scheme does appear 
to be stable judging by the results at the above mentioned stepsizes and 
<'lx, <'ly values. 
Chebyshev coefficients at t=O.I, (6t=0.01) 
.~ j o 2 4 6 8 
o. O. 0.5827430619 -0.3064841527 0.0149137551 0.0002683616 -0.0000694950 
2 -0.3064870123 0.1619153949 -0.0078433573 -0.0001412343 0.0000365582 
4 0.0149121195 -0.0078424239 0.0003811666 0.0000069873 -0.0000017898 
'6 0.0002684577 -0.0001412826 0.0000069900 0.0000000931 -0.0000000292 
8 -0.0000693920 0.0000365035 -0.0000017867 -0.0000000291 0.0000000083 
10 0.0000042962 -0.0000022600 0.0000001098 0.0000000022 -0.0000000001 
TABLE (13) 
Coefficients at t=O.1 (6t=0.005) 
i o 2 4 6 8 
o 0.5828201098 -0.3065066048 0.0148928394 0.0002731667 0 -0.0000694562 
2 -0.3065093225 0.1611939762 -0.0078321611 -0.0001436834 0.0000365295 
4 0.0148912043 -0.0078312319 0.0003803976 0.0000070094 -0.0000017772 
6 0.0002332161 -0.0001437079 0.0000070113 0.0000001206 -0.0000000319 
8 . -0.0000692921 0.0000364428 -0.0000017731 -0.0000000319 0.0000000082 
10 0.0000041393 -0.0000021768 0.0000001057 0.0000000020 -0.0000000005 
j 
i 
0 
2 
4 
: 6 
8 
10 
TABLE (14) 
Coefficients at t=O.I, (6t=0.0025) 
-. 
o 2 4 6 
0.5828393697 -0.3065122139 0.014887620 0.0002743443 
·0.3065148956 0.1611945828 -0.0078293679-0.0001442833 
0.0148859861 -0.0078284404 0.0003802070 0.0000070143 
0.0002743837 -0.0001443027 0.0000070161 0.0000001273 
0.0000692567 0.0000364222 -0.0000017697~.0000000324 
0'.0000040976 -0.0000021549 0.0000001046 0.0000000019 
TABLE (15) 
8 
-0.0000694348 
0.0000365162 
-0.0000017740 
-0.0000000325 
0.0000000082 
-0.0000000005 
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The analytical solution of the problem is found in Carlsaw and 
Jaeger [47] and subject to the given boundary and initial conditions is 
written as 
.. .. {k+R. 2 ~(x,y,t) = 1O~4 r r' (-l~ 3 eXp[-~ t(2k+I)2+(2R.+l)2)] 
n k=O 1=0 (2k+l) (21+1) 
Cos((k+l)nx)cos((1+I)nx)} 
The above equation can be used to obtain an analytical formula for the 
Chebyshev coefficients in the series, 
.... 
. , 
Hx,y,t) = r r a .. T.(x)T.(x) 
i=O j=O 1,J 1 J 
.. 
Let 
cos(k+i)x = r' c2··T2· (x) , i=O 1 1 
and .. , 
cos(l+l)y = r d2· j=O J 
(as odd coefficients are zero), 
then, 
T2j (y) , 
i=O,I,2, .•• , 
and· d2j = 2(-I)jJ2j [(1+l)n)] , j=O,I,2, ••• , 
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(5.62) 
(5.63) 
(5.64) 
(5.65) 
, where In(r) is the nth order Bessel function (Lapwood [48], pp.140) of the 
second kind defined as 
= r (_1)i(r/2)n+2i 
i=O i I (n+i) I 
Equations (5.64) and (5.65) are substituted into (5.62), and, noting 
the series in (5.63), we can equate coefficients to give: 
.. .. {. k+l+i+j 
= 40~6 . r r (-1) 3 3 J 2. [(k+l)n] J 2. [(1+i)n] n k=O 1=0 (2i+l) (2j+l) 1 J 
exp(- n:t((2k+l)2+(21+n 2} i,j=O,l,2, ••• (5.66) 
Formula (5.66) is truncated at k,l=O(I)lO and the analytical coefficients 
at t=O.1 are presented in Table(16). 
Analytical coefficients at t=O.l 
i 
0, 0.5828444569 -0.3065161087 0.0148843223 0.0002748036 -0.0000692503 
'2 -0.3065161087 0.1611958796 -0.0078276194 -0.0001445184 0.0000364185 
4' 0.0148843224 -0.0078276194 0.0003801066 0.0000070178 -0.0000017685 
,,6 0.0027481036, -0.0001445184 0.0000070178 0.0000001296 -0.0000000327 
8 -0.0000692503, 0.0000364185 -0.0000017685 -0.0000000327 0.0000000082 
10 0.0000040561 -0.0000021331 0.0000001036 0.0000000019 -0.0000000005 
TABLE (16) 
The results compare quite favourably with the coefficients in Tab1e(16) 
especially using the stepsize, 6t=0.0025 where there is agreement to at most 
five significant figures. 
'Again, we use algorithm (3.39) to find the function values, given the 
double series Chebyshev coefficients. 
These were evaluated at a 'typical point t=O.l, x=O.2, y=O(.l)l at the 3 
diffe,rent stepsizes. Also listed is the theoretical solution obtained from 
the formula (5.62) and truncated at k,t=0(1)10. 
Hx,y,t) 
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Theoretical t=O.l 6t=0.01 t=O.l 6t=0.005 t=O.l 6t=0.0025 ' t=O.l Y Results x=0.2 x=0.2 x=0.2 x=0.2 
, 
0.0 0.6133062519 0.6133098155 0.6133101244 0.6133102557 
0.1 0.6060583702 0.6060568323 0.6060595318 0.6060602522, 
0.2 0.5844285142 0.5844139610 0.5844233783 0.5844257559 
0.3 0.5487685552 0.5487385019 0.5487576504 0.5487624339 
0.4 0.4996972627 0.4996543733 0.4996842413 0.4996916845 
0.5 0.4381396662 0.4380884518 0.4381275435 0.4381372877 
0.6 0.3653652202 0.3653088740 0.3653531128 0.3653641555 
0.7 0.2830110226 0.2829527270 0.2829958419 0.2830066238 
0.8 0.1930771850 0.1930269585 0.1930614883 0.1930701371 
0.9, 0.0978855660 0.0978627502 0.0978818136 0.0978865900 
1.0 ' 0.0000000000 -0.0000000000 -0.0000000000 -0.0000000000 
TABLE (17) 
" 
I 
~~~----------------.............. 
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There is agreement with the theoretical solution to at most six decimal 
places at all the different stepsizes, 
The program for this scheme is given in the· Appendix together with 
further results at t=O,2, 
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5.4 AN OUTLINE OF OTHER SCHEMES 
5.4.1 The 4th Order, One Dimensional, Heat Problem 
Again, referring to Elliott's work [36], the fourth order equation, 
a2~ a4~. 
at2 = ax4 
may be represented by, 
• 
4 
1 d ~2 
=-(--+ 
4 dx2 
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(5.67) 
(5.68) 
The relation (5.68) is a three level scheme which will need starting values 
(initial function) at to and t l • 
The dependent variable, ~(x) is replaced by 
and 
From (5.68) 
where k=l/at. 
If (5.71) is substituted into (5.69) we have 
d4~ 
1 
= -4--
d 4 
. x 
, 
the equation, 
The above is now a fourth order ordinary differential equation and 
c· can be solved for g by the method given in Chapter 4. After the first 
solution, g is 'updated', i.e. at t 2, g be.comes, 
g = ~3 -2~2 +~l 
and the right hand side of (5.72) .changes to the process is then 
repeated onto the next time level and so on. The size of at is likely to 
·2, pose problems. In (5.72)k becomes very large as at decreases this may 
(5.69) 
(5.70) 
(5.71) 
(5.72) 
effect the solution process, an increase in at would mean the possibility 
that the truncation error cannot be ignored on the first step, i~ this case 
the accuracy of the solution could suffer. 
In addition, the right hand side of (5.72) needs to be determined. 
cInitial conditions containing a first derivative would give an approximation 
to 'I' e.g. a,~~,o) = f(x) , which can be represented as, 
f(x). c 
5.4.2 A Fourth-Order Two Dimensional,Parabolic Equation 
The equation, 
a2, a4~ a4~ 
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--=--+--+ 
at2 ax4 a/ 
, (5.73) 
may be handled by the same techniques discussed in section 5.3.2. The 
equivalent equation to (5.52), of that section, is 
ot
2 (4x) (4x) c (4y) (4y) (4y) (4x) 
2a .. -2la. ·+oa .. --4(2a.. +2l a.. +2a .. +2l a.. +oa.. +Oa .. 1J 1J 1J 1J 1J 1J 1J 1J 1J 
22a~~X2Y)+2la~~X2Y)+2oa~~X2Y)) = 0 
1J 1J 1J 
In the usual manner primes are eliminated and a recurrence relation 
at least four times greatercthan (5.53) is produced. This together with 
the equations arising from boundary and initial conditions are written as 
a matrix equation and is solved, giving the unknown coefficients at each 
c time level. 
(5.74) 
c Again the same problem of finding an approximation for the ~l term, or 
in this case laij , still exists. 
\ 
5.5 ADDENDUM 
The programs for the fourth-order Biharmonic problem and the two 
dimensional heat equation (section 5.3.2) are stated in the Appendix. 
Both have been written in ALGOL 60 and have incorporated several N.A.G .. 
. routines. 
F03AFA: The routine calculates the determinant of A using the 'Crout 
decomposition A=LU with partial pivoting where L is the lower triangular and 
U is the unit upper triangular. The determinant of A is the product of the 
ID diagonal elements of L and is given in the form DET=Dl*2.0 to prevent 
overflow or underflow. Extended precision accumulation of inner products is 
used throughout. 
F04AHA: To solve a set of linear equations Ax=b, where A is real un-
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symmetric the routine must be preceeded by a call to F03AFA. An approximation 
to x is found by a back substitution process. The residual matrix R=B-Ax is 
then calculated and a correction, Dl to xl' is found by the back substitution 
process, i.e., LUD=R. Then, x is replaced by (x+D) and .the latter process is 
repeated until full machine accuracy has been obtained, as before extended 
precision is used throughout. 
FOIBLA: Determines the rank and pseudo-inverse of an M*N matrix A of 
possibly deficient rank with M~N. Householder's factorization [49] with 
colUmn interchange is used in. the decomposition F=QU, where F is A with its 
columns permuted, Q is the first r (rank) columns of an M*M orthogonal matrix 
and U is an r*N upper trapezoidal matrix of rank r. The pseudo-inverse of F 
. T T -1 T 
• is g1Ven by X, where X=U (UU) Q. 
If the matrix is found to be of maximum rank, r=N, U is a non-singular 
-1 T NxN upper triangular matrix and the pseudo-inverse of F simplifies to X=U Q. 
The transpose of the pseudo inverse of A is overwritten on A. 
I . -
. 
CHAPTER 6 
. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
-. 
The performance of the extrapolation techniques for solving the initial 
value problems as-discussed in the first part of this thesis were examined 
by the DETEST program I2]. The statistics showed that the methods compared 
favourably with other techniques, i.e. DESUB and DIFSY, and in many cases 
were superior, the significant advantage being the overall reduction in 
function calls. This was attributed to the flexibility of the algorithm to 
adapt to the requirements of the different problems discussed, e.g. high or 
low order tableaux. The extrapolation tableaux were gradually built.up only 
when previously obtained data concerned with items such as rates of 
convergence, error estimates, etc. deemed it necessary. As a result of this 
strategy, only small tableaux were discarded and a major source of 
inefficiency eliminated. 
The following Chapter saw the introduction to Chebyshev theory and the 
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associated properties. The Chebyshev recurrence table in Chapter 4, although 
tedious' to construct, enabled any fourth order ordinary differential equation 
with polynomial coefficients of degree at most 4 to be solved by merely 
inspecting the relevant columns to obtain a general recurrence relation for 
the equation. The results were good but for problems with a polynomial 
coefficient in the fourth derivative the accuracy was noticed to decrease 
_the higher the degree of the polynomial and further investigation into this 
phenomena is both challenging and necessary. 
-. 
The solutions of partial differential equations were obtained by 
implementing similar techniques as the Chebyshev method for the O.D.E. 
case. Again, recurrence relations for the equations were obtained only now 
double Chebyshev series was used. The Biharmonic equation was successfully 
solved and two approaches for the second order parabolic equation were 
. considered. Both appeared to be unconditionally stable although:the first 
was less accurate and appeared to accumulate rounding errors as the 
integration proceeded. The second technique gave good results and compared 
favourably with the theoretical solution. 
• 
------------------......... 
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The extrapolation algorithm and the programs for the solution of . 
partial differential equations were written in Algol 60 and tested on the 
leL 1904A machine (Loughborough University) in conjunction with the leL 1906A/ 
coe 7600 machine complex at Manchester University. The scheme for fourth 
order O.D.E.'s was programmed in Extended Fortran and run on the leL 1904A 
machine • 
-. 
· . 
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APPENDIX 
THE EXTRAPOLATION ALGORITHM 
The program is written as a subroutine of DETEST as described in. 
Chapter 2 • 
... . 'PR0(:EDURE'METH91D(N,FCN,X, Y ,XEND, T0L,HMAX,HI) ; 
'REAL'X,T0L,XEND,~I; • 
'INTEGER'N; 
'ARRAY'Y; 
. 'PR91CEDURE'FCN; 
'BEGIN' 
'REAL'MINC91ST,RETEX,C,D,EST,XS,SUM,H; 
'INTEGER'SEQU,I,J,K,Il,I2,C91UNT,MARKER,LIM,S,STEPS,LEV,NSEQ,VEL,CHECK, 
CALP,PLAC; 
'B~91LEAN'N91NC91NV,DECID,UNFINISH; 
SEQU:=12; 'C91MMENT' N91.0F INTEGER DEN91MINATORS; 
'BEGIN' . 
'REAL"PR91CEDURE'ERR(Tl,T2,ID,JD,DI,DJ): 
'C91MMENT'CALCULATES ERR91R N91RM: 
'VALUE'ID,JD,DI,DJ; 
'INTEGER'ID,JD,DI,DJ; 
'ARRAY'Tl,T2: 
'BEGIN' 
'REAL' SUM, RUB: 
SUM:=O: 
'F91R' 1:=1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' N 'D91' 
'BEGIN' 
RUB:=ABS(Tl[ID,JD,I]-T2[DI,DJ,I]); 
'IF'RUB 'GT' SUM 'THEN' SUM:=RUB 
'END'; 
ERR:=SUM 
'END' ; 
. 'REAL"PR91CEDURE'W0RKER(KD,SEQ): 
'VALUE'KO: 
'ARRAY'SEQ: 
, INTEGER' KO: 
'BEGIN' 
'INTEGER'SUM,I3: 
SUM:=O: 
'F91R'I3:=O 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' KO 'D91' 
SUM:=SUM+SEQ[I3]: 
W91RKER:=SUM 
'END'; 
'PR91CEDURE'MIDPT(HSUB,FUNCT,MIDRET,NS): 
'VALUE'HSUB,NS: 
'REAL'HSUB: 
'INTEGER'NS: 
'ARRAY'MIDRET: 
'PR91CEDURE'FUNCT 
'BEGIN' 
'C91MMENT' THE M91DIFIED-MIDP0INT-RULE; 
'REAL' HDUM: 
'ARRAY'VECY[O:NS,l:N],Fl,FDD[I:N]: 
HDUM: =HSUB/NS: 
'FOR'I:=l 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' N 'D91' 
'BEGIN' 
VECY[O,I]:=Y[I]: 
FI[I]:=VECY[l,I]:=VECY[O,I]+HDUM*F[I] 
'END': 
'F91R'Il=O 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' NS-l 'D91' 
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'BEGIN' 
FUNCT(X+(Il+l)*HDUM,Fl,FDD); 
'F0R'I:=1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' N 'D0' 
Fl[I]:=VECY[Il+2,I]:=VECY[Il,I]+2*HDUM*FDD[I] 
'END'; 
'F0R'I:=1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' N 'D0' 
MIDRET[I]:=(VECY[NS+l,I]+VECY[NS-l,I])/4+VECY[NS,I]/2 
'END'; , 
'PR0CEDURE'EXTRAP(HD,NSS,MIDM~D,ESTERR,F0N,SEQN,LEVV,TD,RETMID); 
'VALUE'HD,NSS,LEVV; 
'REAL'HD; 
'INTEGER'NSS,LEVV; 
'ARRAY'TD,SEQN,RETMID; 
'PR0CEDURE'MIDM0D,F0N; 
'REAL"PR0CEDURE'ESTERR; 
'BEGIN' 
MIDM~D(HD,F~N,RETMID,NSS); . 
'F~R'I:=1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' N 'D~' 
'BEGIN' 
TD[LEVV,O,I]:=RETMID[I]; 
'F~R'J:=1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' LEVV 'D~' 
'BEGIN' 
'C~MMENT' RATI~NAL F~RMULA; 
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'IF'J'EQ' 1 'THEN' TD[LEVV-l,J-2,I]:=0; 
'IF'ABS(TD[LEVV,J-l,I]-TD[LEVV-l,J-2,I])'LT'10t(-12) 'THEN' 
TD[LEVV,J,I]:=TD[LEVV,J-l,I]'ELSE' 
TD[LEVV,J,I]:=TD[LEVV,J-l,I]+(TD[LEVV,J-l,I]-TD[LEVV-l, 
J-l,I])/(((SEQN[LEVV])/(SEQN[LEVV-J]))+2*(I-(TD[LEVV, 
J-l,I]-TD[LEVV-l,J-l,I])/(TD[LEVV,J-l,I]-TD[LEVV-l, 
J-2,1]))-1) ; 
'C0MMENT' THE EQUIVALENT P0LYNDMIAL EXTRAP0LATI0N 
F0RMULA IS: TD[LEVV,J,I]:=TD[LEVV,J-l,I]+(TD[LEVV, 
J-l,I]-TD[LEVV-l,J-l,I])/(((SEQN[LEVV])/ 
. (SEQN[LEVV-J]) )+2-1); .. 
'END' ; 
'END'; 
ERR0R[LEVV]:=ESTERR(TD,TD,LEVV,LEVV,LEVV-l,LEVV-l) 
. 'END'; 
·'ARRAY'F,RETMID,RTT,MID,YO,MIDRET,FDD[l:N],NSEQ,ERR0R,AA,C0ST,H0PT 
.[O:SEQU],T[-l:SEQU,-I:SEQU,l:N]; 
FCN(X,Y,F); 'C0MMENT' FUNCTI0N AT INITIAL P0INT; 
H:=HI; 
'F0R'I:=1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 3 '00' NSEQ[I-l]:=2*1; 
'F0R'I:=3 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' SEQU· 'D0' NSEQ[I] :=2*NSEQ[I-2]; 
'C0MMENT' SETS UP SPECIAL SET 0F INTEGERS USED F0R THE DEN0MINAT0RS 
0F THE STEPSIZE IN THE EXTRAP0LATI0N ALG0RITHM; 
UNFINISH:='TRUE'; 
LIM:=1 ; 
C:=LN(I/T0L)/LN(10); 
D:=C-ENTIER(C); 
'IF'D'GE'0.5'THEN'S:=ENTIER(C)+1 'ELSE' S:=ENTIER(C); 
'C0MMENT' FINDING P~SITI0N 0F FIRST SIGNIFICANT FIGURE IN THE 
ERR~R T0LERANCE; 
C0UNT:=0; 
'F~R' STEPS:=I,STEPS+l 'WHILE' UNFINISH 'D0' 
'BEGIN' 
MIDP0INT(H,FCN,MIDRET,NSEQ[O]); 
'F~R'I:=1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' N '00' TIO,O,I]:=MIDRETII]: 
N~NC~NV:='TRUE': 
MARKER: =0; 
'F~R'K:=I,K+l 'WHILE' N0NC0NV 'AND' K 'LE' 'LIM '00' 
'BEGIN' 
EXTRAP(H,NSEQ[K],MIDPT,ERR,FCN,NSEQ,K,T,RETMID); 
'IF'ERR0RIK]'LE' H*~L 'THEN' 
'C0MMENT' TEST F~R C~NVERGENCE IN TABLEAU; 
'BEGIN' 
N0NC0NV:= , FALSE' 
'IF' K'EQ'LIM'THEN'C0UNT:=C0UNT+l'ELSE'C~UNT:=0: 
XS:=X+H; 
MARKER:=I: 
'FOR'I:=1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' N 'D~' YOII]:=T[K,K,I]: 
EST:=ERR0R[K]; 
'IF'C~UNT'EQ'LIM'THEN' 
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'BEGIN' 
EXTRAP(H,NSEQ[K+l],MIDPT,ERR,FCN,NSEQ,K+l,T,RETMID): 
C0UNT:=0; 
LEV:=K+l.'C0MMENT' EXTENDING TABLEAU 
'END' 
'ELSE' LEV:=K; 
'F0R'I:=l 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' LEV 'D~' 
'BEGIN' 
'IF' H*T0L'GE'ABS(2*ERR0R[I]*lO~2*I)'THEN' 
'BEGIN' ' 
'IF'H'LE'lO+(-3)'THEN'H0PTII]:=H*lO 
'ELSE'H~PT[I]:=H*2 
'END' 
'ELSE'H0PT[I]:=H*(H*ABS(T0L/(2*ERR0R[I])))+(l/2*I)); 
C0ST[Il:=W~RKER(I.NSEQ)/H0PT[Il: 
'C0MMENT' CALCULATING THE NEW STEPSIZES AND 
ASS~CIATED C~STS: 
'END' : 
MINC0ST:=C0ST[l]: 
VEL:=l; 
'IF'LEV'GT'I'THEN' 
'BEGIN' 
'F0R'I:=2 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' LEV 'D~' 
'BEGIN' 
'IF'C0ST[Il'LT'MINC~ST'THEN' 
, 'BEGIN,' 
MINC0ST:=C0ST[I]: 
VEL:=I 
'END' 
'END' 
'END': 
X:=XS: 
'F0R'I:=l 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' N 'D0' Y[I]:=YO[I]: 
H:=H~PT[VEL] : 
LIM:=VEL; 
'C0MMENT' SELECTI0N 0F 0PTIMUM STEPSIZE AND TABLEAU SIZE 
C0RRESP0NDING T~ MINIMUM C0ST; 
'END' ; 
'ELSE' 
'BEGIN' 
CHECK:=O; 
" 
-,-
----------------........... 
'IF'K'EQ'LIM'THEN 
'BEGIN' 
EXTRAP(H,NSEQ[2],MIDPT,ERR,FCN,NSEQ.2.T,RETMID); 
K:=K+l; 
LIM:=LIM+l; 
'END'; 
'IF'ERR0R[K] 'GE' 1 'THEN' CHECK:=1 'ELSE' 
'BEGIN' 
'IF'ERR0R[K]'GE'ERR0R[K-l]'THEN'CHECK:=I'ELSE' 
'BEGIN' 
'F0R'I:=K 'STEP' -1 'UNTIL' 1 '00' 
'BEGIN' ' 
M[I]:=-I; 
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'F{1IR'J:=O 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' S+1 'D{1I' 
'IF'ERR{/IR[I]'LT'lO+(-J)*H 'AND' ERR{1IR[J]'GT' 
10+(-(J+l»*H'THEN'M[I]:=J 
'END'; 
'C0MMENT' FINDING THE P0SITI0N 0F THE FIRST 
-SIG.FIGS. {1IF SUCCESSIVE ERR{/IRS; 
SUM:=O; , 
'F{1IR'I:=K 'STEP' -1 'UNTIL' 2 'D{/I' 
'IF' M[I]'LT'M[I-l]'THEN' SUM:=SUM+l; 
'IF'SUM'GT'ENTIER«S+1)/2) '{/IR'M[K] 'LT'M[K-l] 
'THEN'CHECK:=1 'ELSE' 
'END' 
'END' ; 
'BEGIN' 
PLAC:=S-LIM; 
CALP:=S-M[K]; 
'IF' CALP 'GT'PLAC+l'THEN'CHECK:=l 'ELSE' 
LIM:=LIM+PLAC+l; 
'C{1IMMENT' CHECKING IF C{/INVERGENCE IS LIKELY 
T{/I {/ICCUR IN EXTENDED TABLEAU; 
'END' 
'IF' CHECK 'EQ' 1 'THEN' 
'BEGIN' 
N{/INC{1INV:='FALSE' 
'F{/IR' 1:=1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' LIM 'D{/I' 
'BEGIN' 
'IF' H*T{/IL'GE'ABS (2*ERR{/IR[I] *10+(2*1»'THEN' 
'BEGIN' 
'IF'H'LE'lO~-3)'THEN'H~PT[I]:=H*10 
'ELSE' H{/IPT[I]:=H*2 
'END' . 
'ELSE' 
H{/IPT[I]:=H*(H*ABS(T{/IL/(2*ERR{/IR[I]»)+(1/2*I»; 
C{1IST[I]:=W{1IRKER(I,NSEQ)/H{1IPT[I] 
'END' ; 
MINC{/IST:=C{/IST[l] 
VEL:=l; 
'F{/IR'I:=2 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL'LIM 'D{/I' 
'BEGIN' 
'IF' C{1IST[I]'LT'MINC{1IST'THEN 
'BEGIN' 
MINC0ST:=C{/IST[I]; 
VEL:=I; 
END; 
'END' ; 
'END' 
:'END'. 
H:=H~PTILEV]; 
LIM:VEL 
'END' 
'ELSE' 
'IP'ERR0R[K)'GT' 1 'THEN' 
'BEGIN' 
H:=H/10; . 
N~NC~NV:='FALSE' 
'END' 
'END' • 
'IF'MARKER'EQ'l'THEN 
'BEGIN' 
STATS(X,Y,EST); 
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'C0MMENT' RETURNING T~ MAIN PR~GRAM UPDATING X AND Y AND 
THEN PR0DUCING STATISTICS; 
'IF' X 'LT' XEND 'THEN' FCN(X,Y,F) 'ELSE' 
UNFINISH:='FALSE' 
'END' 
'END' .. 
'END' 
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR DESUB 
TOL TIME OVHD FCN NO. OF MAXIMUM FRACTION FRACTION 
. " . CALLS STEPS ERROR DECEIVED BAD DECV 
. A .,,. 
, '10**-3 0.046 0.036 
• 
847 31 1.2 0.032 0.0 
10**-6 0.081 0.060 1538 38 0.1 0.0 0;0 
10**-9 0.151 0.110 2911 55 0.2 0.0 0.0 
.. 
B 
10**-3 0.154 0.125 2500 48 7.8 0.021 0.021 
10**-6 0.283 0.226 4563 75 0.3 0.0 0.0 
10**-9 0.501 0.394 7896 124 0.0 0.0 0.0 
C 
10**-3 1.156 0.806 3702 67 2.9 0.045 0.0 
10**-6 1.433 1.004 4411 83 2.3 0.012 0.0 
10**-9 2.305 1.566 6382 116 0.4 0.0, 0.0 
D 
10**-3 0.699 0.423 7335 99 1.0 0.010 0.0 
10":*-6 1.162 0.709 12044 163 0.3 0.0 0.0 
10**-9 1.824 1.119 ·18754 273 1.6 0.007 0.0 
E 
,10**-3 0.129 0.102 2169 45 1.8 0.022 0.0 
10**~6 0.245 0.190 4121 69 0.6 0.0 0.0 
, 10**-9 0.424 0.330 7198 110 0.4 0.0 0.0 
ALL 
10**-3 2.184 1.492 16553 290 7.8 0.024 0.003 
10**-6 3.204 2.189 26677 428 2.3 0.002 0.0 
-, 
10**-9 5.205 3.520 43141 678 1.6 0.003 0.0 
OVERALL 
SUMMARY 10.593 7.201 86371 1396 7.8 0.007 0.001 
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR DIFSYl 
TOL TIME OVHD FCN NO. OF MAXIMUM FRACTION FRACTION CALLS STEPS ERROR DECEIVED BAD DECV 
A 
10**-3 . 0.063 0.05q 1020 46 0.3 0.0 0.0 
10**-6 0.092 0.070 1568 44 0.3 0.0 0.0 
10**-9 0.151 0.112 2884 46 0.1 0.0 0.0 
B 
10**-3 0.199 0.163 2684 116 0.2 0.0 0.0 
10**-6 0.322 0.257 4681 III 0.4 0.0 0.0 
10**-9 0.505 0.391 8161 III 0.4 0.0 0.0 
C 
10**-3 0.748 0.494 2199 99 0.2 0.0 0.0 
10**-6 1.498 0.995 .5378 82 2.0 0.012 0.0 
10**-9 2.546 1.701 10396 80 0.8 0.0 0.0 
D 
10**-3 0.573 0.376 5222 224 0.1 0.0 0.0 
10**-6 0.979 0.620 9562 222 0.3 0.0 0.0 
10**-9 1.517 0.918 15948 224 0.1 0.0 0.0 
E 
10**-3 . 0.172 0.142 ·2469 105 0.3 0.0 0.0 
10**-6 . 0.286 0.226 4400 100 0.4 0.0 0.0 
10**-9 0.445 0.342 7652 100 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ALL 
10**-3 1. 754 1.225 13594 590 0.3 0.0 0.0 
·10**-6 3.176 2.168 25589 559 2.0 ·0.002 0.0 
10**-9 5.165 3.46445041 561· 0.8 0.0 0.0 
OVERALL 
SUMMARY . 10.095 6.857 84224 1710 2.0 0.001 0.0 
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR EXTRAP2 WITH POLYNOMIAL EXTRAPOLATION 
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR EXTRAP2 WITII RATIONAL EXTRAPOLATION 
TOL TIME OVHD PCN NO. OF MAXUIUM FRACTION FRACTION CALLS STEPS ERROR DECEIVED BAD DECV 
A 
10**-3 0.000 0.000 • 883 43 1.3 0.023 0.0 
10"'*-6 0.000 0.000 1727 51 0.1 . 0.0 0.0 
10**-9 0.001 0.001 3305 63 0.2 0.0 0.0 
B 
10**-3 0.001 0.001 2721 121 0.5 0.0 0.0 
· 10**-6 0.002 0.001 4788 114 0.1 0.0 0.0 
10**-9 0.002 0.002 8267 131 0.2 0.0 0.0 
C 
10**-3 0.003 0.002 1854 102 1.2 0.020 0.0 
10**-6 0.005 0.004 3663 125 5.6 0.032 0.008 
· 10**-9 0.008 0.006 6042 122 1.3 0.016 0.0 
D 
10**-3 0.002 0.002 5204 214 0.3 0.0 0.0 
10**-6 0.004 0.004 10620 264 0.3 0.0 0.0 
10**-9 0.007 0.006 18084 264 2.3 0.011 0.0 
E 
10**-3 0.001 0.001 2315 89 1.3 0.011 0.0 
10**-:6 0.001 0.001 4345 101 0.3 0.0 0.0 
10**-9 0.002 0.002 7449 103 0.1 0.0 0.0 
ALL -
10**-3 0.006 0.005 12977 569 1.3 ·0.007 0.0 
10**-6 0.012 0.011 25143 655 5.6 0.006 0.002 
· 10**-9· 0.0194 0.0173 43147 683 2.3 0.0007 0.0 
. OVERALL 
· SUMMARY 0.038 0.034 81267 1907 5.6 0.007 0.001 
.. 
--------------......... 
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The program for the solution of the Biharmonic equation 
'BEGIN' 
. 'REAL'T~L,IDR,SUMP3,X,Y; 
'INTEGER'I,J,M,N,LD,LIM,K,LIT,INT,ID,JD,C~UNT,KI,IFAIL,D2,IR,KIN,II,Jl; 
'B00LEAN'N0NC0NV; 
. M:=READ;N:=READ;~L:=READ; 
LD:=(M+l)*(N+l) ; 
'C0MMENT' M AND N ARE THE TRUNCATI0N P0INTS ~F TIlE CHEBYSHEV SERIES, T0L IS 
TIlE ERR~R T0LERANCE AND LD IS TIlE ~RDER ~F TIlE SYSTEM; 
IR:=l;IFAIL:=O; 
'BEGIN' . 
'PR0CEDURE'F03AFA(N,EPS,A,DI,D2,P,IFAIL); 
'VALUE'N,EPS; 
'INTEGER'N,D2,IFAIL; 
'REAL' EPS,DI; 
'REAL "ARRAY , A,P; 
'A~L'; 
' PR0CEDURE'F04AHA(N,IR,A,AA,P,B,EPS,X,BB,K,IFAIL); 
'VALUE'N,IR,EPS; 
'INTEGER'N,IR,K,IFAIL; 
'REAL'EPS; 
· 'REAL"ARRAY'A,AA,P,B,X,BB; 
· 'ALG~L'; 
'C~MMENT' DECLARATI0N 0F THE TW0 NAG LIBRARY R0UTINES F0R THE INVERSI0N 
0F A MATRIX; 
'REAL"PR0CEDURE'PRD(Ll,MI); 
'VALUE' Ll,Ml; 
'INTEGER" Ll,Ml; 
'BEGIN' 
.'IF' LI 'LT' 0 'THEN' 
PRD:=(MI-l)*(MI-2)*(MI-3) 'ELSE' 
PRD:= (MI+I)* (MI+2) * (MI+3) 
'END'; . 
'PR0CEDURE'F~RMD(PRD,D,MI,J,HA); 
'VALUE'J,HA,MI; 
'INTEGER'J,HA,MI; 
'REAL' 'PR~EDURE' PRD; 
'ARRAY'D; 
'BEGIN' 
'INTEGER'I; 
'F0R'I:=4 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' MI '00' 
·'IF'. HA 'EQ' 0 'THEN' 
D[I. I] :=I*PRD(I,I) *PRD( -I, 1)*PRD.(I,J) 
'C0MMENT' SETS UP BL~CKS 0F MATRICES 0F THE MAIN MATRIX AL0NG THE 
L0NGER SUB-DIAG0NAL; 
'ELSE' 
D[I.I]:=I*PRD(I,I)*PRD(-I,I)*PRD(-I,J) 
'C0MMENT' SETS UP BL0CKS 0F MATRICES 0F TIlE MAIN MATRIX AL0NG TIlE 
UPPER SUPER-DIAG0NAL; 
'END' 
'PR0CEDURE'F0RMT(PRD,T,J,MI,HA); 
· 'VALUE'J ,MI,HA; 
'REAL"PR0CEDURE'PRD; 
'INTEGER'J,MI,HA; 
· 'ARRAY'T; 
'BEGIN' 
'F0R'I:=4 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' Ml 'D0' 
'BEGIN' 
'IF' HA 'EQ' ° 'THEN' 
'BEGIN' 
T[I ,1-2] :=2*I*J*(I-l)*(1+1)+ 2* (J-l) * (J+l)+ 2; 
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,T[I,I]:=-4*I*(J+3)*(J*J-4)*PRO(I,I)*PRO(-I,I)-4*I*I*J(I*1-1) 
*(J+l)J'2*(J-l); 
'IF' I 'LT' Ml-l 'THEN' 
T[I ,1+2) :=2*I*J*(1+1)*(I-l)+2* (J-l) * (J+l)+ 2 
'END' 
'C0MMENT' SETS UP BL0CKS 0F MATRICES 0F THE MAIN MATRIX 
AL0NG THE SUB-DIA~NAL; 
'ELSE' 
'BEGIN' 
'END' 
T[I, 1-2] :=2*I*J* (1-1) * (1+1)+ 2* (J+l) *(J-l)+ 2; 
T[I,I):=-4*I*PRD(I,I)*PRD(-I,I)*(J+3)*(J*J-4)-4*I*I*J*(I*1-1) 
*(J+l)*(J-l)+ 2; 
'IF' I 'LT' Ml-l 'THEN' 
T[I,I+2):=2*I*J*(I+l)*(I-l)+2*(J+l)*(J-l)+2 
'END' ; 
'C0MMENT' SETS UP BL0CKS 0F MATRICES 0F THE MAIN MATRIX 
AL0NG THE SUPER-DIAG0NAL; 
'END'; 
'PROtEDURE'F0RMM(PRO,AM,J,Ml); 
'VALUE'Ml,J; , 
'REAL' 'PR0CEDURE 'PRO; 
'INTEGER'Ml,J; 
, 'ARRAY'AM; 
,'BEGIN' 
'F0R' 1:=4 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' Ml '00' 
'BEGIN' 
AM[I,I-4):=J*PRD(l,J)*PRD(-l,J)*PRD(I,I); 
AM[I,I-2):=4*J*PRD(I,J)*PRD(-l,J)*(I+3)*(I*I-4)-4*I*J+2*(1+1) 
2+ (1-1)* (J*J-l); 
AM[I,I):=6*I*J*PRD(I,I)*PRD(-I,I)*(J*J-9)+8*I*I*J*J*(I*I-1)* 
(J*J-l)+6*I*J*PRD(I,J)*PRD(-I,J)*(I*I-9); 
'IF' I 'LT' Ml-l 'THEN' 
AM[I,I+2):=-4*J*PRO(I,J)*PRD(-I,J)*(I-3)*(I*I-4)-4*J*J*I*(1+1) 
, * (1-1)+ 2* (J*J-l); 
'IF' I 'LT' MI-3 'THEN' 
AM[I,I-4):=J*PRD(I,J)*PRD(-I,J)*PRD(-I,I) 
, -, 'END'; , 
'C0MMENT' SETS UP BL0CKS 0F MATRICES 0F THE MAIN MATRIX AL0NG 
, THE MAIN DIAG0NAL; 
'F0R' 1:=0 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' LIT 'D0' 
'BEGIN' 
AM[O,2*I) :=1.0; , 
AM[I,2*I+l):=1.0; 
AM[2,2*I]:=(2*I)+2; 
AM[3,2*I+l]:=(2*I+l)+2 
'END'; AM[0,O):=O.5; 
'C0MMENT' ELEMENTS ASS0CIATED WITH B0UNDARY C0NDITI0NS; 
'END' ; 
'PR0CEDURE'ZER0(MAT,LIM); 
, 'VAWE'LIM; 
'INTEGER'LIM; 
'ARRAY 'MAT; 
'BEGIN' 
-. 
'F~R' 1:=0 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL'LIM 'D~' 
'F~R' J:=O 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL'LIM 'D~' 
MAT[I,J) :=0.0 
'END'; . 
'REAL"PR~CEDURE'ERR0R(VEC1,VEC2,K1); 
'VALUE'Kl; 
. 'INTEGER' K1; 
'ARRAY'VEC1, VEC2; 
'BEGIN' 
'REAL'SUMjlIFF; 
SUM:=O.O; 
'F~R'I:=O 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' K1 'D0' 
'BEGIN' 
DIFF:=VEC1[I)-VEC2[I); 
'IF'DIFF'GT' SUM 'THEN' SUM:=DIFF 
'END' ; 
, ERR~R ' : =SUM 
'END'; 
'C~MMENT' END 0F R0UTINES; 
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'ARRAY'A,U[1:LD,l:LD),PV[1:LD).XB,BB,BX[1:LD.1:IR).MD,T,D[O:M,O:M), 
AC[0:M,O:N),GD[0:M+2).DD[0:M,O:N+2).BD[0:M); 
ZER~(A,LD); 
ZER0(U,LD); 
'C0MMENT' 'A' IS MAIN MATRIX, 'U' IS C0PY; 
'FOR' 1:=1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' LD 'D~' 
BX[I,l):=READ; 
'C0MMENT' R.H.S. 0F SYSTEM; 
ZE1W(T,M); 
ZER9!(MD,M) ; 
ZER~(D,M); 
'IF'M-(M'/'2)*2'EQ'O'THEN'LIT:=M'/'2-1 
'ELSE'LIT:=M'/'2; 
'IF'N-(N'/'2)*'EQ'O'THEN'LIM:=N'/'2-1 
'ELSE'LIM:=N'/'2; 
'F0R' 1:=0 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 1 '00' 
'F0R' J:=O 'STEP 1 'UNTIL' LIM 'D0' 
. 'BEGIN' 
'IF'. J 'EQ' 0 'AND' I 'EQ' 0 'THEN' IDR:=0.5 'ELSE' IDR:=1.0; 
'F0R'K:=1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' M+l 'D~' 
A[I*(M+1)+K,(2*J+I)*(M+l)+K):=IDR 
'END' ; . 
"C0MMENT' SETS UP FIRST TW~ R0WS 0F 'A'; 
'F0R'I:=2 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 3 '00' 
'. 'F0R'J:=0 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' LIM 'D~' 
'BEGIN' 
'F0R'K:=1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' M+1 '00' 
. 'IF' I 'EQ' 2 'THEN' A[I*(M+1)+K.2*J*(M+1)+K):=(2*J)+2 
'ELSE'A[I*(M+1)+K,(2*J+l)*(M+1)*K):=(2*J+1)t2 
'END' ; 
'C0MMENT' SETS UP SEC~ND TW~ R0WS ~F 'A'; 
"F0R' J:=4 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' N 'D~' 
'BEGIN' 
F~RMD(PRD.D,M,J.O); 
'F~R'I:=4 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' M '00' 
A[J*(M+1)+I+1,(J-4)*(M+1)+I+1):=D[I.I) 
'END' ; 
-~ 
... 
'FI!IR'J:=4 'STEP'. 1 'UNTIL' N 'DI!I' 
'BEGIN' 
FI!IRMT(PRD,T,J,M,O); 
'FI!IR'ID:=O 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' M 'DI!I' 
'FI!IR' 1:=0 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' M '00' 
A[J*(M+l)+ID+l,(J-2)*(M+l)+I+l):=T[ID,I) 
"END' ; 
'F~R'J:=4 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' N '00'. 
'BEGIN' 
F~RMM(PRD,MD,J,M); 
'F~R' 10:=0 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' M '00' 
'F~R' 1:=0 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' M '00' 
A[J* (M+l)+ID+I,J* (M+l)+I+l) :=MD [ID, I) 
'END' ; 
'IF' N 'GT' 5 'THEN' 
'BEGIN' 
'FI!IR'J:=4 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' N-2 'DI!I' 
'BEGIN' 
FI!IRMT(PRD,T,J,M,-I); 
'FI!IR' 10:=0 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' M 'DI!I' 
'FI!IR'I:=O 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' M 'DI!I' 
A[J*(M+l)+ID+I,(J+2)*(M+l)+I+I]:=T[ID,I) 
'END' 
'END' ; 
'IF'N'GT' 7 'THEN 
'BEGIN' 
'FI!IR' J:=4 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' N-4 'DI!I' 
. 'BEGIN' 
'FI!IRMD(PRD,D,M,J,I); 
'FI!IR'I:=4 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' M 'DI!I" 
A[J*(M+l)+I+l,(J+4)*(M+l)+I+l]:=D[I,I) 
'END'; 
'END'; 
'CI!IMMENT' MATRIX 'A'COMPLETELY DEFINED; 
'FI!IR'I:=l 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' LD 'DI!I' 
'FI!IR'J:=I 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' LD 'DI!I' 
. U[I,J] :=AII,J]; .. 
F03AFA(LD,Ti!lL,U,D3,D2,PVJFAIL); 
F04AHA(LD,IR,A,U,PV,BX,TI!IL,XB,BB,KIN,IFAIL); 
'CI!IMMENT' SI!ILUTII!IN HAS BEEN I!IBTAINED: 
. NEWLINE(2); 
WRITETEXT(' ('SI!ILUTION %VECTOR%IS%: ') '): 
NEWLINE(2) ; 
'FI!IR'I:=1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' LD 'DI!I' 
'BEGIN' 
NEWLINE(l); . 
PRINT(XB[I,I] ,6,12): 
'END'; 
'FI!IR'J:=1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' N+l 'DI!I' 
'FI!IR'I:=I 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' M+l 'DI!I' 
AC[I-l,J-l]:=XB[I+(J-l)*(M+l) ,1]; 
NEWLINE(l) ; 
WRITETEXT('('SOLUTION%X,Y%IN%[-I,l]')'): 
NEWLINE(2); 
". 'FI!IR' 11:= 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 21 '00' 
'BEGIN' 
'FI!IR' JI:=1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 21 'DI!I' 
'BEGIN' 
X:=(I1-11)*O.I; 
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The program for the solution of the two dimensional parabolic equation 
'BEGIN' . 
'INTEGER' I,J, Il,C!'!UNT, LD,LIM,LIT, IFAIL,D2,IR,KIN,K,M,N, 12, 13, 14; 
'REAL'DELT,D3,Ti'lL,Ti'lTAL,SUM,IDR,X,Y,TIME; 
M:=READ;N:=READ;T!'!L:=READ; 
TIME: =READ;DELT: =READ; 
LD:= (M+l)* (N+I) ; 
.I4:=TIME/DELT; 
. 'C!'!MMENT' M AND N ARE TRUNCATI!'!N P!'!INTS !'!F THE CHEBYSHEV SERIES, TI'IL IS. THE 
ERR0R Ti'lLERANCE, LD IS THE 0RDER 0F THE SYSTEM, TIME IS P!'!INT !,!F TERMINATI!'!N, 
DELT IS THE STEPSIZE AND 14 IS THE NUMBER 0F TIMES THE ALG0RITHM IS APPLIED 
TI'I REACH THE P0INT TIME; 
IFAIL::O; . 
IR:=I; 
'BBGIN' 
'PR!'!CEDURE' F03AFA(N,EPS,A,Dl,D2,P,IFAIL); 
'VAWE' N,EPS; 
'INTEGER' N,D2,IFAIL; 
'REAL' EPS,Dl; 
'REAL' 'ARRAY' A,P; 
'ALG!'!L'; 
'PR!,!CEDURE'F04AHA(N,IR,A,AA,P,B,EPS,X,BB,K,IFAIL); 
'VAWE'N,IR,EPS; 
'INTEGER' N,IR,K,IFAIL; 
'REAL'EPS; 
'REAL"ARRAY'A;AA,P,B,X,BB; 
'ALG!'!L' • , . 
'C!'!MMENT' DECLARATI!'!N !'!F THE TW!'! NAG LIBRARY R!'!UTINES FI'IR THE INVERSI!'!N 
0F A MATRIX; 
'PR!,!CEDURE'F!,!RMA(AD,J,MD,HA); 
'VALUE'J,MD,HA; 
'INTEGER 'J ,MD,HA; 
'ARRAY' AD; 
'BEGIN' 
.'F!,!R'I:=2 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' MD 'D!'!' 
'BEGIN' 
AD[I,I-2]:=O.25*(I+I)*(J+l); 
AD[I,I]:=;O.5*I*(J+I)-HA*DELT*I*(I*I-l)*(J+l)/2; 
'IF'I'LT'MD-l 'THEN' 
AD[I,I+2]:=(I-I)*(J+I)*O.25 
'END' 
'END' ; 
'C!,!MMENT' SETS UP BLi'lCKS !'!F MATRICES· 0N THE SUB-DIAG!'!NAL 0F THE MAIN 
MATRICES !'IF THE SYSTEM P.A(N+l)=P*.A(N); 
'PRI'ICEDURE'F!'!RMB(BD,J,MD,HA); 
'VALUE'J,MD,HA; 
'INTEGER'J,MD,HA; 
'ARRAY' BD; 
'BEGIN' 
'FI'!R' 1:=2 'STEP' I 'UNTIL' MD 'D!'!' 
'BEGIN' 
BD[I,I-2]:=-O.5*J*(I+l)-HA*DE 
BD[I,I]:=I*J+HA*DELT*I*~*«I*I-I)+(J*J-l); 
'IF' I 'LT' MD-I 'THEN' 
BD[I,I+2]:=-O.5*J*(I-I)-HA*J*DELT*(I-l)*(J*J-l)/2 
'END' ; 
'IF' HA 'EQ' I 'THEN' 
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. " . 
. 'BEGIN' 
'F0R'I:=0 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' LIT 'D0' 
'BEGIN' 
BD[O,2*I):=1 
'IF' 2*1+1 .'LE' MD 'TIJEN' 
BD[I,2*I+l):=1 
'END'; 
BD[O,O]:=0.5 
'END' 
" "END'; 
'C0MMENT' SETS UP MATRIX BL0CKS AL0NG THE MAIN DIAG0NALS OF P AND P*; 
'PR0CEDURE'F~RMC(CD,J,MD,HA); 
'VALUE'J .MD,HA; 
'INTEGER'J,MD,HA; 
. 'ARRAY'CD; 
'BEGIN' 
'F0R' 1:=2 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' MD 'D0' 
'BEGIN' 
CD[I,I-2):=0.25*(I+l)(J-l); 
CD[I,I):=~0.5*I*(J-l)-HA*DELT*I*(I*I-1)*(J-1)/2; 
'IF' I 'LT' MD-I 'THEN' 
CD[I,I+2):=0.25*(I-l)*(J-I) 
'END' 
'END' ; 
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'C0MMENT' SETS UP BL0CK MATRICES AL0NG TIJE SUPER-DIAG0NALS 0F TIJE SYSTEM; 
'ARRAY'U,AI,BI[I:LD,I:LD].A,B,C,AL,BL,CL[0:M,O:M],V,PV[1:LD]; 
XB,BX,BB[I:LD,I:IR],AC[0:M,O:N).GD[0:M+2],DD[0:M,O:N+2).BD[O:M); 
.'F0R'I:=1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' LD '00' 
'F9!R'J:=1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' LD 'D0' 
Al[I,J):=Bl[I,J):=U[I,J]:=O.O; 
'F0R'I:=0 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' M 'D0' 
'F0R'J:=0 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' M '00' 
A[I,J):=B[I,J):=C[I,J):=AL[I,J):=BL[I,J):=CL[I,J):=O.O; 
'F0R'I:=1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' LD 'D0' 
V[I):=READ; 
'C0MMENT' INITIAL VECT0R A(O); 
LIT:=M'/'2; 
LIM:"N'/'2; 
. 'F0R'.I:=0 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 1 '00' 
'F0R'J:=0 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' LIM 'D0' 
'BEGIN' 
-. 
'IF' J 'EQ' 0 'AND'- I 'EQ' O.'TIJEN' IDR:=0.5 'ELSE' IDR:=I; 
'F0R' K:=1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' M+l 'D0' 
'IF'. 2*J+I 'LE' N 'THEN' 
Al[I*(M+l)+K,(2*J+I)*(M+l)+K):=IDR 
'END' ; 
. 'C0MMENT'FIRST TW0 R0WS C0RRESP0ND T0 B0UNDARY C0NDITI0NS; 
'F0R' J:=2 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' N 'D0' 
, BEGIN' 
F0RMA(A,J ,M,I) ; 
F0RMA(A,J,M,-1); 
'F0R'I:=0 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL'. M 'D0' 
'F0R'Il:=0 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' M 'D0' 
'BEGIN' 
Al[J*(M+l)+I+l,(J-2)*(M+i)+Il+l):=A[I,Il); 
Bl[J*(M+l)+I+l,(J-2)*(M+l)+I+l):=AL[I,Il); 
'END'; 
'END' ; 
'F0R'J:=2 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' N 'D0' 
'BEGIN' 
FIIRMB(B,J ,M,l); 
FIIRMB(BL,J,M-1); 
'FIIR'I:=O 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' M '00' 
'FIIR' 11:=0 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' M 'D~' 
'BEGIN' 
A1[J*CM+1)+1+1,J*(M+1)+I1+1]:=B[I,11]; 
B1[J*CM+1)+I+1,J*(M+1)+I1+1]:=BL[I,I1] 
'END' 
'END'; 
'F~R'J:=2 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' N-2 'D~' 
'BEGIN' 
F~RMC(C,J ,M, 1); 
F~RMC(CL,J ,M,-l); 
'F~R' 1:=0 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' M ,~, 
'F0R'I1:=0 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' M ,~, 
'BEGIN' 
A1[J*(M+1)+I+1,(J+2)*(M+1)+I1+1]:=C[I,11]; 
B1[J*(M+1)+I+1,(J+2)*(M+1)+I1+1]:=CL[I,11]; 
'END' 
'END'; 
'F~R'I:=l 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' LD ,~, 
'F~R'J:=l 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' LD 'D~' 
1[I,J]:=Al[I,J]; 
F03AFA(LD,T~L,U,D3,D2,PV,IFAIL); 
T~TAL:=O; 
'F~R'C~UNT:=l 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 14 'D~' 
'BEGIN' 
'C0MMENT' TIME ~~P; 
T~TAL:=C~UNT*DELT; 
'F~R' 1:=1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' LD 'D0' 
'BEGIN' 
SUM: =0; 
'F~R'J:=l 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' LD 'D~' 
SUM:=SUM+B1[I,J]*V[J); 
BX[I,l]:=SUM 
'END'; 
F04AHA(LD,IR,A1,U,PV,BX,T~L,XB,B~IN,IFAIL); 
NEWLINE (2) ; 
. WRITETEXT (' ('TIME%') ') ; 
PRINT(~TAL,2,3); 
NEWLINE(2); 
WRITETEXT('('SOLUTION%VECTOR')'); 
NEWLINE(2) ; 
'F~R'I:=l 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL'. LD 'D~' 
'BEGIN' 
PRINT(XB[I,l)12); . 
NEWLINE(l); 
V[I] :=XB[I,l] 
'END' ; 
'F~R'J:=l 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' N+1 'D~' 
'F~R'I:=l 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' M+1 '00' 
AC[I-1 ,J-1] :=XB[I+ (J-1) * CM+1) ,1]; 
NEWLINE(l); 
WRITETEXT('('ANALYTICAL%SOLUTION')'); 
NEWLINE(2) 
'IF' C~UNT 'EQ' 14 'THEN' 
'BEGIN' 
'F~R'I2:=0 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 10 '00' 
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'END' 
'END' 
'END'; 
-.. 
'F0R'I1:=0 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 10 '00' 
'BEGIN' 
Y:=I2*0.1; 
X:=11*0.1; 
GD:=[M+2]:=GD[M+1]:=0; 
'F0R'I:=M'STEP' -1 'UNTIL' 0 '00' 
'BEGIN' 
DD[I,N+2]:=DD[I,N+1]:=0.0; 
'F0R' J:=N 'STEP' -1 'UNTIL' 0 '00' 
DD[I,J]:=AC[I,J]+2*Y*DD[I,J+1]-DD[I,J+2]; 
BD[I]:=(DD[I,O]-DD[I,2])/2; 
GD[I]:=BD[I]+2*X*GD[I+1]-GD[I+2]; 
'END'; 
SUM:=(GD[0]-GD[2])/2; 
PRINT(SUM,1,10); 
SPACE(2); 
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'C0MMENT' S0LUTI0N EVALUATED FR0M CHEBY.C0EFFICIENTS; 
'END' 
'END' 
------------------------------:-----_ .. 
I 
I 
I' 
I 
SOLUTION OF THE TWO DIMENSIONAL PARABOLIC EQUATION 
(1). Analytical solution for the Chebyshev coefficients a .. , at t=0.2 1,J 
i o 2 
a. ., at t=0.2 1,J 
4 6 8 
o 0.3540503857 -0.1871486092 0.0102957653 -0.0001686225 -0.0000041514 
2 _0.1871486092 0.0989254731 -0.0054422710 0.0000891327 0.0000021944 
·4 0.0102957653 -0.0054422710 0.0002994003 -0.0000049035 -0.0000001207 
6 -0.0001686225 0.0000891327 -0.0000049035 0.0000000803 0.0000000020 
8 -0.0000041514 0.0000021944 -0.0000001207 0.0000000020 0.0000000000. 
10 0.0000004451 -0.0000002353 0.0000000129 -0.0000000002 -0.0000000000 
(2) Algorithmic solution of a. . at t=0.2 using 6t=0.01 1,J 
i 
a. . J 1,J at t=0.2 with 6t=0.0 j 
2 6 8 o 4 
o 0.3539727937 -0.1871108738 0.0102983830 -0.0001699653 -0.0000039407 
2 -0.1871114296 0.0989075476 -0.0054437583 0.0000898422 0.0000020833 
4 0.0102985333 -0.0054438216 0.0002996121 -0.0000049421 -0.0000001150 
6 -0.0001699450 0.0000898312 -0.0000049415 0.0000000808 0.0000000020 
8 -0.0000039888 0.0000021088 -0.0000001164 0.0000000020 0.0000000000 
10 0.0000004333 -0.0000002290 0.0000000126 -0.0000000002 -0.0000000000 
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(3) Algorithmic solution of a. . at t=0.2, using 6t=0.005 
1,) 
a. . at t=0.2, with 6t=0.005 1,) .. 
o 2 4 6 8 1 ~~----~------~----~----~--------------
00.3540312908 -0.1871389322 0.012963231 -0.0001689739 -0.0000040624 
2 -0.1871394928 0.0989208728 -0.0054425922 0.0000893183 0.0000021474 
4 0.0102964694 -0.0054426532 0.0002994504~.0000049136 -0.0000001182 
6 -0.0001689523 0.0000893066 -0.0000049129 0.0000000804 0.0000000020 
8 -0.0000041110 0.0000021731 -0.0000001196 0.0000000020 0.0000000000 
.10' 0.OObooo4413 -0.0000002333 0.0000000128 -0.0.00000002 -0.0000000000 
(4) Algorithmic solution of a .. at t=0.2 using 6t=0.0025 
. . 1,) 
o 
a. . at t=0.2, with 6t=0.0025 
1,) 
2 4 5 
o 0;3540459163 -0.1871459450 0.0102958050 -0.0001687253 -0.0000040928 
2 0.1871465067 0.0989242019 -0.0054422991 0.0000891870 0.0000021635 
4 0.0102959502 -0.0054423595 0.0002994099 -0.0000049065 -0.0000001190 
.. 
6 -0.0001687034 0.0000891752 -0.0000049058 0.0000000803 0.0000000020 
8 -0.0000041416 0.0000021892 -0.0000001205 0.0000000020 0.0000000000 
10 0.0000004433 -0.0000002343 0.0000000129 -0.0000000002 -0.0000000000 
-.' 
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